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Social science researchers are increasingly using multi-group confirmatory factor 

analysis (MG-CFA) to compare different groups’ latent variable means. To ensure that a 

MG-CFA model is identified, two approaches are commonly used to set the scale of the 

latent variable. The reference indicator (RI) strategy, which involves constraining one 

loading per factor to a value of one across groups, assumes that the RI has equal factor 

loadings across groups. The second approach involves constraining each factor’s variance 

to a value of one across groups and, thus, assumes that the factor variances are equal 

across groups.  

Latent mean differences may be tested and described using Gonzalez and 

Griffin’s (2001) likelihood ratio test (LRT�) and Hancock’s (2001) standardized latent 

mean difference effect size measure (���), respectively. Applied researchers using the 

LRT� and/or the ��� when comparing groups’ latent means may not explicitly test the 

assumptions underlying the two factor scaling methods. To date, no study has examined 
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the impact of violating the assumptions associated with the two scaling methods on latent 

mean comparisons.  

The purpose of this study was to assess the performance of the LRT� and the ��� 

when violating the assumptions underlying the RI strategy and/or the factor variance 

scaling method. Type I error and power of the LRT� as well as relative parameter bias and 

parameter bias of the ��� were examined when varying loading difference magnitude, 

factor variance ratio, factor loading pattern and sample size ratio. Rejection rates of 

model fit indices, including the �� test, RMSEA, CFI, TLI and SRMR, under these 

varied conditions were also examined.  

The results indicated that violating the assumptions underlying the RI strategy did 

not affect the LRT� or the ���. However, violating the assumption underlying the factor-

variance scaling method influenced Type I error rates of the LRT�, particularly in unequal 

sample size conditions. Results also indicated that the four factors manipulated in this 

study had an impact on correct model rejection rates of the model fit indices. It is hoped 

that this study provides useful information to researchers concerning the use of the LRT� 

and ��� under factor scaling method assumption violations.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Structured means modeling (SMM) is a commonly used approach to detect latent mean 

differences across groups. Using the SMM approach, a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) 

model that incorporates means is fit simultaneously to data sets of different groups. To ensure 

that the multi-group CFA (MG-CFA) model is identified, each latent variable must be assigned a 

scale. There are two commonly used factor scaling methods. One involves constraining one 

loading per factor to a value of one across groups. The observed indicator with its factor loadings 

constrained to a value of one across groups is called a reference indicator (RI). The second factor 

scaling method, which is described as the factor-variance scaling method, involves constraining 

each factor’s variance to a value of one across groups. Both scaling methods require meeting 

certain assumptions. For instance, the RI strategy holds an assumption that the RI has invariant 

factor loadings across groups. The factor-variance scaling method, on the other hand, involves an 

assumption that the factor variances are equal across groups.  

Previous studies have not devoted much attention to the assumptions underlying the two 

factor scaling methods. Only one simulation study (i.e., Johnson, Meade, & DuVernet, 2009) has 

investigated the impact of violating the assumption underlying the RI strategy on the accuracy of 

measurement invariance (MI) tests. Johnson et al. (2009) indicated that using RIs with non-

invariant factor loadings led to less accurate invariance tests for a specific loading. To date, no 

study has examined the effect of constraining unequal factor loadings or unequal factor variances 

to a value of one across groups on the latent mean comparison.  
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Once a MG-CFA model is identified, latent mean differences across groups can be tested. 

The 𝑧 test statistic is typically used to test the statistical significance of a latent mean difference 

estimate. However, Gonzalez and Griffin (2001) found that the 𝑧 test was sensitive to the factor 

scaling method used and recommended against it when evaluating the statistical significance of a 

latent mean difference estimate. Lawrence and Hancock (1998) and Gonzalez and Griffin (2001), 

instead, have recommended using the likelihood ratio test, LRT𝜅 , when testing the significance of 

a latent mean difference estimate.  

In addition to the statistical significance of a latent mean difference estimate, the practical 

significance of the latent mean difference across groups is commonly of interest. Hancock (2001) 

has suggested using the standardized latent mean difference effect size measure, 𝛿 𝜅 , which is 

calculated using the latent mean difference estimate divided by the squared root of the pooled 

factor variance across groups, as a measure of the practical significance of a latent mean 

difference estimate between two groups.  

Several studies have investigated the impact of partial metric and/or partial intercept 

invariance (i.e., some of the factor loadings and/or some of the observed variable intercepts are 

non-invariant across groups) on the accuracy of MI tests and latent mean difference tests. It has 

been found that several factors influence the accuracy of MI tests and latent mean comparisons, 

such as group sample size ratio, factor loading pattern, loading difference magnitude and latent 

mean difference magnitude (Hancock, Lawrence, & Nevitt, 2000; Johnson et al., 2009; Kaplan & 

George, 1995; Meade & Lauthenschlager, 2004; Yang, 2008; Yoon & Millsap, 2007). However, 

most of these studies only investigated non-invariant factor loadings for items not serving as a RI 

and did not consider the implications of using RIs with non-invariant factor loadings. As 

mentioned before, Johnson et al. (2009) is the only study that has examined the effect of using 
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RIs with non-invariant factor loadings on the accuracy of measurement invariance tests. Still, 

their study is limited with respect to the type of MI assumptions that were tested. More 

specifically, Johnson et al. (2009) investigated the impact of using RIs with non-invariant factor 

loadings on the accuracy of the full metric invariance test and of a specific loading’s invariance 

test, but they did not examine the impact on latent mean difference tests. Additionally, previous 

studies have not examined the effect of violating the assumption underlying the factor variance 

scaling method (i.e., constraining unequal factor variances to a value of one across groups). Thus, 

it is not clear how the LRT𝜅  and the 𝛿 𝜅  would be affected if the assumptions underlying the RI 

strategy and/or the factor variance scaling method are violated.  

The focus of the present study was to investigate the impact of violating the assumptions 

underlying the RI strategy and/or the factor-variance scaling methods on the performance of the 

LRT𝜅  and the 𝛿 𝜅 . The performance of the LRT𝜅  was measured by its Type I error rates and power 

under specified conditions. The performance of the 𝛿 𝜅 , on the other hand, was evaluated by 

assessing its parameter bias and its relative parameter bias in certain conditions. Additionally, 

this simulation study evaluated the performance of five model fit indices, including the 𝜒2 test of 

model fit, CFI, TLI, SRMR and RMSEA, with respect to correct and incorrect model rejection 

rates. Several conditions, which are consistent with those investigated in previous studies, were 

manipulated in this study, including sample size ratio, non-invariant factor loading patterns for 

items not serving as a RI, loading difference magnitude and latent mean difference magnitude. 

The present study also extended previous research by including additional conditions, such as 

factor variance ratio and non-invariant factor loading pattern for the RI.  
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It is hoped that this simulation study provides researchers with useful information 

concerning the performance of the LRT𝜅  and 𝛿 𝜅  under varying conditions that may be 

encountered when conducting applied research. In particular, examining the conditions that 

involve RIs with non-invariant factor loadings and/or unequal factor variances across groups 

allows researchers to be aware of the potential effects of violating the assumptions underlying 

these two factor scaling methods. In addition, this study intends to provide researchers with 

further information concerning the performance of the model fit indices when the estimating 

models are incorrectly specified because of a particular scaling method assumption violation.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

Many social science studies focus on comparing outcomes for groups categorized by 

observed variables such as gender, race, treatment group membership and so on. The ANOVA 

and MANOVA approaches are commonly used to compare group means based on observed 

scores. However, structural equation modeling (SEM) may be used to compare groups’ latent 

variable means. SEM and, more specifically, multi-group confirmatory factor analysis (MG-

CFA) can be used to compare, for example, male and female high school students’ latent 

variable means on math anxiety. 

There are several advantages to using the SEM approach. First, it can be used to assess 

the measurement invariance (MI) of a construct across groups. Second, it can be used to compare 

groups’ latent variable means. Third, the SEM approach, which is based on a latent variable 

system, provides the capability to control for measurement error, yielding more accurate results 

than would the ANOVA/MANOVA approaches, which are based on an emergent variable 

system (Hancock, Lawrence, & Nevitt, 2000). When the SEM approach is used, confirmatory 

factor analysis (CFA) is commonly conducted to evaluate how well the hypothesized 

relationships between the observed variables and the latent variables account for the observed 

data (Bollen, 1989). In practice, the CFA modeling technique may be applied to both single-

group and multiple-group data, and it can be used with theory testing as well as scale 

construction and validation (e.g., Babyak, Synder, & Yoshinobu, 1993; Manolis, Levin, & 

Gahlstrom, 1997).  

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the impact of violating the 

assumptions associated with the two factor scaling methods (i.e., constraining one loading per 
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factor to a value of one across groups or constraining each factor’s variance to a value of one 

across groups) on latent mean comparisons. This chapter begins with an introduction of the 

single-group CFA model, followed by the presentation of the single-group CFA model that 

incorporates a mean structure. Next, the multi-group confirmatory factor analysis (MG-CFA) 

model is introduced with a focus on measurement invariance (MI) testing across two groups. 

Finally, the MG-CFA model that incorporates a mean structure and its application in latent mean 

comparisons are introduced. 

Single-Group CFA 

Single-group CFA is used to evaluate how well a hypothesized model fits the observed 

data. Suppose a researcher is interested in high school students’ math anxiety and proposes a 

model with four observed indicator variables to measure the construct of math anxiety. Figure 1 

shows this single-group math anxiety model example. In this model, 𝜉 represents a latent 

exogenous (independent) variable (math anxiety); 𝑥1 through 𝑥4 are measured endogenous 

(dependent) indicator variables (i.e., items 1 through 4 on a math anxiety scale); and 𝛿1 through 

𝛿4 represent measurement errors, which are also exogenous (independent) variables. 

Additionally, 𝜆11  to 𝜆41represent the factor loadings, which describe the relationship between the 

latent variable and each measured variable. The first subscript (𝑖) of 𝜆𝑖𝑗  represents the ith factor 

loading within the CFA model. The second subscript (j) represents the jth latent variable in the 

CFA model (Bollen, 1989). Given that only a single-factor CFA model was the focus in the 

current study,  j was equal to a value of one in all conditions and, thus, it was dropped from 

model descriptions in the following sections.  
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Figure 1. Single-group, single-factor confirmatory factor analysis model. 𝜉: a latent variable; 

𝜆21- 𝜆41: factor loadings; 𝑥1-𝑥4: observed indicators; 𝛿1- 𝛿4: measurement errors.  

The single-group, single-factor CFA model with  p observed indicator variables can be 

expressed in matrix notation using the following measurement equation:  

𝒙 = 𝚲𝝃 + 𝜹,                                                             (1) 

where 𝒙 is a vector containing 𝒑 × 𝟏 observed variable scores, 𝚲 is a 𝒑 × 𝟏 vector of factor 

loadings which relate the observed indicator variables to the latent variable, 𝝃 is the latent 

variable and 𝜹 is a 𝒑 × 𝟏 vector of measurement errors (Bollen, 1989). There are two important 

assumptions associated with Equation 1. First, the expected value of the measurement errors is 

equal to zero [𝐸 𝜹 = 0]. Second, there is no correlation between the measurement errors and 

the latent variable [𝐸 𝝃𝜹 = 0] (Bollen, 1989). In the present study, it was also assumed that 

there was no correlation between the measurement errors. This assumption, however, may be 

relaxed.  
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Model Identification  

Before estimation of any CFA model, the model must be identified with regard to two 

conditions. First, the number of unknown parameters must be less than or equal to the number of 

non-redundant observations in the covariance matrix of the observed variables. Second, a latent 

variable must have a scale of measurement (Kline, 2005). For a single-group, single-factor CFA 

model with p observed indicator variables, the number of non-redundant observations is: 

                                                                 𝑝∗ =
𝑝 𝑝+1 

2
,                                                       (2) 

where 𝑝 represents the number of observed indicator variables and 𝑝∗  is the number of non-

redundant observations (Kline, 2005). Using the CFA model illustrated in Figure 1 as an 

example, there are  4 ×  4 + 1  /2 = 10 non-redundant observations and eight unknown 

parameters (three factor loadings + four error variances + one factor variance) in the 

measurement part of the model (the reason that only three loadings are estimated is explained 

below). In this example, the model is over-identified (10 – 8 = 2). Thus, the fit of the model can 

be evaluated and the model’s parameters can be estimated. When there are equal numbers of 

non-redundant observations and unknowns, the model is just-identified, and the proposed model 

will perfectly fit the data. When the number of non-redundant observations is less than the 

number of unknowns, the model is under-identified, and it is impossible to evaluate the model fit 

or estimate unknown parameters.  

With regard to the second condition of model identification, two methods are commonly 

used to set the scale of the latent variable. One involves constraining one loading per factor to a 

value of one. The observed indicator variable with its factor loading constrained to a value of one 

is called a reference indicator (RI). This RI strategy is used to scale the latent variable in the 
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CFA model illustrated in Figure 1. Thus, only three of the four factor loadings are freely 

estimated. The second method for setting the scale of the latent variable involves constraining 

the factor’s variance to a value of one. When this factor-variance scaling method is used, all 

factor loadings in the CFA model are freely estimated. For a single-group CFA model, either of 

these two factor scaling methods can be used to set the scale of the latent variable.  

Covariance Structure Analysis  

Once a CFA model is identified, how well the proposed model fits the observed data can 

be evaluated and unknown model parameters can be estimated. Because the input data of CFA 

are characteristically in the form of a covariance matrix, conducting CFA is actually testing how 

well the proposed model reproduces the covariances among the observed variables (Bollen, 

1989). The basic hypothesis of the general CFA model is: 

                                                              𝚺 = 𝚺(𝛉),                                                              (3) 

where 𝚺 is the population covariance matrix and 𝚺(𝛉) is the covariance matrix implied as a 

function of the model parameters in 𝛉 (Bollen, 1989). In practice, the population covariance 

matrix is unknown, so it is replaced by the sample covariance matrix (𝐒). Additionally, model 

parameters are unknown and they are estimated by minimizing a fitting (discrepancy) function, 

F[𝐒, 𝚺(𝛉)]. Replacing the population model parameters with the estimated model parameters, the 

basic equation for the CFA model becomes: 

                                                       𝚺 = 𝚺(𝛉 ),                                                                     (4) 

where 𝚺  is the implied covariance matrix and 𝚺(𝛉 ) represents the covariance matrix implied as a 

function of the estimated model parameters in 𝛉  (Bollen, 1989). Estimating unknown model 
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parameters is a process of reducing the discrepancy between each element in the sample 

covariance matrix and its counterpart in the implied covariance matrix. The residual matrix(𝐒 −

𝚺 ) indicates how well the proposed model accounts for the observed data. The smaller the 

residuals, the better fit of the proposed model to the observed data (Bollen, 1989).  

Maximum Likelihood Estimation  

In most of the SEM software programs (e.g., AMOS, EQS, LISREL and Mplus), 

maximum likelihood (ML) estimation is the default estimation procedure that is used to estimate 

model parameters (Kline, 2005). Using this procedure, as with other SEM software estimation 

procedures, parameters are estimated to minimize a discrepancy function. For maximum 

likelihood estimation, the discrepancy function is as follows: 

𝐹𝑀𝐿 = 𝑙𝑛 𝚺(𝜽) + 𝑡𝑟 𝑺𝚺−𝟏(𝜽) − 𝑙𝑛 𝑺 − 𝑝,                               (5) 

where 𝑙𝑛 is the natural log, 𝑡𝑟 is the trace function, 𝚺(𝜽) is the covariance matrix implied by the 

model parameters, 𝑺 is the sample covariance matrix and 𝑝 is the number of observed variables 

(Bollen, 1989). ML estimation maximizes the likelihood that observed data are drawn from the 

population. Or stated in another way, ML estimation minimizes the discrepancy between the 

sample covariance matrix and the model-implied covariance matrix (Bollen, 1989). The 

statistical assumptions associated with the ML estimation procedure in a CFA model include 

independence of observations, multivariate normality among observed variables and correct 

model specification (Kline, 2005).  

The ML estimation procedure may employ full or partial information. When full-

information ML estimation is conducted, all model parameters are estimated simultaneously as 

compared with partial-information ML estimation in which parameters are estimated in one 
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equation at a time. Because most of the SEM software packages employ full-information ML 

estimation, only this estimation procedure was used in the current simulation study. 

ML estimation entails an iterative process. First, initial parameter estimate values are 

either defined by researchers or the default values in SEM software programs are used. Then, 

attempts are made to improve parameter estimates by essentially minimizing the difference 

between the observed and model-implied covariance matrices. The iterative process stops when 

the solution converges or when the maximum number of iterations has been reached. 

Convergence means that the improvement of the parameter estimate from one iteration to the 

next falls below a predetermined minimum value. For example, Mplus software implements the 

criterion of 0.0005. If the average improvement of the parameter estimates from one iteration to 

the next is equal to or smaller than 0.0005, then, convergence has been reached (Kline, 2005). 

For a just-identified model, the implied model will perfectly reproduce the observed covariance 

matrix after a few iterations. For an over-identified model, model fit will improve after iterations 

but the implied model will never perfectly reproduce the observed covariance matrix (Kline, 

2005). If the iterations reach the pre-assigned maximum number, but the discrepancies do not fall 

below a predetermined minimum value, non-convergence has occurred. Because parameter 

estimates based on a non-convergent solution are not reliable, non-convergence should be 

corrected by either increasing the number of iterations or providing appropriate start values for 

the parameter estimates (Kline, 2005). Under some conditions, inappropriate solutions may result. 

For example, an estimated factor variance may be smaller than zero (negative), or a correlation 

between the variables may be greater than one. Such a scenario is called a Heywood case, which 

may be caused by model mis-specification, identification problems, inappropriate start values, or 

outliers (Chen, Bollen, Paxton, Curran, & Kirby, 2001). If a Heywood case is observed in the 
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output, researchers should search for the source of the problem, make appropriate changes and 

subsequently rerun the analysis (Kline, 2005). Although several other estimation procedures are 

available, such as unweighted least squares (ULS) and generalized least squares (GLS), the 

current study only involved the use of the ML estimation procedure.   

Statistical Significance of the Parameter Estimate  

Besides parameter estimation, the statistical significance associated with each parameter 

estimate is also important information and is provided by SEM software programs. The z test 

statistic, which is routinely used to evaluate the statistical significance of a parameter estimate, is 

calculated as: 

                                                               𝑧 =
𝛉 

𝑠𝑒(𝛉 )
 ,                                                             (6) 

where 𝛉  is the un-standardized parameter estimate of interest and 𝑠𝑒(𝜽 ) represents the standard 

error associated with the parameter estimate (Bollen, 1989).  

Evaluation of Model Fit 

The 𝛘𝟐 test statistic. The ML estimation procedure not only provides model parameter 

estimates and the standard errors which allow for statistical significance tests, but it also yields 

model fit information to indicate how well the proposed model reproduces the observed 

covariance matrix. The ML-based 𝜒2 test statistic is the most commonly used criterion to assess 

model fit although other estimation procedures also provide the 𝜒2 statistic (Gierl & Mulvenon, 

1995). The ML-based 𝜒2 test statistic is calculated as follows: 
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                                                                       𝜒2 = (𝑁 − 1)𝐹𝑀𝐿 ,                                                   (7) 

where 𝐹𝑀𝐿  is the ML estimation discrepancy function (see Equation 5) and 𝑁 is the sample size 

(Bollen, 1989). The degrees of freedom (df) associated with the 𝜒2 test statistic are given by:  

                                                                           𝑑𝑓𝜒2 = 𝑝∗ − 𝑞,                                                    (8) 

where 𝑝∗ is the number of non-redundant observations and 𝑞 is the number of parameters to be 

estimated in the model (Bollen, 1989). The 𝜒2 test statistic is used to test the null hypothesis of 

model fit:  

                                                                         𝐻0: 𝚺 = 𝚺(𝜽),                                                        (9) 

where 𝚺 is the population covariance matrix and 𝚺(𝜽) is the covariance matrix implied as a 

function of population model parameters in 𝜽. If the value of the 𝜒2 statistic is greater than the 

critical value of the 𝜒2 test with associated degrees of freedom, one would reject the null 

hypothesis of model fit. This means that the population covariance matrix is significantly 

different from the covariance matrix implied by the theoretical model, which indicates that the 

proposed model does not represent the relationships among the observed data well. On the other 

hand, if the value of the 𝜒2 test statistic is smaller than the critical value of the 𝜒2 test with 

associated degrees of freedom, one would fail to reject the null hypothesis and can infer that the 

proposed model fits the observed data well.  

There are several limitations of the 𝜒2 test statistic. First, it is sensitive to sample size. 

Boomsma (1983) and Anderson and Gerbing (1984) indicated that the accuracy of the 𝜒2 

estimator, (𝑁 − 1)𝐹𝑀𝐿 , depended on a large sample size. When the sample size is large, the 

value of the 𝜒2 statistic increases in direct proportion to (𝑁 − 1) (Bollen, 1989). Large 𝜒2 values 
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lead to the rejection of model fit. This means that when the sample size is large, model fit may be 

rejected even though the discrepancy between the population covariance matrix and the model-

implied covariance matrix is negligible (Bollen, 1989; Kline, 2005). Second, the 𝜒2 test statistic 

is sensitive to the assumption of normality. Curran, West and Finch (1996) investigated the 

performance of the 𝜒2 test statistic under three distributions (i.e., a normal distribution, a 

moderately non-normal distribution and a severely non-normal distribution) and four sample 

sizes. In the estimation procedure, the model was properly specified or mis-specified. Results of 

their study indicated that the ML-based 𝜒2 test statistic was not biased under the normal 

distribution regardless of how the sample sizes and model specifications changed. However, it 

was increasingly over-estimated when non-normality (skewness and kurtoses) of the data 

increased. This pattern was observed for both of the properly specified and mis-specified models. 

Over-estimation of the ML-based 𝜒2 test statistic led to over-rejection of model fit, meaning that 

even when the proposed model accounts for the observed data well, model fit may be rejected. In 

sum, the 𝜒2 test statistic may lead to inaccurate inferences about model fit when the sample size 

is large or the normal distribution assumption is violated. 

Supplemental model fit indices. Due to the limitations of the 𝜒2 test statistic, 

researchers have not recommended sole reliance on this single statistic, but have recommended 

considering supplemental model fit indices in addition to the 𝜒2 test statistic (Hu & Bentler, 

1999; Kline, 2005; Vandenberg & Lance, 2000). Two types of model fit indices are commonly 

used. One is the absolute fit index, which indicates how well the proposed model accounts for 

the covariance among the observed variables (Hu & Bentler, 1999). Some examples of absolute 

fit indices include the Goodness-of-Fit Index (GFI) and the Adjusted Goodness-of-Fit Index 

(AGFI; Bentler, 1983; Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1984; Tanaka & Huba, 1985), Steiger’s (1989) 
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Gamma Hat, McDonald’s (1989) Centrality Index (Mc), the Standardized Root Mean Squared 

Residual (SRMR; Bentler, 1995), and the Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA; 

Steiger & Lind, 1980). Another type of fit index is the incremental fit index, which “measures 

the proportionate improvement in fit by comparing a target model with a more restricted, nested 

baseline model” (Hu & Bentler, 1999, p. 2). Some commonly used incremental fit indices 

include the Normed Fit Index (NFI; Bentler & Bonett, 1980), the Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI; 

Tucker & Lewis, 1973), the Relative Noncentrality Index (RNI; McDonald & Marsh, 1990), and 

the Comparative Fit Index (CFI; Bentler, 1990).  

There are some conventional cutoff criteria for these various fit indices. For example, it 

has been recommended to use the cutoff value of 0.90 for the ML-based TLI, CFI, RNI, Gamma 

Hat, and Mc (Bentler, 1989; Bentler & Bonett, 1980). Any one of these model fit indices with a 

value greater than 0.90 indicates adequate model fit. In addition, researchers have recommended 

using the cutoff value of 0.05 or below to indicate acceptable fit for the SRMR and RMSEA 

(Browne & Cudeck, 1993; Browne & Mels, 1990; MacCallum, Browne, & Sugawara, 1996; 

Steiger, 1989).  

Hu and Bentler (1999) evaluated the cutoff criteria for fit indices under varying 

conditions. In their simulation study, six sample sizes and seven conditions with respect to the 

distribution of the data were manipulated. In the first condition, the factors and measurement 

errors were normally distributed. In the second to the fourth conditions, the factors and 

measurement errors were not normally distributed and when uncorrelated, were independent of 

each other. In the last three conditions, the factors and measurement errors were not normally 

distributed and when uncorrelated, were dependent on each other. Based on the results of the 

simulation study, Hu and Bentler (1999) recommended new cutoff values for fit indices. In order 
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to keep the Type II error rate low and maintain the Type I error rate at an acceptable level, Hu 

and Bentler (1999) suggested using a value of 0.95 (equal to or greater than 0.95) for the ML-

based TLI, CFI, RNI, and Gamma Hat. For the Mc, they suggested using a minimum value of 

0.9 (equal to or greater than 0.9). In addition, they recommended using values equal to or less 

than 0.08 for the SRMR and 0.06 or below for the RMSEA to indicate acceptable model fit. 

Besides single cutoff values, Hu and Bentler (1999) suggested using a two-index presentation 

strategy. They recommended using a combination of cutoff values equal to or greater than 0.96 

for the TLI (RNI, CFI, or Gamma Hat) and equal to or less than 0.09 for the SRMR, and a 

combination of cutoff values equal to or less than 0.09 for the SRMR and equal to or less than 

0.06 for the RMSEA. They also found that, when the sample size was relatively small (𝑁 ≤ 250), 

the combinations of the SRMR and the RNI, CFI, or Gamma Hat should be used to assess model 

fit. The combinations of these fit indices were less affected by small sample sizes than were fit 

index combinations that included the TLI, Mc, or RMSEA (Hu & Bentler, 1999).   

Single-Group CFA with Means 

The single-group CFA model discussed in the previous section focuses on the covariance 

among observed variables without a mean structure incorporated in the model. When only a 

covariance structure is analyzed, observed values are treated as mean-centered scores. Thus, the 

means/intercepts of observed variables are excluded from the CFA measurement equation (see 

Equation 1). Also, because the mean of mean-centered scores is zero, the mean of the latent 

variable is assumed to be zero in the covariance structure analysis (Kline, 2005). However, the 

mean of the latent variable and the means/intercepts of the observed variables do not have to be 

assumed to be equal to zero under all conditions. There are scenarios in which researchers might 

be interested in estimating the mean of the latent variable and the means/intercepts of the 
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observed variables. For example, a researcher may be interested in investigating whether female 

high school students’ latent mean on math anxiety has changed from 11
th

 to 12
th

 grade. In such a 

scenario, observed variables’ means/intercepts should be estimated. In addition, suppose a 

researcher is interested in comparing female and male high school students’ latent means on 

math anxiety, the means of the latent variable for males and females should be estimated. 

Estimating latent means are more meaningful in group comparison research in the context of 

MG-CFA, which is introduced in the following section. In the current single-group context, a 

mean structure is incorporated into a CFA model along with the covariance structure to enable 

estimation of the latent variable mean and of observed variable means/intercepts. The discussion 

of the single-group CFA model with a mean structure in this section sets the stage for the 

following section which describes how to incorporate a mean structure into the MG-CFA model.  

Figure 2 illustrates a single-group, one-factor CFA model that incorporates the estimation 

of the mean structure. Compared to the basic CFA model (see Figure 1), a pseudo-variable/unit 

predictor equal to a value of one for all individuals is added to the model and is typically 

represented using a triangle within which is a value of one. According to Kline (2005), this unit 

predictor is created automatically by SEM software programs when the analyses involve both 

covariance and mean structures. The latent variable and measured indicator variables are 

regressed on the unit predictor in the model. The unit predictor’s direct effects on measured 

indicator variables provide the measured variables’ means/intercepts (𝜈𝑥 ), and its direct effect on 

the latent variable provides the latent mean (𝜅) (Kline, 2005).  
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Figure 2. Single-group, single-factor confirmatory factor analysis model that incorporates means. 

The value of one in the triangle: a unit predictor; 𝜈𝑥1
- 𝜈𝑥4

: observed variable intercepts; 𝜅: latent 

mean; 𝜉: a latent variable; 𝜆2- 𝜆4: factor loadings; 𝑥1-𝑥4: observed indicators; 𝛿1- 𝛿4: 

measurement errors.  

A CFA model with a mean structure can be expressed in a regression-type equation. For 

example, for a single-group, single-factor, p-indicator CFA model with means incorporated, the 

CFA measurement model can be expressed in matrix notation as: 

𝒙 = 𝝂 + 𝚲𝝃 + 𝜹,                                                            (10) 

where 𝒙 is a vector containing 𝒑 × 𝟏 observed variable scores, 𝝂 is a 𝒑 × 𝟏 vector of observed 

variables’ means/intercepts,  𝚲 is a 𝒑 × 𝟏 vector of factor loadings which relates the observed 

indicator variables to the latent variable, 𝝃 represents the latent variable, and 𝜹 is a 𝒑 × 𝟏 vector 

of measurement errors (Bollen, 1989). This equation indicates that the values of the observed 

variables are a function of observed variables’ means/intercepts, factor loadings, the latent 
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variable and measurement errors. The means of 𝒑 observed indicator variables (first-order 

moments) can be expressed in matrix notation as: 

                                                                    𝑬 𝒙 = 𝝁 = 𝝂 + 𝚲𝜿 ,                                                  (11) 

where 𝝁 is a vector containing 𝒑 × 𝟏 expected values/means of the observed indicator variables 

and 𝜿 is the mean of the latent variable. The covariance (second-order moments) among 

observed indicator variables can be expressed in matrix notation as: 

                                              𝑬  𝒙 − 𝝁  𝒙 − 𝝁 ′  = 𝚺 = 𝚲𝚽𝚲′ + 𝚯,                                       (12) 

where 𝚺 represents a 𝒑 × 𝒑 covariance matrix of observed indicator variables, 𝚽 is the 

variance of the latent variable and 𝚯 is a 𝒑 × 𝒑 covariance matrix of measurement errors. 

Because the covariances among measurement errors were assumed to be zero in the current 

study, 𝚯 is simplified to a diagonal matrix containing 𝑝 error variances along the diagonal of 

the matrix (Hancock, Lawrence, & Nevitt, 2001). 

Similar to the basic CFA model, the identification of the CFA model that incorporates a 

mean structure also requires that the number of non-redundant observations is equal to or greater 

than the number of unknown parameters. For a single-group, single-factor, p-indicator CFA 

model with means incorporated, the known information includes variances of and covariances 

among observed indicator variables as well as the observed means of the observed indicator 

variables. For a single-group, single-factor, p-indicator CFA model with means incorporated, the 

number of non-redundant observations can be calculated as follows: 

                                                               𝑝∗∗ =
𝑝(𝑝+3)

2
,                                                      (13) 
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where 𝑝 is the number of observed indicator variables and 𝑝∗∗ is the number of non-redundant 

observations. The unknown parameters in the model include the factor variance, the factor 

mean, factor loadings, error variances and intercepts of the observed indicator variables. For a 

CFA model with a mean structure, the identification of the covariance and mean structures is 

considered separately. Thus, if the covariance structure is over-identified but the mean structure 

is under-identified, the entire model is still under-identified. Only when both the covariance and 

mean structures are just-identified or over-identified will unknown parameters be estimated and 

only when both the covariance and mean structures are over-identified is it possible to evaluate 

model fit (Kline, 2005). Taking the CFA model in Figure 2 as an example, there are 4(4+3)/2 = 

14 non-redundant observations (4 variances, 6 covariance, and 4 observed means) and 15 

unknown parameters (3 factor loadings with the loading of the reference indicator set to a value 

of one, 1 factor variance, 4 error variances, 4 intercepts of the observed indicator variables and 

1 factor mean). In this model, the covariance structure is over-identified (10 – 8 = 2). However, 

the mean structure is under-identified (4 – 5 < 0) and, thus, the entire model is under-identified. 

It is impossible to estimate the means/intercepts of all observed indicator variables or the mean 

of the latent variable because estimating all these variables results in the under-identification of 

the entire model. In order to make the model indentified, it is necessary to impose constraints 

on the model. Details about the constraints that make the model identified are discussed in the 

latent mean comparison section.  

The methods for setting the scale of the latent variable in a single-group CFA model that 

incorporate means are the same as those used in the basic CFA model. Thus, either one loading 

per factor or each factor’s variance may be set to a value of one. As seen in Figure 2, one of the 

factor loadings is set to a value of one.  
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Multi-Group CFA 

Single-group CFA is conducted when the purpose of the study is to evaluate how well a 

proposed model reproduces the data in a single group of participants. However, if researchers are 

interested in comparing the same CFA model across different groups, multi-group confirmatory 

factor analysis (MG-CFA) is the appropriate approach. Suppose a researcher is interested in 

assessing whether a hypothesized single-factor CFA model of high school students’ math anxiety 

is similar for males and females, a two-group CFA model (see Figure 3) is used to evaluate 

model fit across the two groups. In Figure 3, the shaded box contains the grouping variable 

“gender”. The ellipse, which is filled with dots, contains the CFA model that is tested across the 

two gender groups. There is an arrow pointing from gender to the ellipse, meaning that gender is 

the grouping variable in the two-group CFA model. The latent variable of the two-group CFA 

model is scaled using the RI strategy (the first item’s factor loading is constrained to be equal to 

a value of one across groups). The asterisk (*) associated with the latent variable demonstrates 

that the factor variance is freely estimated across the two groups. The asterisks associated with 

the second through fourth factor loadings and all error variances indicate that these factor 

loadings and error variances are not constrained and are freely estimated across groups in this 

baseline two-group CFA model (Kim, Beretvas, & Sherry, 2010).  

An important assumption when conducting group comparisons in the MG-CFA context is 

“measurement invariance” (MI), which indicates “the degree to which measurements conducted 

under different conditions yield psychologically equivalent measures of the same attributes” 

(Johnson, Meade, & DuVernet, 2009, p. 642). The MI assumption is a pre-condition for 

comparing the means of the latent variable across groups (Vandenberg & Lance, 2000). MI 

ensures that any observed differences are due to the latent variables themselves rather than due to 
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measurement model inequality. If the MI assumption does not hold, results of group comparisons 

may be inaccurate (Yang, 2008). Using the above math anxiety comparison as an example, the 

MI assumption ensures that the same CFA model fits the female and male data sets equally well. 

Thus, any differences in the observed indicators of the math anxiety factor are due to the 

difference in latent variable means between female and male groups rather than due to 

measurement model inequality. MI is oftentimes tested using the MG-CFA modeling approach. 

While more than two groups may be compared, only a two-group CFA model was the focus in 

the current simulation study.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Two-group, single-factor, four-indicator baseline CFA model. 𝜉: a latent variable;     

𝜆2-𝜆4: factor loadings; 𝑥1-𝑥4: observed indicators; 𝛿1- 𝛿4: measurement errors. Asterisks (*) next 

to the latent variable, factor loadings (besides the first one) and error variances indicate that the 

factor variance, factor loadings and error variances are not constrained across two gender groups.  
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Measurement Invariance (MI) Test 

There are six possible MI tests that assess different degrees of MI assumptions, and they 

are generally conducted in an increasingly stringent sequence, as follows: (1) omnibus 

covariance equality, (2) configural invariance, (3) metric invariance, (4) scalar invariance, (5) 

unique variance invariance, and (6) factor variance invariance (Vandenberg & Lance, 2000). In 

the following section, each test is described in more detail. 

Omnibus covariance equality test. The omnibus covariance equality test is typically 

used to test the invariance of sample covariance matrices across groups (Vandenberg & Lance, 

2000). For a two-group, single-factor CFA model with p observed indicator variables, the null 

hypothesis for the omnibus covariance equality test is represented as follows: 

                                                                  𝐻0:  𝚺𝒈 = 𝚺𝒈′ ,                                                             (14) 

where 𝚺 represents a 𝒑 × 𝒑 population covariance matrix and the superscripts 𝑔 and 𝑔′  

represents group membership (Vandenberg & Lance, 2000). This null hypothesis examines 

whether the covariance matrix for one group is equivalent to the covariance matrix for another 

group. In order to test the invariance of the covariance matrix across two groups, the CFA model 

is fitted to two groups’ data simultaneously with all factor loadings (besides the factor loading of 

the RI), error variances and factor variances constrained to be equal across groups. The 𝜒2 

statistic and fit indices (e.g., TLI, CFI, SRMR and RMSEA) can be used to evaluate model fit. 

Rejection of the null hypothesis indicates that the covariance matrix is not invariant across 

groups. However, this test does not indicate the sources of non-invariance. Therefore, some 

researchers have suggested that it is unnecessary to conduct this test (Bollen, 1989; Byrne, 

Shavelson, & Muthén, 1989; Cheung & Rensvold, 1999).  
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Configural invariance test. The purpose of configural invariance testing is to investigate 

whether the same pattern of factor loadings holds across groups. This refers to the assumption 

that the factor model including the number of factors, the number of indicators per factor, the 

position of zero loadings, and the sign of non-zero factor loadings are the same across groups 

(Meredith, 1993; Yang, 2008). For a two-group, single-factor CFA model with p observed 

indicator variables, the null hypothesis for the configural invariance test is represented as follows: 

𝐻0: 𝚲𝐟𝐨𝐫𝐦
𝒈

= 𝚲𝐟𝐨𝐫𝐦
𝒈′

 ,                                                  (15) 

where 𝚲𝐟𝐨𝐫𝐦 represents the pattern of factor loadings (Vandenberg & Lance, 2000). When 

configural invariance is tested, the CFA model without any constraints is fitted simultaneously to 

two groups of data and all parameters are freely estimated. This original model without any 

constraints is the baseline model. The 𝜒2 statistic and model fit indices (e.g., TLI, CFI, SRMR 

and RMSEA) can be used to evaluate model fit. Adequate model fit implies that the two groups 

employ the “same conceptual frame of reference” when responding to items on the same scale 

(Vandenberg & Lance, 2000, p. 37). Once evidence has been found supporting configural 

invariance, additional, more stringent MI assumptions can be tested (Vandenberg & Lance, 

2000). However, if the null hypothesis for the configural invariance test is rejected, more 

stringent degrees of full MI assumptions will not be supported. 

Metric invariance test. Once evidence of configural invariance has been found, metric 

invariance can be tested. The metric invariance test is designed to assess the invariance of 

corresponding items’ factor loadings across groups. For a two-group, single-factor CFA model 

with p observed indicator variables, the null hypothesis for the metric invariance test is 

represented as follows: 
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𝐻0: 𝚲𝒈 = 𝚲𝒈′ ,                                                         (16) 

where 𝚲 is a 𝒑 × 𝟏 vector of factor loadings (Vandenberg & Lance, 2000). When the metric 

invariance test is conducted, the CFA model is fitted simultaneously to two groups’ data with all 

corresponding factor loadings constrained to be equal across groups. Because the model used to 

test metric invariance has the factor loading of each item constrained to be equal across groups, 

its unknown parameters are subsets of those in the baseline model in which no constraints are 

imposed. Thus, the model with factor loading constraints is nested within the configurally 

invariant baseline model. The overall difference in the two models’ fit can be tested using the 𝜒2 

difference statistic (∆𝜒2), which is calculated as follows: 

∆𝜒2 = 𝜒2
𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑

− 𝜒2
𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒  𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙

 ,                                 (17) 

where 𝜒2
𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑

 is the 𝜒2 statistic of the model with loading constraints and 𝜒2
𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒  𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙

 is 

the 𝜒2 statistic of the configurally invariant model. The ∆𝜒2 statistic has degrees of freedom of: 

∆𝑑𝑓 = 𝑑𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 𝑑𝑓𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒  𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙  ,                               (18) 

where 𝑑𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑  are degrees of freedom associated with the constrained model and 

𝑑𝑓𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒  𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙  are degrees of freedom associated with the unconstrained configurally invariant 

model (Kline, 2005). Because the ∆𝜒2 statistic asymptotically follows a non-central 𝜒2 

distribution, its value can be compared to a critical value of the 𝜒2 test with associated ∆𝑑𝑓 to 

indicate the impact on model fit of constraining factor loadings across groups (Steiger, Shapiro, 

& Browne, 1985). If the ∆𝜒2 value is statistically significant, the null hypothesis of metric 

invariance should be rejected. This means that the fit of the restricted model is significantly 

worse than that of the configurally invariant model, and the loading constraints should be relaxed. 
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In contrast, if the ∆𝜒2 value is not statistically significant, metric invariance is supported, 

meaning that the fit of the more restricted model is comparable to that of the configurally 

invariant model. In this case, a more constrained form of MI can subsequently be tested. Once 

metric invariance has been supported, the condition of “weak measurement invariance” has been 

reached (Widaman & Reise, 1997). 

It must be noted, however, that the ∆𝜒2 statistic has the same limitations as the 𝜒2 test of 

overall model fit. That is, it is sensitive to the sample size and to violating the assumption of 

multivariate normality (Byrne, Shavelson, & Muthén, 1989). In addition, Yuan and Bentler 

(2004) found that the ∆𝜒2 statistic was adversely affected by an incorrectly specified baseline 

model. They conducted a Monte Carlo simulation study to assess the impact of baseline model 

mis-specification on the ∆𝜒2 statistic. Results indicated that a mis-specified baseline model led 

to inflated Type II errors, meaning that the ∆𝜒2 test led to a failure to reject the null hypothesis 

too often. Thus, the presence of non-significant ∆𝜒2 values did not necessarily mean that the fit 

of the more restricted model was comparable to that of the baseline model.  

If the fit indices do not support the metric invariance model, tests may be conducted to 

identify which factor loadings are non-invariant. One method of identifying non-invariant factor 

loadings involves the use of modification indices or Lagrange Multiplier (LM) tests, which are 

provided by many SEM software programs (e.g., Amos, EQS, LISREL and Mplus). In the 

context of MG-CFA, a modification index estimates the amount by which the 𝜒2 statistic would 

decrease (the model fit would improve) if a particular cross-group constraint is relaxed (Kline, 

2005). It also indicates “how poorly a particular parameter constraint is chosen” (Yoon & 

Millsap, 2007, p. 443). Thus, a modification index is actually the estimated 𝜒2 difference statistic 

with one degree of freedom, representing the model fit difference between the constrained model 
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and a model with a certain constraint released and freely estimated in both groups. Modification 

indices or LM tests can be used along with substantive interpretation of the validity of adding the 

relevant parameter to enhance model fit. In the context of MG-CFA with constraints, 

modification indices or LM tests can be used to help inform which parameter constraints should 

be released.  

An alternative method of detecting which factor loadings are not invariant could involve 

the use of a 𝜒2 difference test to compare the fit of the fully metric invariant model with one in 

which one factor loading was allowed to vary across groups. If the 𝜒2 difference statistic is 

statistically significant, the fit of the model with the constrained loading is significantly worse 

than that of the model in which that factor loading is allowed to be freely estimated in both 

groups. This means that the relevant factor loading is not invariant across groups. This step-wise 

procedure could be used to identify which factor loadings are not invariant across groups. 

There are different opinions about how to treat metric non-invariance. Several researchers 

have suggested ceasing testing of more stringent MI assumptions because the null hypothesis for 

testing full metric invariance has been rejected (e.g., Bollen, 1989; Millsap & Hartog, 1988). 

However, other researchers have recommended that partial metric invariance is an acceptable 

pre-condition for testing more stringent degrees of MI assumptions (Byrne et al., 1989; 

Steenkamp & Baumgartner, 1998; Vandenberg & Lance, 2000). Partial metric invariance means 

that some, but not all, factor loadings in a MG-CFA model are invariant across groups (Kline, 

2005). The recommendation of partial metric invariance is based on the belief that it represents a 

more realistic condition in real research (Yang, 2008). Although partial metric invariance has 

been discussed in several journal articles and text books (Byrne, Shavelson, & Muthén, 1989; 

Cheung & Rensvold, 1999; Kline, 2005; Thompson & Green, 2006; Vandenberg & Lance, 2000), 
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there has been no consensus concerning the extent to which factor loading constraints may be 

relaxed. Steenkamp and Baumgartner (1998) have suggested that the factor loadings can be 

relaxed to the point that only one observed indictor in addition to the reference indicator (RI) has 

equivalent factor loadings across groups. In contrast, Vandenberg and Lance (2000) have 

recommended a more conservative partial metric invariance in which only a minority of factor 

loadings can be non-invariant across groups. 

Scalar invariance test. Once metric invariance (or partial metric invariance) has been 

supported, scalar invariance can be tested. The purpose of scalar invariance testing is to assess 

whether observed variables’ means/intercepts are invariant across groups (Yang, 2008). For a 

two-group, single-factor CFA model with p observed indicator variables, the null hypothesis for 

testing scalar invariance is represented as follows: 

𝐻0: 𝝉𝒈 = 𝝉𝒈′ ,                                                              (19) 

where 𝝉 is a 𝒑 × 𝟏 vector of observed indicator variables’ means/intercepts (Vandenberg & 

Lance, 2000). When scalar invariance is tested, the CFA model is fitted simultaneously to the 

two group’s data with all factor loadings (or some of the factor loadings in partial metric 

invariance condition) and all intercepts constrained to be equal across groups. The null 

hypothesis can be tested using the 𝜒2 difference statistic, which is calculated by comparing the 

𝜒2 statistic of the restricted model with that of the metric invariant (or partially metric invariant) 

model. Once configural, metric and scalar invariance are supported, a condition of “strong 

measurement invariance” has been satisfied (Millsap, 2005; Widaman & Reise, 1997). If scalar 

invariance does not hold as evidenced by a significant 𝜒2 difference statistic, additional tests 

may be conducted to identify non-invariant intercepts. Similar to the procedure of detecting non-
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invariant factor loadings, modification indices (or LM tests) or the 𝜒2 difference test may be 

used to indentify non-invariant intercepts. As such, some of the intercept constraints can be 

relaxed and evidence for partial intercept invariance would be found.  

According to Vandenberg and Lance (2000), the scalar invariance test is infrequently 

conducted among the set of MI tests. The decision of whether to conduct this test depends upon 

the purpose of the research. If researchers are interested in comparing latent means across groups, 

scalar invariance should be tested because scalar invariance as well as metric invariance ensures 

that any observed differences are due to the latent variable rather than due to differences in 

observed variables’ means/intercepts or factor loadings (Hancock, 1997; Kline, 2005).  

Unique variance invariance test. Once evidence for metric invariance (or partial metric 

invariance) has been found, unique variance invariance can be tested. The unique variance 

invariance test assesses the invariance of observed variables’ unique (error) variances across 

groups. For a two-group, single-factor CFA model with  p observed indicator variables, the null 

hypothesis for testing the unique variance invariance is expressed as follows: 

𝐻0: 𝚯𝒈 = 𝚯𝒈′ ,                                                          (20) 

where 𝚯 represents a 𝒑 × 𝒑 matrix with unique (error) variances of the observed indicator 

variables along the diagonal of the matrix and covariances among errors in the off diagonal 

(Vandenberg & Lance, 2000). As mentioned previously, errors were assumed to be uncorrelated 

in the current simulation study. Therefore, error variances, in this case, would form a diagonal 

matrix in which covariances among errors were all equal to zero. When unique variance 

invariance is tested, the model with constrained factor loadings, intercepts and unique (error) 

variances is simultaneously fitted to the two groups’ data. The null hypothesis can be tested 
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using the χ2 difference statistic, which is calculated by comparing the χ2 value of the most 

restricted model with that of the metric and intercept invariant(or partially metric and intercept 

invariant) model. Once evidence for configural, metric, intercept and unique variance invariance 

has been found, the condition of “strict measurement invariance” has been satisfied (Millsap, 

2005; Widaman & Reise, 1997). Some researchers have suggested that the condition of strict 

measurement invariance should be satisfied before latent mean comparisons can be conducted 

(DeShon, 2004; Millsap & Kwok, 2004). Strict measurement invariance ensures that any 

observed differences are due to latent mean differences across groups rather than due to 

covariance or mean structure inequality. However, other researchers have argued that strict 

measurement invariance is too restrictive to be satisfied in real research (Byrne et al., 1989; 

Kline, 2005; Vandenberg & Lance, 2000). According to Vandenberg and Lance (2000), unique 

variance invariance is less frequently tested than metric invariance and configural invariance. 

But it is more frequently tested than intercept invariance and latent mean differences.  

Factor variance invariance test. The test of factor variance invariance assesses the 

equality of the factor variance across groups. For a two-group, one-factor CFA model, the null 

hypothesis for testing the factor variance invariance is as follows: 

𝐻0: 𝚽𝒈 = 𝚽𝒈′
,                                                             (21) 

where 𝚽 is a 𝟏 × 𝟏 matrix containing the factor variance (Vandenberg & Lance, 2000). One 

important implication of rejecting this null hypothesis is that it is not appropriate to use the factor 

scaling method of constraining the factor variance to a value of one across groups because this 

method involves the assumption that factor variances are invariant across groups.  
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These six tests assess different degrees of MI assumptions and are typically conducted in 

a sequence. For example, the test of configural invariance should be conducted before the metric 

invariance test, and the assumption of metric invariance (at least partial metric invariance) should 

be supported before the scalar invariance test can be conducted. However, not all of these six 

tests are conducted in every study. Depending on the purpose of the research, some of the MI 

tests may be omitted. When a study focuses on testing the invariance of the measurement model 

across groups, configural invariance and metric invariance should be tested, and it is unnecessary 

to test scalar invariance. For example, when investigating the generalizability of the Hope Scale 

across genders, Babyak, Snyder and Yoshinobu (1993) tested configural invariance, metric 

invariance and unique variance invariance. When the purpose of the research is to compare latent 

means across groups, the scalar invariance test is recommended. For example, in Thompson and 

Green’s (2006) chapter, they illustrated an example of comparing latent means across the two 

groups. They began with testing configural invariance and then tested metric invariance. When 

the null hypothesis for testing metric invariance (see Equation 16) was rejected, the authors 

conducted tests to isolate the sources of metric non-invariance. Under the condition of partial 

metric invariance, they tested intercept invariance and then, conducted tests to detect non-

invariant intercepts. Finally, latent means were compared across groups under the condition of 

partial metric and partial intercept invariance. In sum, configural invariance and metric 

invariance (or partial metric invariance) should be tested and supported when testing MI (Byrne 

et al., 1989; Steenkamp & Baumgartner, 1998; Vandenberg & Lance, 2000). Configural, metric 

and scalar invariance (or at least partial metric and scalar invariance) should be tested and 

supported before latent mean comparisons are conducted (Byrne, Shavelson, & Muthén, 1989; 

Kline, 2005). 
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Model Identification 

The conditions required for identification of a MG-CFA model are the same as those 

required for a single-group CFA model in that the number of non-redundant observations is 

equal to or greater than the number of unknown parameters and the latent variable must have a 

scale of measurement. Both of the factor scaling methods (constraining one loading per factor to 

a value of one across groups or assigning a value of one to each factor’s variance across groups) 

can be used to set the scale of the latent variable in a MG-CFA model. However, these two factor 

scaling methods are not without assumptions. The RI strategy involves the assumption that the 

item that has been selected to serve as a RI has invariant factor loadings across groups. The 

factor-variance scaling method holds an assumption that the factor variance is invariant across 

groups.  

Latent Mean Comparison 

In group comparison studies, researchers may be interested in not only the invariance of 

the measurement model across groups but also in latent mean differences across groups. For 

example, a researcher may be interested in assessing the difference between female and male 

high school students’ latent means on math anxiety. To test latent mean differences, two SEM 

approaches are commonly used. One is the multiple-indicator multiple-cause (MIMIC) modeling 

approach and the other is the structured means modeling (SMM) approach. While both 

approaches can be used to compare latent means across groups, the multi-group comparison 

method (SMM) was the focus in the current simulation study. Discussion follows about the 

details of and the distinctions between these two approaches. 
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The MIMIC Approach 

Figure 4 shows a single-factor, four-indicator MIMIC model, which is similar to the basic 

single-group CFA model except that a grouping variable, 𝑋1, is included as a predictor of the 

latent variable in the model. The grouping variable (𝑋1) is modeled as having a direct effect on 

the latent variable. Thus, the latent variable is endogenous in this model, and the variance of its 

disturbance (error), 𝜁, is estimated. For two-group comparisons, 𝑋1 is a dummy coded variable 

with zero representing the reference group and one representing the comparison group. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Multiple-indicator multiple-cause (MIMIC) model. 𝜂: an endogenous latent variable; 

𝜆2- 𝜆4: factor loadings; 𝑦1-𝑦4: observed indicators; 𝜖1- 𝜖4: measurement errors; 𝑋1: a grouping 

variable; 𝜁: the error variance of the latent variable; 𝛾: an estimate of the latent mean difference.  

A single-factor, p-indicator MIMIC model can be expressed in matrix notation using the 

following measurement equation: 
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𝒚 = 𝚲𝜼 + 𝜺,                                                        (22) 

where 𝒚 is a vector containing 𝒑 × 𝟏 observed variable scores, 𝚲 is a 𝒑 × 𝟏 vector of factor 

loadings, 𝜼 is the latent variable, and 𝜺 is a 𝒑 × 𝟏 vector of measurement errors (Hancock, 1997). 

Because the grouping variable, 𝑋1, has a direct effect on the latent variable in the MIMIC model, 

the latent variable, 𝜼, can be expressed as:  

𝜼 = 𝜸𝑿𝟏 + 𝜻,                                                      (23) 

where 𝜸 represents the direct effect of the grouping variable, 𝑿𝟏, on the latent variable, 𝜼, and 

provides the estimate of the difference between the two groups’ latent variable means. 𝜻 is the 

disturbance (error) of the latent variable (Hancock, 1997). When more than two groups are 

compared, more than one grouping variable is included. For example, if the MIMIC approach is 

used to compare latent means across three groups, two grouping variables (𝑋1 and 𝑋2) are 

included in the model and modeled to co-vary. 𝑋1 is a dummy coded variable such that zero 

represents the reference group and one represents the second group. 𝑋2 is also a dummy coded 

variable with zero representing the reference group and one representing the third group. The 

number of grouping variables is equal to the number of groups minus one (Thompson & Green, 

2006). The current simulation study focused solely on two-group comparisons.  

Equation 22 demonstrates that observed variable intercepts are not estimated in the 

MIMIC model. This is because only the covariance matrix among observed indicator variables is 

analyzed when using the MIMIC approach and the mean structure is not actually incorporated 

into the model. When analyzing only the covariance matrix, all observed variable scores are 

assumed to be mean-centered. Thus, observed variable intercepts are assumed to be equal to zero 

and omitted from the measurement equation of the MIMIC model (Hancock, 1997).  
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To examine whether there is a significant difference between the two groups’ latent 

means, a standard normal z test statistic can be used to evaluate the significance of the coefficient 

𝛾 (see Figure 4), which provides the estimate of the difference in the two groups’ latent variable 

means. If the coefficient is positive and statistically significant, the group of interest (coded with 

a one) has a significantly higher latent mean than the reference group. If the sign of the 

coefficient is negative and statistically significant, the latent mean of the reference group (coded 

with a zero) is significantly higher than that of the group of interest. It is important to note that 

use of the MIMIC approach involves an assumption of strict measurement invariance; that is, 

factor loadings, error variances and the factor variance are assumed invariant across groups. It is 

a very strict assumption because the conditions of error variance and factor variance invariance 

are unlikely to be satisfied in real-world datasets (Hancock, 1997). 

The SMM Approach 

The SMM approach is a multiple-group approach for testing the difference in latent 

variable means across groups. Figure 5 shows a one-factor, four-indicator SMM model across 

two groups. Similar to the single-group CFA model that incorporates means (see Figure 2), a unit 

predictor (constant) is included in this model, and it is modeled to have direct effects on the 

latent variable and observed indicator variables. Its direct effect on the latent variable represents 

the latent variable mean and those on observed indicator variables represent observed variables’ 

means/intercepts (Kline, 2005). Similar to the MG-CFA model illustrated in Figure 3, there is a 

shaded box containing the grouping variable (“gender”) in Figure 5. In addition, an ellipse, 

which is shaded with dots, contains the single-factor, four-indicator CFA model with means 

incorporated. There is an arrow pointing from the grouping variable to the ellipse, indicating that 

the CFA model is tested across two groups with gender as the grouping variable. Different from 
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the MG-CFA model in Figure 3, there is no asterisk (*) next to the factor loadings in the SMM 

model, meaning that all factor loadings other than the first one are constrained to be equal across 

groups. In addition, there is no asterisk next to the observed variable intercepts in the SMM 

model. This means that all observed variable intercepts are also constrained to be equal across 

groups. The rationale for constraining the factor loadings and observed variable intercepts to be 

equal across group is explained in the following section. The symbol “0/*” next to the latent 

mean estimate, 𝜅, indicates that the latent mean for one group is constrained to be equal to a 

value of zero and the latent mean for the second group is freely estimated. Last, the asterisks next 

to the latent variable and error variances indicate that factor variance and error variances are 

freely estimated across two groups.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Structured means model (SMM). 𝜉: a latent variable; 𝜆2- 𝜆4: factor loadings; 𝑥1-𝑥4: 

observed indicators; 𝛿1- 𝛿4: measurement errors. The value of one in the triangle: a unit predictor; 

asterisks (*) next to the latent variable and error variances indicate that the factor variance and 

error variances are freely estimated across groups; “0/*” next to the latent mean 𝜅 indicate that 
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the latent mean for group one is constrained to zero and the latent mean for group two is freely 

estimated.  

A single-factor, p-indicator SMM model can be expressed in matrix notation using the 

following measurement equation: 

𝒙𝒈 = 𝝂𝒈 + 𝚲𝒈𝝃𝒈 + 𝜹𝒈,                                                    (24)                                                 

where 𝒈 represents group membership, 𝒙 is a vector containing 𝒑 × 𝟏 observed variable scores, 

𝝂 is a 𝒑 × 𝟏 vector of indicator variable intercepts, 𝚲 is a 𝒑 × 𝟏 vector of factor loadings which 

relates the observed indicator variables to the latent variable, 𝝃 is a latent variable and 𝜹 is a 

𝒑 × 𝟏 vector of measurement errors. Assuming that the mean of the measurement errors within 

each group is equal to zero, the expected values of observed variables in each group can be 

expressed in matrix notation as: 

𝑬 𝒙𝒈 = 𝝁𝒈 = 𝝂𝒈 + 𝚲𝒈𝜿𝒈 ,                                        (25) 

where 𝜿𝒈 is the latent variable mean for group 𝑔. In addition, assuming that there is no 

correlation between measurement errors and the latent variable and the measurement errors are 

uncorrelated within each group, the covariances among observed variables in each group can be 

expressed in matrix notation as: 

𝑬   𝒙𝒈 − 𝝁𝒈  𝒙𝒈 − 𝝁𝒈 
′
 = 𝚺𝒈 = 𝚲𝒈𝚽𝒈𝚲𝒈

′ + 𝚯𝒈 ,                              (26)  

where 𝚽 represents the latent variable variance and 𝚯 is a 𝒑 × 𝒑 diagonal matrix containing 𝒑 

measurement error variances (Yoon & Millsap, 2007).  

As mentioned previously, parameters in a single-group CFA model with a mean structure 

cannot be estimated because the model’s mean structure is under-identified. In a two-group CFA 
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model that incorporates means, the under-identification problem can be solved by a two-step 

strategy. First, the latent variable must be assigned a scale using either of the two factor scaling 

methods (constraining one loading per factor to a value of one across groups or constraining each 

factor’s variance to a value of one across groups). Second, the reference group’s latent mean is 

constrained to be zero and the comparison group’s latent mean is freely estimated. Therefore, the 

test of the latent mean of the comparison group corresponds to a test of the latent mean 

difference between two groups because the reference group’s latent mean has been constrained 

to be zero. To compare latent means across groups, the SMM approach generally requires that all 

factor loadings and observed variables’ means/intercepts are invariant across groups. Therefore, 

corresponding loadings and intercepts are constrained to be equal across groups in model 

estimation procedure. If the model with all factor loadings and intercepts constrained to be equal 

across groups fits the observed data well, factor loadings and intercepts can be assumed invariant 

across group. Then, Equation 25 and Equation 26 can be respectively simplified to: 

𝑬 𝒙𝒈 = 𝝁𝒈 = 𝝂 + 𝚲𝜿𝒈                                                              (27) 

and  

 𝑬   𝒙𝒈 − 𝝁𝒈  𝒙𝒈 − 𝝁𝒈 
′
 = 𝚺𝒈 = 𝚲𝚽𝒈𝚲

′ + 𝚯𝒈 ,                        (28) 

where 𝝂 is a 𝒑 × 𝟏 vector containing the observed variable intercepts which are invariant across 

groups, and 𝚲 represents a 𝒑 × 𝟏 vector containing invariant factor loadings across groups 

(Yoon & Millsap, 2007). If the model with all factor loadings and intercepts constrained to be 

equal across groups does not fit the sample data well, Byrne, Shavelson and Muthén (1989) 

suggested that some of the factor loading constraints may be relaxed, and partial metric 

invariance suffices when using the SMM approach to compare latent means across groups.  
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Once the MG-CFA model with a mean structure is identified, the difference in two 

groups’ latent means can be estimated and the statistical significance of the latent mean 

difference estimate can be tested using a standard normal z test statistic. If the 𝑧 test statistic 

associated with the estimated latent mean difference is statistically significant, then it is inferred 

that the latent mean difference between two groups is statistically significant. A significant 

positive latent mean difference estimate, for example, indicates that the group of interest has a 

significantly higher latent mean than does the reference group (Hancock, 1997; Thompson & 

Green, 2006).  

Comparing the SMM and MIMIC Approaches 

The MIMIC and SMM approaches each have their own advantages. The model for the 

MIMIC approach is less complex than that for the SMM approach. Fewer parameters are 

estimated and thus a smaller sample size is needed when using the MIMIC approach (Hancock, 

1997). However, the MIMIC approach involves the assumption that all factor loadings, error 

variances and factor variances are invariant across groups. This is a strict MI assumption that is 

difficult to be satisfied in practice. The SMM approach, on the other hand, permits more flexible 

MI assumptions; that is, some of the factor loadings constraints may be relaxed. Partial metric 

invariance is acceptable when using the SMM approach to conduct latent mean comparisons 

across groups (Byrne, Shavelson, & Muthén, 1989). Additionally, the degree of MI can be tested 

when utilizing the SMM approach but cannot be tested when estimating a MIMIC model. In the 

current study, only the SMM approach was used for comparing latent means across groups.  
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The z Test Statistic 

When using the SMM or the MIMIC approach to test the difference in latent means 

across groups, the z test statistic has been used to evaluate the statistical significance of the latent 

mean difference estimate. However, the z test statistic has several limitations. First, it is sensitive 

to the format of the input data. Cudeck (1989) found that when input data were in the form of a 

correlation matrix instead of a covariance matrix, estimated standard errors associated with 

parameter estimates were “quite discrepant from the correct value” (Cudeck, 1989, p. 236). Thus, 

the z test statistics were less accurate, and may lead to incorrect inferences about the statistical 

significance of the parameter estimates. Second, the z test statistic is not invariant to the two 

factor scaling methods (constraining one loading per factor to a value of one across groups or 

constraining each factor’s variance to a value of one across groups). Lawrence and Hancock 

(1998) and Gonzalez and Griffin (2001) indicated that when the two factor scaling methods were 

used, standard errors associated with parameter estimates were different, although the overall 

model fit was the same. More specifically, when the RI strategy was used to set the scale of the 

latent variable, the z statistic was lower than that in the condition of using the factor-variance 

scaling method. Consequently, as a result of the choice of method for scaling a latent variable, 

researchers may make different inferences about the statistical significance of the same 

parameter estimate. 

The Likelihood Ratio Test 

Because of the z test statistic’s limitations, Hancock et al. (2000) and Gonzalez and 

Griffin (2001) have suggested using an alternative likelihood ratio test, LRT𝜅 , to evaluate the 

statistical significance of a parameter estimate in the MG-CFA model. Using the LRT𝜅 , two 
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models are estimated. The parameter of interest is freely estimated in one model but is 

constrained to be equal to zero in the second model. The 𝜒2 difference statistic is calculated to 

evaluate whether there is a statistically significant drop in model fit when constraining a 

particular parameter to zero. A significant 𝜒2 difference statistic indicates that the parameter of 

interest is significantly different from zero. The advantage of the LRT𝜅  is that it is insensitive to 

the factor scaling methods used. When using either of the two factor scaling methods, the 𝜒2 

difference statistics and thus the inferences about the statistical significance of a parameter 

estimate are the same (Gonzalez & Griffin, 2001). 

Hancock et al. (2000) used this LRT𝜅  to test the statistical significance of the latent mean 

difference estimate. Two single-factor CFA model across the two groups were estimated. In the 

first model, all factor loadings and observed variable intercepts were constrained to be equal 

across groups. In addition, the latent means of the two groups were constrained to be zero. In the 

second model, all factor loadings and observed variable intercepts were again constrained to be 

equal across groups. However, in this second model, only the reference group’s latent mean was 

constrained to be zero and the comparison group’s latent mean was freely estimated. Then, the 

𝜒2 difference statistic was calculated by comparing the 𝜒2 value of the second model with that of 

the first model. A statistically significant 𝜒2 difference statistic indicated that there was a 

statistically significant difference between the two groups’ latent means. 

In sum, the LRT𝜅  has superiority for evaluating the statistical significance of a parameter 

estimate in the MG-CFA model because this technique is not sensitive to factor scaling methods. 

However, it must be noted that the 𝜒2 difference statistic also has some limitations. As 

mentioned in the section of MI tests, the 𝜒2 difference statistic is sensitive to sample size and the 

normality assumption. In addition, its value is affected by an incorrectly specified baseline model.  
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The Standardized Latent Mean Difference Effect Size Measure  

Both the z test and the LRT𝜅  may be used to evaluate whether there is a statistically 

significant difference between two groups’ latent means. However, they do not provide any 

information about the practical significance of the latent mean difference across groups. Once the 

null hypothesis for testing equal latent means across groups has been rejected, Hancock (2001) 

has suggested using a standardized latent mean difference effect size measure, 𝛿 𝜅 , to assess the 

practical difference between two groups’ latent means. When the SMM approach is used to 

conduct latent mean comparisons across groups, the standardized latent mean difference effect 

size, 𝛿𝜅 , is estimated using sample data: 

𝛿 𝜅 =  𝑘 1 − 𝑘 2 /𝜙 
1/2,                                                       (29) 

where 𝛿 𝜅  is the estimated standardized latent mean difference effect size, 𝑘 1 and 𝑘 2 represent 

group one and group two’s latent mean estimates, respectively, and 𝜙  is the pooled factor 

variance estimate, which is determined as: 

𝜙 = (𝑛1𝜙 1 + 𝑛2𝜙 2)/(𝑛1 + 𝑛2) ,                                       (30) 

where 𝜙 1 and  𝜙 2 are the estimated factor variances for group one and group two, respectively, 

and 𝑛1 and 𝑛2 represent the sample size for group one and group two, respectively. It is 

important to note that the calculation and use of the pooled factor variance involves an 

assumption of homogeneity of the two groups’ factor variances. 

As mentioned before, to make the two-group CFA model with incorporated means 

identified, the latent mean of the reference group is typically constrained to a value of zero. Thus, 

Equation 29 is simplified to: 
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𝛿 𝜅 =  𝑘 2 /𝜙 
1/2 ,                                                            (31) 

where 𝑘 2 is the latent mean estimate for the comparison group (Hancock, 1997).   

The interpretation of 𝛿 𝜅  is similar to that in univariate analyses in which values of 0.2, 

0.5 and 0.8 represent small, moderate, and large effects, respectively (Hancock, 2001). For 

example, 𝛿 𝜅 = 0.5 can be interpreted as indicating that the two groups’ latent mean estimates 

differ by half of a standard deviation (Hancock, 2001). However, the standardized effect size 

measure for latent variables is not equal to the standardized effect size measure for observed 

variables. Their relationship is represented as follows: 

𝛿 ∗  = 𝛿 𝜅(𝐻)1 2  ,                                                                (32) 

where 𝛿 ∗ is the standardized effect size estimate for observed variables, 𝛿 𝜅  is the standardized 

effect size estimate for latent variables and 𝐻 represents the factor’s construct reliability, which 

is determined as: 

𝐻 = 1/{1 + [1/  [𝑙𝑖
2/(1 − 𝑙𝑖

2)]𝑝
𝑖=1 ]} ,                               (33) 

where 𝑙𝑖  is the standardized factor loading for the 𝑖th observed indicator variable in a single-

factor, p-indicator CFA model (Hancock, 2001). Construct reliability indicates the proportion of 

variability in a latent variable explained by the measured indicator variables in a CFA model 

(Hancock, 2001). Equation 32 indicates that when the factor’s construct reliability is high, the 

value of the standardized effect size for observed variables is close to the value of standardized 

effect size for latent variables. Because the factor’s construct reliability is rarely equal to a value 

of one in practice, the standard effect size measure for latent variables is typically larger than that 

for observed variables. Although the values of the standardized effect size measure for latent 
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variables and for measured variables are different, Hancock (2001) has suggested that the small 

difference between these two values can be ignored and that Cohen’s (1988) interpretive 

guidelines of the standardized effect size measure, which were tested for observed variables, can 

be used to interpret latent variables as long as the factor’s construct reliability is not too low.  

In sum, Hancock’s (2001) 𝛿 𝜅  provides an estimate of the magnitude of the latent mean 

difference across groups. It is complementary to the tests which evaluate the statistical 

significance of a latent mean difference estimate (e.g., the z test and the LRT𝜅).  

Assumptions underlying the Two Factor Scaling Methods  

 Both of the factor scaling methods (constraining one loading per factor to a value of one 

across groups or assigning a value of one to each factor’s variance across groups) can be used to 

scale the latent variable of a MG-CFA model with incorporated means. However, researchers 

routinely use the reference indicator (RI) strategy (e.g., Riordan & Vandenberg, 1994; Smith, 

Tisak, Bauman, & Green, 1991; Van de Vijver & Harsveld, 1994) because the factor-variance-

based scaling method involves a strict assumption; that is, the factor variance is assumed 

invariant across groups. If the factor variances are not equal across groups, the assumption is 

violated. Then, the scale of the factor loadings will be changed, possibly making truly invariant 

factor loadings falsely appear non-invariant across groups. This could also make the metric 

invariance test less accurate (Cheung & Rensvold, 1999; Kline, 2005; Yoon & Millsap, 2007). 

Thus, the factor-variance scaling method is less frequently used than the RI strategy.  

The reference indicator (RI) strategy is the preferred factor scaling method in the context 

of MG-CFA. However, this method is based on the assumption that the item which is selected to 

serve as a RI has equal factor loadings across groups. If this assumption is violated, all other 
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factor loadings in a MG-CFA model will be rescaled based on different values. For example, in a 

two-group, single-factor, four-indicator CFA model, the factor loadings of the two groups might 

be 0.8, 0.6, 0.6, 0.6 and 0.5, 0.6, 0.6, 0.6, respectively. Assume that the first item has been 

selected to serve as the RI in the two-group CFA model. Thus, the first factor loadings in the two 

groups will be multiplied by 1.25 (1/0.8 = 1.25) and 2 (1/0.5 = 2), respectively. Correspondingly, 

all other factor loadings in the two-group CFA model will be multiplied by 1.25 and 2, 

respectively. Thus, the new factor loadings of the two groups will be 1, 0.75, 0.75, 0.75 and 1, 

1.2, 1.2, 1.2, respectively. Comparing the new factor loadings to the original ones, it is obvious 

that the factor loadings of the non-RI variables, which are equal across groups before applying 

the RI strategy, will now be assumed unequal. Such a result is caused by non-invariant factor 

loadings for the RI in the two-group CFA model. Constraining the RI’s non-invariant factor 

loadings to a value of one across groups will thus result in different metrics for the two groups’ 

factor loadings and can lead to incorrect inference about the changed loadings’ invariance. 

Therefore, it is important to select an item that has invariant factor loadings across groups to 

serve as the RI in a MG-CFA model (Johnson, Meade, & DuVernet, 2009).  

Although assumptions associated with the two factor scaling methods are important, 

researchers have not given the issue much attention. Johnson, Meade and DuVernet (2009) 

conducted a literature review of the studies that involved MI tests and were published between 

2005 and 2007. They found that only 17 out of 153 studies referenced Cheung and Rensvold’s 

(1999) study in which a new technique to select invariant item sets to serve as the RI was 

recommended. Most of the researchers simply assumed that the selected RI variable has invariant 

factor loadings across groups. To date, no simulation study has investigated the impact of using 
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RIs with non-invariant factor loadings or constraining unequal factor variances to a value of one 

across groups on latent mean comparisons.  

The Reference Indicator Selection Issue  

To investigate the effect of violating the assumption underlying the RI strategy, Johnson, 

Meade and DuVernet (2009) conducted a Monte Carlo simulation study. They manipulated four 

conditions, including sample size, model size, loading difference magnitude for the RI and 

loading difference magnitude for the non-RI variables. Additionally, they set the population 

factor variance to a value of one for the two groups. The likelihood ratio test (LRT𝜅) was used to 

test the overall null hypothesis that all factor loadings were invariant across groups. When the 

null hypothesis for testing full metric invariance was not supported, the LRT𝜅  was also used to 

test a specific loading’s invariance across groups. Results of this study indicated that improperly 

selected RIs (that is, selecting items with non-invariant factor loadings across groups to serve as 

RIs) did not affect the accuracy of full metric invariance tests. Specifically, when a RI with non-

invariant factor loadings across groups was used, metric non-invariance was successfully 

identified. In addition, when loading difference magnitude for the RI increased, the accuracy of 

the full metric invariance test (that is, the rate of correctly identifying metric non-invariance) 

increased.  

This result can be explained using the relationship between the RI and all other observed 

indicator variables in a MG-CFA model. When constraining the factor loading of the RI to a 

value of one across groups, factor loadings of all other observed indicator variables will be 

rescaled based on the value of the RI. As demonstrated above, if the RI has unequal factor 

loadings across groups, the estimated factor loadings of the non-RI variables in a MG-CFA 
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model will reflect this difference. Thus, the metric invariance test can then successfully detect 

metric non-invariance (Johnson et al., 2009).  

Once the null hypothesis for testing full metric invariance is rejected, the test of a specific 

loading’s invariance can be conducted to identify the potential source of metric non-invariance. 

Although the RI selection is not a critical issue for testing full metric invariance in MG-CFA, 

Johnson et al. (2009) indicated that using a RI with non-invariant factor loadings across groups 

affected the accuracy of a specific loading’s invariance test. Specifically, when using a RI with 

non-invariant factor loadings across groups, false positive rates (the rates of identifying invariant 

items as non-invariant) and false negative rates (the rates of identifying non-invariant items as 

invariant) of a specific loading’s invariance test were high.   

Johnson et al. (2009) also found that there was a curvilinear relationship between the 

loading difference magnitude for the RI and true positive rates of the invariance test for a 

specific loading. More specifically, when the factor loading for the RI was invariant across 

groups, true positive rates of a specific loading’s invariance test were high. When the loading 

difference magnitude for the RI increased, true positive rates of a specific loading’s invariance 

test decreased. When the magnitudes of the loading difference for the RI and non-RI variables 

were equal (e.g., with the first item as the RI and the factor loadings for the first and second 

groups as follows: 0.6, 0.6, 0.6, 0.6 and 0.85, 0.85, 0.6, 0.6), true positive rates of a specific 

loading’s invariance test dropped to nearly zero. Additionally, results of this study demonstrated 

that the sample size affected the power of a specific loading’s invariance test to identify non-

invariant items. When the sample size was large, both true positive and false positive rates of a 

specific loading’s invariance test increased. Finally, results showed that the model size had no 

impact on the power of a specific loading’s invariance test. In sum, the results of this study 
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indicated that selecting items with non-invariant factor loadings across groups to serve as RIs 

had no impact on the accuracy of the full metric invariance test. However, using RIs with non-

invariant factor loadings led to low accuracy of a specific loading’s invariance test.  

Because using RIs with non-invariant factor loadings across groups has an adverse 

impact on the accuracy of a specific loading’s invariance test, items with invariant factor 

loadings across groups should be selected to serve as RIs. An item with invariant factor loading 

across groups can be detected by estimating an identified MG-CFA model with a specific factor 

loading constrained to be equal across groups. If such a model fits the observed data well, the 

relevant factor loading is assumed invariant across groups. However, indentifying a MG-CFA 

model requires that an item with truly invariant factor loading across groups is selected to serve 

as the RI. Then, the question returns to how to detect an item with invariant factor loading across 

groups (French & Finch, 2008). Cheung and Rensvold (1999) believed that a single invariant 

item cannot be detected. Instead, only invariant item set(s) can be detected. They proposed using 

a factor-ratio test to identify invariant item set(s). An invariant item set is a group of items in 

which every item is invariant when tested using each of all the other items as the RI (Cheung & 

Resvold, 1999). The factor-ratio test systematically examines whether the ratio of the factor 

loading of an argument item (the item of interest) to the factor loading of a RI is invariant across 

groups (Cheung & Rensvold, 1999). Each item in a CFA model will be tested as an argument 

item and also serves as a RI when another item is tested as an argument item. For a two-group, 

single-factor CFA model, the null hypothesis for the factor-ratio test is expressed as follows: 

𝐻0:
𝜆𝑖
𝑔

𝜆
𝑖′
𝑔 =

𝜆𝑖
𝑔′

𝜆
𝑖′
𝑔′  ,                                                         (34) 
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where 𝜆𝑖  is the factor loading of an argument item, 𝑖, and 𝜆𝑖′  is the factor loading of the RI, 𝑖′ . 

The superscripts 𝑔 and 𝑔′  represent group membership (Cheung & Rensvold, 1999). For a two-

group, single-factor, p-indicator CFA model,  
𝑝(𝑝−1)

2
 factor-ratio tests are needed to test all 

combinations of factor loadings. The null hypothesis for the factor-ratio test is tested using the 

𝜒2 difference statistic, which is calculated by comparing the 𝜒2 statistic of the restricted model 

(with an argument item’s factor loading being constrained to be equal across groups) with that of 

the configurally invariant model, in which all factor loadings are freely estimated across groups 

with the exception of the RI. If one rejects the null hypothesis, it means that the argument item 

being tested cannot be assumed invariant across groups when the current RI is used to set the 

scale of the latent variable. If one fails to reject the null hypothesis, it means that the argument 

item can be assumed invariant when using the current RI.  

The result of each factor-ratio test is usually entered into a matrix, with one row for each 

argument item and one column for the relevant RI. With a single-factor, four-indicator CFA 

model across two groups, an illustration of a possible outcome of the factor-ratio tests is 

presented in Table 1. The letters (e.g., A, B, C, D, E and F) in Table 1 represent the results of the 

factor-ratio tests. For example, letter A in Table 1 is the result of the factor-ratio test when using 

item 𝑥1 as a RI and testing the invariance of an argument item 𝑥2. The asterisk (“*”) associated 

with the letters indicates the statistical significance of the 𝜒2 difference statistic, which is used to 

test the null hypothesis of the factor-ratio test. Using letter B* in Table 1 as an example, it 

indicates that item 𝑥3 is not invariant when using item 𝑥1 as a RI. After filling in the matrix using 

the results of the factor-ratio tests, the rows and columns of the matrix are swapped to “produce 

the largest possible closed triangular of non-significant entries below the diagonal” (Cheung & 

Rensvold, 1999, p. 12). Table 2 shows the subsequently swapped matrix. In Table 2, non-
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significant entries A, D and E form the largest closed triangular, indicating that an invariant item 

set contains item 𝑥1, 𝑥2, and 𝑥4. Thus, item 𝑥3 is a non-invariant item. Any item in the invariant 

item set (𝑥1, 𝑥2, and 𝑥4) can be used as the RI in the two-group CFA model. In the model 

estimation procedure, the factor loadings of the invariant items can be constrained to be equal 

across groups and the factor loading of the non-invariant item can be freely estimated. In some 

conditions, more than one way of swapping the matrix is available. Thus, more than one set of 

invariant items may be detected. The choice of the invariant item set depends on the purpose of 

the research and the underlying theory (Cheung & Rensvold, 1999).  

Table 1  

Illustration of Possible Results of Factor-Ratio Tests for a Single-Factor, Four-Indicator CFA 

Model across Groups  

 Reference Indicator 

Argument Item 𝑥1 𝑥2 𝑥3 𝑥4 

𝑥1 - A B* D 

𝑥2 A - C* E 

𝑥3  B* C* - F 

𝑥4 D E F - 

Note. The asterisks (*) next to the letters indicate that the 𝜒2 difference statistic is statistically 

significant. 

Table 2  

Illustration of Possible Results of Factor-Ratio Tests after Swapping the Rows and Columns 

 Reference Indicator 

Argument Item 𝑥1 𝑥2 𝑥3 𝑥4 

𝑥1 - A D B* 

𝑥2 A - E C* 

𝑥3 D E - F 

𝑥4 B* C* F - 

Note. The asterisks (*) next to the letters indicate that the 𝜒2 difference statistic is statistically 

significant. 

French and Finch (2008) conducted a Monte Carlo simulation study to evaluate the 

accuracy of the factor-ratio test to detect invariant item sets. Conditions manipulated in this study 
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included sample size, number of factors, number of observed indicators per factor and percent of 

non-invariant factor loadings. The false-positive rate (the rate of identifying non-invariant item 

sets that are truly invariant) and the true-positive rate (the rate of correctly detecting non-

invariant item sets) of the factor-ratio test were analyzed (French & Finch, 2008). The results of 

this study indicated that the factor-ratio test controlled false positive rates well under all 

conditions. Only the number of observed indicators per factor tended to influence false positive 

rates of the factor-ratio test. More specifically, when more indicators per factor were included in 

the model, false positive rates decreased. Additionally, the percent of non-invariant factor 

loadings, sample size or number of factors did not tend to affect false positive rates of the factor-

ratio test. With regard to true positive rates of the factor-ratio test, the results demonstrated that 

they were influenced by the number of factors and the percent of non-invariant factor loadings. 

True positive rates of the factor-ratio test were higher when fewer factors were included in the 

model, holding the number of indicators per factor constant. In addition, when there was a large 

percent of non-invariant factor loadings, true positive rates of the factor-ratio test were low.  

In sum, the factor-ratio test performed well in identifying non-invariant item sets when a 

few factors and a low percent of non-invariant factor loadings were included in a MG-CFA 

model. However, one shortcoming of the factor-ratio test is that it is time-consuming, 

particularly when a large number of observed indicators are included in the model. Thus, the 

factor-ratio test has been rarely used in practice (Johnson et al., 2009). 

To identify non-invariant items, Yoon and Millsap (2007) alternatively recommended 

using modification indices. In the context of MG-CFA, a modification index or a Lagrange 

Multiplier (LM) test assesses whether adding a path (relaxing a cross-group constraint) would 

significantly improve model fit (Kline, 2005). A modification index is an estimate of the drop in 
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the 𝜒2 statistic after relaxing a cross-group constraint which is associated with a one degree of 

freedom difference between the model with and the model without the relevant cross-group 

constraint (Kline, 2005). If a modification index is statistically significant, then this means that 

the cross-group constraint associated with the modification index should be relaxed and a 

potentially non-invariant item has been detected. Modification indices are provided by most 

SEM software programs (e.g., AMOS, EQS, LISREL, and Mplus). 

Yoon and Millsap (2007) investigated the accuracy of the modification index technique 

for detecting non-invariant items in a MG-CFA framework. Four conditions were manipulated in 

their study: (1) number of observed indicators per factor, (2) sample size, (3) percent of non-

invariant factor loadings, and (4) loading difference magnitude. Yoon and Millsap (2007) did not 

use the RI strategy or the factor-variance scaling method to set the scale of the latent variable but 

instead fixed one group’s factor variance to a value of one and freely estimated the second 

group’s factor variance. In addition, all factor loadings were constrained to be equal across 

groups. This MG-CFA model with all factor loadings constrained to be equal across groups was 

fitted to the simulated data with loading non-invariance. If model fit indices indicated poor fit of 

the fully constrained model, meaning that the null hypothesis for testing full metric invariance is 

not supported, then modification indices were used to detect non-invariant items. Modification 

indices with values greater than 3.84 (the critical 𝜒2 value associated with one degree of freedom) 

were used to pinpoint items with non-invariant factor loadings across groups. Only one loading 

constraint associated with the largest modification index was relaxed at each time. This 

procedure continued until the largest modification index was smaller than 3.84. The items 

detected as having non-invariant factor loadings were then compared to those known to be non-

invariant to assess the accuracy of the modification index technique.  
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The results of this study indicated that the modification index technique was quite 

successful in detecting items with non-invariant factor loadings when there was a small percent 

of non-invariant factor loadings in the model. This technique also worked well when the loading 

difference magnitude and total sample size were large. However, when there was a large percent 

of non-invariant factor loadings, this technique did not perform well. In sum, the results of this 

study showed that the modification index technique could successfully identify items with non-

invariant factor loadings when the conditions are ideal (i.e., a small percent of non-invariant 

factor loadings, a large loading difference magnitude and a large sample size). The performance 

of the modification index technique is similar to that of the factor-ratio test. 

Impact of Partial Measurement Invariance  

Besides techniques for detecting items with non-invariant factor loadings, previous 

studies have investigated the impact of partial measurement (metric and intercept) invariance on 

MI testing and latent mean difference testing. The issue of partial metric invariance is related to 

the issue of the RI selection. Tests of partial metric invariance involving the use of the RI 

strategy for scaling the latent variable assume that the RI has invariant factor loading across 

groups. Because of the connection between the RI selection issue and the partial measurement 

invariance issue, discussion follows of studies in which the effect of partial measurement 

invariance has been investigated. 

Kaplan and George (1995) examined the impact of partial metric invariance on the power 

of latent mean difference testing. They conducted a population study to assess the power, using 

the Wald test, to detect latent mean differences in the SMM approach under a variety of 

conditions. The conditions manipulated in this study included the magnitude of the latent mean 
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difference, sample size, frequency of non-invariant factor loadings, and the number of observed 

indicators per factor. Because factor loadings were varied in this study, the determinant (or the 

generalized variance) of the covariance matrix was thus also varied. The determinant is “a 

unique number associated with each square matrix” (Stevens, 2002, p. 64). It indicates the 

overall variance that a group of variables share. In Kaplan and George’s (1995) study, sample 

sizes were paired with generalized variances (as measured by the determinant of the covariance 

matrix) to create two extra conditions. In the positive condition, the group with the larger sample 

size was associated with the larger generalized variance. In the negative condition, the group 

with the larger sample size was paired with the smaller generalized variance.  

The findings of this study demonstrated that under ideal conditions (a low frequency of 

non-invariant factor loadings and a large sample size), the power of the latent mean difference 

test in the SMM approach was most affected by the true latent mean difference. More 

specifically, when the magnitude of the latent mean difference increased, the power of the latent 

mean difference test increased. Results also indicated that the sample size ratio between the two 

groups tended to influence the power of the latent mean difference test. When the sample sizes 

were equal in the two groups, the power of the latent mean difference test was less affected by 

non-invariant factor loadings. However, when unequal sample sizes were present, the power 

associated with latent mean difference testing was low even though factor loading invariance 

held. A large drop in the power was observed when the group sample size ratio increased. This 

trend was observed in both positive and negative conditions. The only difference in results 

between the positive and negative conditions was that the positive condition always yielded 

higher power than did the negative condition. Finally, when more observed indicator variables 

per factor were included in the model, the power of the latent mean difference test increased.  
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In sum, this study’s results showed that the magnitude of the latent mean difference and 

sample size ratio had profound effects on the power of the latent mean difference test in the 

SMM approach. The authors also recommended using an alternative MIMIC modeling approach 

to test latent mean differences when the sample sizes were unequal across groups. Their 

recommendation was based on the MIMIC approach’s superiority in handling small sample sizes. 

However, they did not test the Type I error rate or the power of the MIMIC approach. 

Hancock, Lawrence and Nevitt (2000) expanded Kaplan and George’s (1995) study by 

investigating how partial metric invariance affected the Type I error rate and the power of the 

latent mean difference tests in the SMM, MIMIC and MANOVA approaches. Although the 

MANOVA approach was not designed to compare latent means, it was included in Hancock et 

al.’s (2000) study and its performance was compared with that of the SMM and MIMIC 

approaches to demonstrate the potential problems of using this inappropriate approach to 

compare latent means. The focus of the study by Hancock et al. (2000) was to compare Type I 

error rates and power of the latent mean difference tests in the three approaches. The findings of 

the study also informed how each approach performed under varying conditions, and provided 

guidelines about choice of the appropriate approach under different conditions. Hancock et al. 

(2000) conducted a Monte Carlo simulation study to assess Type I error rates and used a 

population analysis to examine the power of the latent mean difference tests in the three 

approaches. Four conditions were manipulated in this study, including latent mean difference 

magnitude, total sample size, group sample size ratio and factor loading pattern. With respect to 

the factor loading pattern, four conditions were investigated: metric invariant condition in which 

all factor loadings are equal within and across the two groups, metric invariant condition in 

which all factor loading are equal across the two groups but different within groups, metric non-
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invariant condition with approximately equivalent generalized variances (as measured by the 

determinant of the covariance matrix) for the two groups and metric non-invariant condition with 

different generalized variances for the two groups.  

Some general patterns were observed for Type I error rates of the latent mean difference 

tests in the SMM, MIMIC and MANOVA approaches. Under the metric invariant conditions, 

Type I error rates of the latent mean difference tests in all three approaches were well controlled 

regardless of how other conditions varied. When non-invariant factor loadings were present, 

however, Type I error rates of the latent mean difference tests in the three approaches were at the 

nominal level as long as the generalized variances were approximately equivalent across the two 

groups. Even when the generalized variances were different in the two groups, Type I error rates 

of the latent mean difference tests in the SMM, MIMIC and MANOVA approaches were well 

controlled if the sample sizes were equal between the two groups. If both of the sample size and 

the generalized variance were unequal between the two groups, Type I error rates of the latent 

mean difference tests in the three approaches varied. The SMM approach was the only one that 

controlled Type I error rates well under all manipulated conditions. The MIMIC approach’s Type 

I error rates were too low under the negative condition (when small sample sizes were paired 

with large generalized variances) and were too high under the positive condition (when large 

sample sizes were paired with large generalized variances). The opposite pattern of Type I error 

rates were observed for the MANOVA approach.  

Hancock et al. (2000) also assessed the power of the latent mean difference tests in the 

MIMIC, SMM and MANOVA approaches. Under the metric invariant condition, the power of 

the latent mean difference tests in the three approaches increased when the sample size, 

magnitude of the factor loadings, and magnitude of the latent mean difference increased. When 
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the sample size ratio between the two groups became larger, the power of the latent mean 

difference tests in the three approaches decreased. Comparing the power of the MIMIC, SMM 

and MANOVA approaches, it seems that the power of the latent mean difference test in the 

MIMIC approach tended to be approximately equal to or slightly higher than that of the latent 

mean difference test in the SMM approach. The MIMIC approach’s power superiority was more 

obvious when the latent mean difference was relatively large. The MANOVA approach, on the 

other hand, always had the lowest power among the three approaches. Under the partial metric 

invariant condition, the pattern of the power results for the latent mean difference tests in the 

three approaches were similar to those observed in the metric invariant condition as long as 

generalized variances were approximately equal across groups. However, if generalized 

variances differed and sample sizes were equal, the SMM and MIMIC approaches had similar 

power to detect the latent mean difference whereas the MANOVA approach had the lowest 

power. When different generalized variances were associated with unequal sample sizes, results 

showed that the SMM approach had power superiority in the negative condition whereas the 

MIMIC approach had higher power in the positive condition.  

Based on these results, Hancock et al. (2000) recommended that the choice between the 

SMM and MIMIC approaches depended upon the sample size ratio. When two groups had equal 

sample size, both approaches were acceptable. When the sample sizes for the two groups were 

unequal, the SMM approach was recommended although its power was slightly lower than that 

of the MIMIC approach in some conditions. The choice of the SMM approach was based on its 

flexibility in accommodating non-invariant factor loadings. Additionally, the SMM approach had 

satisfactory power without sacrificing the Type I error rate. In contrast, the MIMIC approach’s 

slightly higher power had the potential cost of the Type I error inflation (Hancock et al., 2000). 
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This recommendation was different from that in Kaplan and George’s (1995) study. Kaplan and 

George (1995) recommended choosing the MIMIC approach when the sample sizes were 

unequal between two groups. However, they did not investigate the Type I error rate or the 

power of the MIMIC approach and their recommendation was solely based on the advantage of 

the MIMIC approach in handling small sample sizes. 

Meade and Lautenschlager (2004) conducted a Monte Carlo simulation study to 

investigate the impact of loading non-invariance on MI testing. Partial metric invariance was 

simulated in the data with 17% and 67% of the items having non-invariant factor loadings across 

groups. Three types of loading difference were included in their design, including “all lower”, 

“mixed” and “no difference” patterns. In the “all lower” condition, all items with non-invariant 

factor loadings had lower loadings in group two than in group one. In the “mixed” pattern 

condition, half of the non-invariant factor loadings were lower in group two and another half 

were lower in group one. In the “no difference” pattern condition, all factor loadings were 

invariant across the two groups. Other conditions manipulated in this study included total sample 

size and number of observed indicators per factor. The impact of partial metric invariance on MI 

testing was assessed through the accuracy of the omnibus test of covariance matrices and with a 

specific factor loading’s invariance test. This study’s results demonstrated that MI tests were 

accurate when the sample size was large and non-invariant factor loadings were in the form of a 

“mixed” pattern. More specifically, the omnibus covariance invariance test and a specific factor 

loading’s invariance test were successful in detecting overall non-invariance and sources of 

loading non-invariance, respectively. MI tests’ better performance under the “mixed” pattern 

condition was expected because such a pattern led to more accurate parameter estimates in each 

group and thus more accurate MI tests than did the “all lower” pattern (Meade & Lautenschlager, 
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2004). Finally, results of the study indicated that when more observed indicators per factor were 

included in the model, the power of MI tests increased. 

The above studies have only focused on the impact of partial metric invariance on MI 

testing or latent mean difference testing. Yang’s (2008) study provided a more complete picture 

of how partial metric and partial intercept invariance affected MI testing and latent mean 

difference testing. Yang (2008) conducted a Monte Carlo simulation study to investigate four 

research topics: (1) how partial metric invariance affects the detection of intercept non-

invariance, (2) how partial metric invariance affects latent mean comparisons, (3) how partial 

intercept invariance affects latent mean comparisons, and (4) how partial metric and intercept 

invariance together affect latent mean comparisons. Conditions manipulated in this simulation 

study included model size, severity (frequency and magnitude) of loading non-invariance in the 

baseline model, frequency of intercept non-invariance in the target model, magnitude of the 

latent mean difference in the target model, construct reliability and observed score variance, and 

the direction of the intercept and latent mean differences. Total sample size and sample size ratio 

between the two groups were not manipulated. A total sample size of 500 was used and each 

group had a sample size of 250. The researcher used the SMM approach to conduct latent mean 

comparisons. In addition, the LRT𝜅  was used to detect intercept non-invariance and latent mean 

differences. Both Type I error rates and the power of the latent mean difference test in the SMM 

approach were analyzed.  

Results of this study indicated that Type I error rates of the latent mean difference test in 

the SMM approach was not severely affected by partial metric invariance. When non-invariant 

factor loadings were present, Type I error rates of the latent mean difference test were retained at 

the nominal level. However, power of the latent mean difference test in the SMM approach 
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varied when conditions varied. With respect to the impact of partial metric invariance on the 

detection of intercept non-invariance, results showed that power of the latent mean difference 

test in detecting intercept non-invariance was close to the value of one when the magnitude of 

the intercept difference between the two groups was relatively large (e.g., 0.5). When the 

magnitude of the intercept difference was small, power of the latent mean difference test was low 

in detecting intercept non-invariance and could be increased by adding more indicators per factor 

to the model. In addition, results of this study demonstrated that high construct reliability led to 

high power of the latent mean difference test in the SMM approach. Another important finding 

was that the severity of the loading non-invariance did not affect the power of the latent mean 

difference test to detect intercept non-invariance.  

With respect to the impact of partial metric invariance on the detection of the latent mean 

difference, patterns of the power results of the latent mean difference test were similar to those 

observed when investigating the impact of partial metric invariance on the detection of intercept 

non-invariance. With respect to the impact of partial intercept invariance on the latent mean 

comparison, the power of the latent mean difference test in the SMM approach was high (close 

to 1) when there was a relatively large latent mean difference (e.g., 0.5). Additionally, when the 

proportion of non-invariant intercepts decreased, the power of the latent mean difference test 

increased. Similar patterns of the power results were observed when examining the impact of 

partial metric and partial intercept invariance altogether on the latent mean comparison.  

Yang (2008) also investigated the performance of modification indices in identifying 

non-invariant intercepts. The results indicated that the modification index technique was accurate 

only when the magnitude of the intercept difference was large and the percent of non-invariant 

intercepts was small. These findings were consistent with Yoon and Millsap’s (2007) results. 
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Statement of the Problem 

Several factors have been found to affect MI testing and latent mean difference detection. 

These factors include sample size ratio, factor loading pattern, loading difference magnitude, and 

latent mean difference magnitude. The effects of each of these factors are discussed in the 

following section. Additionally, factor variance ratio, which has not been investigated in 

previous studies, was also manipulated in the current study. The importance of considering the 

factor variance ratio in a MG-CFA model is explained in the following section.  

Sample Size Ratio 

In group comparison studies, unequal group sample size situations are more often 

observed than equal group sample size situations (e.g., Bowden, Lange, Weiss, & Saklofske, 

2008; Sabiston & Crocker, 2007). Simulation studies conducted to investigate the impact of 

various conditions on MI testing and latent mean comparisons have included unequal group 

sample size scenarios. For example, Kaplan and George (1995) found that the power of the latent 

mean difference test in the SMM approach was affected by the sample size ratio between groups. 

More specifically, when the sample sizes were unequal in the two groups, the power of the latent 

mean difference test was low, even when factor loading invariance held. On the other hand, 

when the sample sizes were equal in the two groups, the power of the latent mean difference test 

was high and less affected by the frequency of non-invariant factor loadings. Hancock, Lawrence 

and Nevitt (2000) also varied sample size ratio between groups in their examination of 

conditions that may affect the Type I error rate and power of the latent mean difference tests in 

the SMM, MIMIC and MANOVA approaches. They found that under partial metric invariant 

condition, Type I error rates of the latent mean difference tests in these three approaches were at 

the nominal level if the sample sizes were equal in the two groups. However, Type I error rates 
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of the latent mean difference tests when using the MIMIC and MANOVA approaches were not 

well controlled when unequal sample sizes were associated with unequal generalized variances 

(as measured by the determinant of the covariance matrix) in the two groups. Additionally, they 

found that power of the latent mean difference tests tended to decrease as the sample size ratio 

between groups increased. Such a result was observed in the metric invariant condition and in the 

partial metric invariant condition with approximately equivalent generalized variances across the 

two groups.  

To date, no study has investigated the impact of the sample size ratio between groups on 

the performance of the likelihood ratio test (LRT𝜅) and the standardized latent mean difference 

effect size measure (𝛿 𝜅), particularly when assumptions underlying the two factor scaling 

methods are violated. Since it has been shown that the sample size ratio between groups affects 

latent mean difference detection, varied sample size ratios were included in the current 

simulation study to investigate their effect on the 𝛿 𝜅  and the LRT𝜅 .  

Factor Loading Pattern  

In the current study, the factor loading pattern referred to the percent of non-invariant 

factor loadings and the position of the higher factor loadings in the two groups. The percent of 

non-invariant factor loadings has been investigated in previous simulation studies. For example, 

Johnson et al. (2009) varied the percent of non-invariant factor loadings when assessing how the 

RI and non-RI variables with non-invariant factor loadings affected the power of metric 

invariance testing. They found that under a large percent of non-invariant factor loadings, the 

power of the full metric invariance test to detect metric non-invariance was high. In contrast, 

Yang (2008) found that the percent of non-invariant factor loadings had no impact on the Type I 
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error rate or the power of the intercept invariance test. Yang (2008) also indicated that the 

percent of non-invariant factor loadings did not affect the Type I error rate or the power of the 

latent mean difference test in the SMM approach. In sum, previous research demonstrated that 

the percent of non-invariant factor loadings affected metric invariance tests but had no impact on 

intercept invariance tests or latent mean difference tests.  

Although previous simulation studies have considered the percent of non-invariant factor 

loadings, most of them investigated non-invariant factor loadings for the non-RI variables in 

MG-CFA models. Only Johnson et al. (2009) investigated non-invariant factor loadings for the 

RI and found that using RIs with non-invariant factor loadings led to poor accuracy of a specific 

loading’s invariance test. Due to the importance of the RI, the current study extended previous 

research by examining how the percent of non-invariant factor loadings for the RI and non-RI 

variables affected the performance of the 𝛿 𝜅  and the LRT𝜅 .  

Besides the percent of non-invariant factor loadings, factor loading pattern in the present 

study also involved the position of the higher factor loadings in the two groups. When non-

invariant factor loadings are present in a two-group CFA model, two factor loading patterns may 

be observed. One is the “all lower” pattern in which all non-invariant factor loadings are lower in 

one group. The second pattern is described as the “mixed” pattern in which half of the non-

invariant factor loadings favor one group and the rest favor the second group. These two patterns 

have been examined in previous studies. For example, Meade and Lauthenschlager (2004) 

included “all lower” and “mixed” patterns in their simulation design when assessing the effect of 

partial metric invariance on MI testing. They found that the power of MI testing was higher in 

the “mixed” pattern condition than in the “all lower” pattern condition. Yoon and Millsap (2007) 

also considered the “all lower” and “mixed” patterns when investigating the performance of the 
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modification index technique for detecting non-invariant items. They found that the perfect 

recovery rate (i.e., the rate of correctly detecting all non-invariant items) of the modification 

index was higher under the “mixed” pattern condition than under the “all lower” pattern 

condition. In addition, the “mixed” pattern increased the true detection rate of and decreased the 

false detection rate of the modification index technique when there was a large percent of non-

invariant factor loadings. 

These findings under the “mixed” pattern condition could be explained by the influence 

of the factor’s construct reliability in confirmatory factor analysis. Construct reliability indicates 

“the extent to which the latent construct is reproducible from its own measured indicators” 

(Gagné & Hancock, 2006, p. 68). The value of construct reliability is influenced by the 

magnitude of the standardized factor loadings and the number of observed indicators per factor 

(see Equation 33). When the non-invariant factor loadings are in a “mixed” pattern, the factor 

loading values of the two groups are similar. Thus, the values of the factor’s construct reliability 

are similar in the two groups. The accuracy of the parameter estimation, which is based on the 

factor’s construct reliability, is approximately equivalent in the two groups. Consequently, the 

accuracy of MI testing, which is influenced by the accuracy of parameter estimations, is more 

ensured. In the “all lower” pattern condition, the lower factor loadings in one group results in a 

factor with lower construct reliability in the respective group. Correspondingly, the accuracy of 

the parameter estimation is different in the two groups. Thus, MI testing is less accurate (Gagné 

& Hancock, 2006; Yang, 2008).  

In sum, the factor loading pattern, which involves the percent of non-invariant factor 

loadings for the RI and non-RI variables and the position of the higher factor loadings in the two 
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groups, is an important factor that affects MI testing. Thus, it was manipulated in the present 

study to investigate its impact on the performance of the LRT𝜅  and the 𝛿 𝜅 . 

Loading Difference Magnitude  

Pertinent simulation studies which assessed the effect of non-invariant factor loadings on 

various outcomes (invariance detection and/or latent mean difference tests) in MG-CFA and its 

extension (SMM) have considered the loading difference magnitude. For example, Yang (2008) 

found that loading difference magnitude did not affect the Type I error rate or the power of the 

intercept invariance test, nor did loading difference magnitude has an impact on the Type I error 

rate or the power of the latent mean difference test in the SMM approach. Johnson et al. (2009) 

also included the loading difference magnitude in their design when investigating the effect of 

non-invariant factor loadings for the RI and non-RI variables on MI testing. Their study’s results 

indicated that the loading difference magnitude for the RI had a positive effect on the accuracy of 

the full metric invariance test. More specifically, when the loading difference magnitude for the 

RI increased, the accuracy of the full metric invariance test increased. In contrast, the loading 

difference magnitude for the RI adversely affected the accuracy of a specific loading’s 

invariance test. When the loading difference magnitude for the RI was high, the true positive rate 

(i.e., the rate of correctly identifying non-invariant factor loadings) of a specific loading’s 

invariance test was low. When the loading difference magnitude for the RI was equal to that for 

the non-RI variables, the true positive rate of a specific loading’s invariance test was 

approximately zero.  

The loading difference magnitude has been examined in previous studies. However, no 

study has assessed the performance of the LRT𝜅  or the 𝛿 𝜅  under varying magnitudes of the factor 
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loading difference. Therefore, loading difference magnitude was manipulated in this simulation 

study.  

Latent Mean Difference Magnitude 

When investigating the impact of partial MI on latent mean group comparisons, studies 

have varied the magnitude of the latent mean difference between groups. Kaplan and George 

(1995) found that latent mean difference magnitude, not the severity of loading non-invariance, 

had the largest impact on the power of the latent mean difference test in the SMM approach. 

When the latent mean difference magnitude increased, the power of the latent mean difference 

test also increased. Additionally, Hancock et al. (2000) showed that a large magnitude of the 

latent mean difference between groups led to higher power of the SMM, MIMIC and MANOVA 

approaches with respect to detecting latent mean differences. Yang’s (2008) findings were 

consistent with Kaplan and George’s (1995) results. The results of these simulation studies 

indicate that latent mean difference magnitude affects the power of latent mean difference 

detection. However, it is not clear how it would impact the performance of the LRT𝜅  and the 𝛿 𝜅 , 

particularly when assumptions underlying the two factor scaling methods are violated. Thus, it is 

necessary to consider the magnitude of the latent mean difference between groups in the current 

simulation study.  

Factor Variance Ratio  

The factor scaling method of constraining each factor’s variance to a value of one across 

groups involves the assumption that the factor variances are invariant across groups. However, 

the effect of violating this assumption, that is, constraining unequal factor variances to a value of 

one across groups, has not been investigated in the MI literature. Several simulation studies (e.g., 
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French & Finch, 2008; Hancock et al., 2000; Meade & Lautenschlager, 2004; Yang, 2008) have 

simply fixed the population factor variance to a value of one in their simulation designs and did 

not investigate the pattern of factor variances across groups. However, factor variances are not 

always equal across groups in applied research. For example, Kim, Cramond and Bandalos (2006) 

conducted a confirmatory factor analysis to investigate whether a one- or two-factor CFA model 

fit the observed creativity outcome data better. Results of their study indicated that the two-factor 

CFA model fit the data better than the one-factor CFA model. The authors also conducted MI 

tests to investigate whether the two-factor CFA model fit the data for the two gender groups and 

three grade levels equally well. The results indicated that the two-factor CFA model was more 

invariant across two gender groups than across three grade levels. For the author’s Innovative 

creativity latent variable, the values of the factor variances for kindergarten, third grade and sixth 

grade students were 631.0, 371.4 and 309.8, respectively. For the Adaptive creativity latent 

variable, the values of the factor variances for kindergarten, third grade and sixth grade students 

were 820.5, 393.8 and 386.0, respectively. This provides evidence supporting that factor 

variances are not always equal across groups in applied research. Thus, it is necessary to 

investigate factor variance ratio in the present study. 

Summary 

Previous studies have investigated the effects of partial measurement (metric and/or 

intercept) invariance on MI testing and latent mean difference detection under various conditions. 

Results have shown that sample size ratio, factor loading pattern, loading difference magnitude 

and latent mean difference magnitude affect Type I error rates and/or the power of MI and latent 

mean difference tests. However, previous simulation studies did not devote much attention to the 

assumption underlying the RI strategy, and no study has investigated the effect of violating the 
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assumption underlying the factor-variance scaling method. In the current study, the impact of 

violating the assumptions associated with these two factor scaling methods on the performance 

of the LRT𝜅  and the 𝛿 𝜅  were examined under various conditions of sample size ratio, factor 

loading pattern, loading difference magnitude, latent mean difference magnitude and factor 

variance ratio. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this Monte Carlo simulation study was to investigate the performance of 

the likelihood ratio test (LRT𝜅) and the standardized latent mean difference effect size measure 

(𝛿 𝜅), as recommended by Gonzalez and Griffin (2001) and Hancock (2001), respectively, under 

various conditions when using the SMM approach. Specifically, this study focused on assessing 

whether violating the assumptions underlying the two factor scaling methods (that is, using RIs 

with non-invariant factor loadings or constraining unequal factor variances to a value of one 

across groups) would affect the performance of the LRT𝜅  and the 𝛿 𝜅  within the SMM approach. 

The conditions that were manipulated in the current simulation study included sample size ratio, 

factor loading pattern, loading difference magnitude, latent mean difference magnitude and 

factor variance ratio. For each generated sample of data, two factor scaling methods 

(constraining one loading per factor to a value of one for both groups and assigning a value of 

one to each factor’s variance for both groups) were implemented. The performance of the LRT𝜅  

was evaluated through an assessment of its Type I error rates and power under specified 

conditions. The performance of the 𝛿 𝜅  in terms of the relative parameter bias (or parameter bias 

under certain conditions) was also evaluated. Additionally, the performance of model fit indices, 
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including the 𝜒2 test statistic, CFI, TLI, SRMR and RMSEA, was documented in terms of their 

correct and incorrect model rejection rates under specified conditions.  
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Chapter 3: Method 

A Monte Carlo simulation study was conducted to investigate the performance of the 

likelihood ratio test, LRT𝜅 , and the standardized latent mean difference effect size measure, 𝛿 𝜅 , 

which had been used to test the statistical significance and to assess the magnitude of latent mean 

differences across groups, respectively, when the assumptions underlying the RI strategy and/or 

the factor-variance scaling method were violated. Specifically, this study focused on examining 

the effects on the estimation of the LRT𝜅  and the 𝛿 𝜅  in scenarios with non-invariant factor 

loadings and/or unequal factor variances across groups. Several conditions were manipulated in 

the current study, including sample size ratio, factor loading pattern, loading difference 

magnitude, latent mean difference magnitude and factor variance ratio. The performance of the 

LRT𝜅  was evaluated by examining its Type I error rates and power under specified conditions. 

The performance of the 𝛿 𝜅was evaluated through an assessment of its relative parameter bias and 

parameter bias under certain conditions. In addition, the performance of model fit indices, 

including the 𝜒2 test of model fit, CFI, TLI, RMSEA and SRMR, in terms of their correct and 

incorrect model rejection rates was assessed.  

In this chapter, the fixed design elements, which were not be manipulated in the current 

study, are presented first. Then, the conditions that were manipulated are discussed. Third, the 

procedures for generating data and estimating models are described. Finally, the data analysis 

procedure is discussed.   

Fixed Design Elements 

In this simulation study, two groups’ latent variable means were compared using the 

SMM approach. Thus, a two-group CFA model that incorporates means (see Figure 6) was used 
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in both the generating and estimating models. In Figure 6, 𝑋 in the shaded box represents a 

grouping variable. The ellipse, which is shaded with dots, contains the CFA model that was 

estimated across the two groups. There is an arrow pointing from the shaded box to the ellipse, 

meaning that 𝑋 is the grouping variable for the two-group CFA model. The RI strategy was used 

to set the scale of the latent variable, as illustrated in Figure 6. The factor-variance scaling 

method was also used to scale the latent variable in the estimating models in the present study. 

All factor loadings (other than the factor loading of the RI) and all observed variable intercepts 

were constrained to be equal across groups in the estimating models. The asterisks (*) associated 

with the error variances indicate that the error variances were freely estimated across groups. In 

addition, the “0/*” associated with the latent mean, 𝜅, indicates that the latent mean value of 

group one was constrained to be equal to zero whereas the latent mean value of group two was 

freely estimated in the estimating models.  

The model that was used for generating the data and estimating model parameters 

contains one latent variable and six observed indicator variables. This simple model provided a 

reasonable starting place for the current study given that it was one of only a few assessments of 

the performance of the LRT𝜅  and 𝛿 𝜅  in scenarios with non-invariant factor loadings and/or 

unequal factor variances across groups. Future research could explore more complex models. 

The choice of the six observed indicator variables was based on the designs of previous 

simulation studies and reflected what had been found in applied research. For example, Kaplan 

and George (1995), Meade and Lautenschlager (2004), Yoon and Millsap (2007), French and 

Finch (2008), and Yang (2008) all included six observed indicator variables when manipulating 

the number-of-indicators-per-factor condition in their simulation designs. In addition, Hinkin 

(1995) reviewed organizational studies that involved scale development, and found that 72 
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percent of the studies had six or fewer observed indicator variables. For these reasons, a single-

factor, six-indicator CFA model that incorporates means was used for both data generation and 

model estimation in this simulation study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Two-group, single-factor, six-indicator CFA model that incorporates means. 𝜉: a latent 

variable; 𝜆2- 𝜆6: factor loadings; 𝑥1-𝑥6: observed indicators; 𝛿1- 𝛿6: measurement errors; 𝑋: a 

grouping variable. The value of one in the triangle: a unit predictor; asterisks (*) next to the 

latent variable and error variances indicate that the factor variance and error variances are freely 

estimated across groups; “0/*” next to the latent mean 𝜅 indicates that the latent mean of group 

one is constrained to zero and the latent mean of group two is freely estimated. 

In the generating models, the values of all invariant factor loadings were set to 0.4. 

Although larger factor loading values such as 0.6 and 0.7 have been used in previous simulation 

studies (e.g., Kaplan & George, 1995; Meade & Lautenschlager, 2004; Yang, 2008), factor 
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loadings of 0.4 and 0.5 have been commonly seen in applied studies (Enders & Finney, 2003). In 

addition, Hancock et al. (2000) included a factor loading value of 0.4 in their simulation study 

when comparing the performance of the SMM, MIMIC and MANOVA approaches to detect 

latent mean differences under a variety of conditions. Another reason for choosing the factor 

loading value of 0.4 for invariant factor loadings is that a relatively large loading difference 

value (0.4) was included in the current study (details about the loading difference magnitude is 

provided in the following section). In the generating models, the values of non-invariant factor 

loadings are equal to the value of the invariant factor loading plus the loading difference 

magnitude. To ensure that the values of non-invariant factor loadings are still in the range of 

typically seen factor loading values in applied studies, a value of 0.4 was chosen for the invariant 

factor loadings in the generating models.  

The unique/error variance for each observed indicator variable, 𝛿𝑖 , in a CFA model 

represents the variance in the observed indicator variable that is not explained by the latent 

variable(s) in the model (Kline, 2005). The unique/error variance includes two parts: random 

variance and non-random variance. Random variance is caused by measurement unreliability. 

Non-random variance is the variance caused by the factor(s) other than the latent variable(s) in a 

CFA model (Kline, 2005). To simplify the design of the current simulation study, non-random 

variance was assumed to be equal to zero under all conditions (in both the generating and 

estimating models) and the unique/error variance, then, only includes random variance. When 

the factor variance(s) are set to be equal to a value of one, factor loadings in a CFA model are 

standardized and the unique/error variance for each observed indicator variable can be calculated 

using one minus the squared standardized factor loading (Meade & Lautenschlager, 2004). In the 

current study, conditions with truly unequal factor variances were also investigated. Under these 
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conditions, unique/error variances were set to be equal to their counterparts in equal-factor-

variance conditions. Additionally, error covariances were set and estimated to be zero under all 

conditions in the current study.  

For the mean structure part of the model, all observed variable intercepts were set to be 

equal to a value of zero across groups in the generating models because they were not the focus 

of the current study. The latent variable mean’s value was, however, manipulated. The latent 

variable mean of group one was fixed at zero in the generating models and the latent variable 

mean of group two was set to be equal to the magnitude of the condition-specific latent mean 

difference, which is discussed in the following section.  

Total sample size was not varied. A total sample size of 500 was used throughout. This 

sample size was chosen for two reasons. First, the sample size of 500 is in the range of sample 

sizes utilized in previous simulation research. For example, the sample sizes explored in 

Hancock et al. (2000) were 200, 400, 800 and 1,600; and in Meade and Lautenschlager (2004) 

were 150, 500 and 1,000. Second, Hancock et al. (2000) indicated that sufficient power was 

achieved with the sample size of 400 when there was a moderately large latent mean difference 

(0.5). Meade and Lautenschlager (2004) also found sufficient power under the sample size of 

500.  

Manipulated Conditions 

In order to investigate the performance of the LRT𝜅  and the 𝛿 𝑘  , several conditions were 

manipulated in this simulation study, including: (1) sample size ratio, (2) factor loading pattern, 

(3) loading difference magnitude, (4) latent mean difference magnitude, and (5) factor variance 

ratio. In this section, each of these conditions is described in more detail.  
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Sample Size Ratio 

Given the previous findings concerning the effect of different group sample sizes in the 

related literature, three group sample size ratio conditions (𝑛1: 𝑛2) were used when generating 

the data. The equal sample size condition (1:1) was selected because it sets up a baseline 

condition in which the sample size in each group was 250. The two unequal sample size ratio 

conditions (1:4 and 4:1) were also used to generate the data. Thus, data in the 1:4 condition was 

generated in which the sample size was 100 and 400 in group one and in group two, respectively, 

and data in the 4:1 condition was generated in which the sample size was 400 and 100 in group 

one and in group two, respectively. These two unequal sample size conditions mimic the 

conditions manipulated in previous simulation research. For example, group sample size ratios of 

1:1, 1:3, and 1:9 were used in Kaplan and George (1995); 1:1, 2:3, and 1:3 were used in Hancock 

et al. (2000); and 1:1, 1:4, and 4:1 were used in Tofighi (2005). In addition, using these two 

unequal sample size ratios resulted in integer values for the per-group sample sizes given the 

total sample size of 500.  

Factor Loading Pattern  

Five factor loading patterns were included in the present study. In the first or “equal” 

factor loading pattern condition, all factor loadings were set to be invariant across groups to 

serve as a baseline condition. In the second or “1
st
 loading unequal” pattern condition, the RI’s 

factor loading (here, the factor loading of the first observed indicator variable) was set to be non-

invariant across groups. In the third or “2
nd

 loading unequal” pattern condition, the factor loading 

of a non-RI variable (here, the second observed indicator variable) was set to be unequal across 

groups. In the second and third pattern conditions, only one factor loading was set to be non-
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invariant across groups, and the relevant non-invariant factor loading had higher true value in 

group two than in group one by the condition-specific factor loading difference, which is 

subsequently described. In the fourth or “all lower” and the fifth or “mixed” pattern conditions, 

both the RI and the second observed indicator variable had non-invariant factor loadings across 

groups in the generating models. In the “all lower” pattern condition, both of the non-invariant 

factor loadings had lower true values (0.4) in group one. In the “mixed” pattern condition, the 

true factor loading value for the RI was higher in group one and the true factor loading value for 

the second observed indicator variable was higher in group two.   

Loading Difference Magnitude 

Two factor loading difference values (0.1 and 0.4) were investigated in the current 

simulation study. These two values are in the range of factor loading difference values 

investigated in previous simulation research. For example, Kaplan and George (1995) and Yang 

(2008) included factor loading difference values of 0.1 and 0.2 in their simulation designs. 

Meade and Lautenschlager (2004) used a factor loading difference value of 0.25. Hancock et al. 

(2000) considered factor loading difference values of 0.2 and 0.4 in their simulation research. 

Johnson et al. (2009) varied the loading difference magnitude from 0 to 0.4 in 0.05 increments.  

Latent Mean Difference Magnitude  

The current study considered two latent mean difference values (0 and 0.5). The 

condition of equal latent means (a zero latent mean difference) across groups was included 

because this permits an assessment of the Type I error rate of the LRT. Scenarios with unequal 

latent means across groups were also investigated. The power of the LRT𝜅  can then be assessed. 

A moderately large latent mean difference value of 0.5 was included because previous simulation 
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studies have investigated this latent mean difference value. For example, the latent mean 

difference magnitude was set to 0.05, 0.15, 0.25, 0.35, and 0.5 in Kaplan and George (1995); 0.2, 

0.5 and 0.8 in Hancock et al. (2000); 0, 0.2 and 0.5 in Tofighi (2005); and 0, 0.2 and 0.5 in Yang 

(2008). The results of these studies indicated that sufficient power was achieved when setting the 

latent mean difference value to 0.5. In Hancock et al.’s (2000) study, a larger latent mean 

difference value of 0.8 was also investigated. The results of their study indicated that the power 

of latent mean difference tests increased and was close to a value of one when the magnitude of 

the latent mean difference was increased to 0.8.  

In addition to the Type I error rate and power of the LRT𝜅 , in conditions with a latent 

mean difference of 0 or 0.5, the performance of the 𝛿 𝜅  can be assessed by evaluating its 

parameter bias and relative parameter bias, respectively. In sum, two latent mean difference 

values (0 and 0.5) were included in the current study.  

Factor Variance Ratio 

In this simulation study, three factor variance ratio conditions (Φ1: Φ2) were considered. 

In the first ratio condition, the factor variances for the two groups were set to be equal (1:1). In 

the second and third ratio conditions, the factor variances for the two groups were set to be 

unequal with a ratio of 0.8:1.2 or 1.2:0.8. These two unequal factor variance conditions represent 

a moderate difference between the two groups’ factor variances that provides a starting point for 

this line of research.  

Study Design Overview  

The conditions investigated in the current simulation study were not fully crossed. For 

example, in the “equal factor loading” conditions, only sample size ratio, factor variance ratio 
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and latent mean difference magnitude varied. The conditions that were manipulated in the 

present study resulted in 162 design cells, which included 18 designs cells in the equal factor 

loading conditions [3 (sample size ratios) x 2 (latent mean difference magnitudes) x 3 (factor 

variance ratios)] and 144 design cells in the unequal factor loading conditions [3 (sample size 

ratios) x 4 (factor loading patterns) x 2 (loading difference magnitudes) x 3 (factor variance 

ratios) x 2 (latent mean difference magnitudes)]. The Type I error rate and power of the LRT𝜅 , 

relative parameter bias and parameter bias of the 𝛿 𝜅  and model rejection rates of model fit 

indices, including the 𝜒2 test of model fit, CFI, TLI, SRMR and RMSEA, were examined under 

specified conditions. Table 3 and Table 4 illustrate the dimensions of the study design.  

Table 3  

Dimensions of the Study Design 

Sample Size Ratio (𝑛1: 𝑛2) 

            1 : 1 

            1 : 4 

            4 : 1 

 

Loading Difference Magnitude 

             0.1 

             0.4 

 

Latent Mean Difference Magnitude 

             0.0 

             0.5  

 

Factor Variance Ratio (Φ1: Φ2) 

            1.0 : 1.0 

            1.2 : 0.8 

            0.8 : 1.2 
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Table 4 

Factor Loading Patterns  

Factor Loading 

Pattern  

All Factor 

Loadings 

Invariant 

RI with Invariant 

Loadings 

2
nd

 Item with 

Invariant 

Loadings 

Non-invariant 

loadings have 

lower true values 

in group one 

    All equal  Yes Yes Yes - 

1
st
 loading 

unequal  

No No Yes Yes 

2
nd

 loading 

unequal  

No Yes No Yes 

All lower No No No Yes 

Mixed  No No No No 

Note. A “-”indicates that there is no non-invariant factor loading. Abbreviations used in this table 

are explained in Table 6.  

Data Generation 

Raw data for the two groups was generated using SAS 9.2 software (SAS Institute Inc., 

2008). First, the specified population parameters (factor loadings, factor variances, error 

variances as well as latent variable means by group) were substituted into the relevant parameter 

equations (Equations 11 and 12) to obtain the generating covariance matrices and mean vectors. 

Next, the Kaiser and Dickman’s (1962) matrix decomposition procedure was implemented for 

generating the data assuming a multivariate normal distribution with desired inter-variable 

relationships and means of the observed variables (Fan & Fan, 2005). Each generated sample of 

data consists of 𝑛1 × 6  and 𝑛2 × 6 matrices for group one and group two, respectively, where 𝑛1 

and 𝑛2 represent the condition-specific sample size for each of the two groups. To achieve 

accurate results, 1,000 replications were conducted for each of the 162 combinations of 

conditions. Models were be fitted to each generated data set to investigate the performance of the 

LRT𝜅 , the 𝛿 𝜅  and model fit indices under specified conditions.  
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Model Estimation 

Once raw data for the two groups was generated, Gagné and Furlow’s (2009) procedure 

was used in which SAS 9.2 was programmed to call DOS to run Mplus 6.1 software (Muthén & 

Muthén, 2010) to estimate the models. Maximum likelihood (ML) estimation, which is the 

default estimation procedure in Mplus 6.1, was used to estimate all models in the current 

simulation study. A single-factor, six-indicator CFA model with all factor loadings (besides the 

factor loading of the RI) and all observed variable intercepts constrained to be equal across 

groups (see Figure 6) was fitted simultaneously to each generated data set for the two groups. 

For each generated sample of data, two factor scaling methods were used to set the scale of the 

latent variable. When using the RI strategy, the first factor loading was constrained to be equal to 

a value of one across groups and all other factor loadings were constrained to be equal across 

groups. The factor variances for the two groups were freely estimated. When the factor-variance-

based scaling method was implemented, the factor variance was instead constrained to be equal 

to a value of one across groups. In addition, all factor loadings were constrained to be equal 

across groups. It is important to note that using these two factor scaling methods resulted in 

models with different degrees of freedom. More specifically, the models using the factor-

variance scaling method had one more degree of freedom than the models using the RI strategy. 

Thus, for the same generated data set, the model using RI strategy had a slightly better model fit 

than the model using the factor-variance scaling method. Because the purpose of the current 

study was to investigate how violating the assumptions underlying the RI strategy and/or the 

factor-variance scaling method would affect the performance of the LRT𝜅  and the 𝛿 𝜅 , comparing 

the performance of the LRT𝜅  and the 𝛿 𝜅  when using the two factor-scaling methods was not the 
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focus. Thus, different degrees of freedoms, which are caused by using two different factor 

scaling methods, did not provide any problems in this study. 

In the estimating models, some cross-group constraints were imposed on observed 

variable intercepts and latent variable means. All observed variable intercepts were constrained 

to be equal across groups because their population values were all set to be equal to zero. 

Additionally, because the purpose of this simulation study included examining the performance 

of the 𝐿𝑅𝑇𝜅  in terms of the Type I error rate and power under specified conditions, two kinds of 

CFA models were tested for each generated data set. In the first kind of model, all factor 

loadings (besides the factor loading of the RI) and observed variable intercepts were constrained 

to be equal across groups. In addition, the latent mean of group one was constrained to be equal 

to zero and the latent mean of group two was freely estimated. In the second kind of model, 

factor loadings and intercepts were constrained as in the first kind of model. However, the latent 

means for both groups were constrained to be equal to zero. This second kind of model’s 

estimation was only used to calculate the LRT𝜅 . Thus, for each generated data set, four models 

(two factor scaling methods x two ways of constraining latent means) were estimated. Last, error 

variances were not constrained to be equal across group in the estimating models and they were 

freely estimated. 

 Estimates of the latent mean for group two and factor variances for the two groups were 

saved for the model with one latent mean freely estimated (the first kind of model). These 

parameter estimates were used to estimate the standardized latent mean difference effect size, 𝛿 𝜅 ,  

(see Equation 31). Model fit indices, including the 𝜒2 statistic, CFI, TLI, SRMR and RMSEA, 

were also kept for this model. In addition, the 𝜒2 statistic for the model in which both groups’ 

latent variable means were constrained to be equal to zero (the second kind of model) was saved. 
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The two models’ 𝜒2 statistics were used to calculate the 𝜒2 difference statistic (see Equation 17), 

which was used to calculate the LRT𝜅  to test the statistical significance of the latent mean 

difference estimate using the nominal alpha level of 0.05.  

When estimating models, non-convergence (that the improvement of a parameter 

estimate does not fall below a pre-determined minimum value when the iterations have reached 

the pre-assigned maximum number) and/or Heywood cases (i.e., improper results, such as when 

a correlation value is greater than one and a variance value is smaller than zero) may be 

encountered. If these results were observed, the conditions and the model being estimated were 

recorded. In addition, new data was generated and the model estimation procedure was 

implemented again until 1,000 converged and proper solutions were obtained in each design cell.  

Data Analysis 

This section describes how the performance of the likelihood ratio test, the standardized 

latent mean difference effect size measure and model fit indices were evaluated.  

Performance of the Likelihood Ratio Test 

The performance of the 𝐿𝑅𝑇𝜅  was evaluated by summarizing its Type I error rates and 

power rates by condition. The Type I error rate of the 𝐿𝑅𝑇𝜅  is defined as the proportion of 

incorrect rejections of the null hypothesis of equal latent means, out of the 1,000 converged 

replications, in conditions with equal latent means across groups. Type I error rates of the 

𝐿𝑅𝑇𝜅were evaluated using Bradley’s (1978) liberal criterion of 𝛼 ± 1/2𝛼 such that if Type I 

error rates were less than 2.5% then they were considered overly conservative. If rates were 

greater than 7.5%, they were considered overly liberal. The power of the 𝐿𝑅𝑇𝜅  is defined as the 

proportion of correct rejections of the null hypothesis of equal latent means, out of the 1,000 
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converged replications, in conditions with unequal latent means across groups. There are two 

commonly used power criteria, 0.80 and 0.90 (Goodman & Berlin, 1994). In the current study, 

the more stringent power criterion 0f 0.90 was used, as recommended by Rossi (1990) and 

Cashen and Geiger (2004), to evaluate the performance of the 𝐿𝑅𝑇𝜅 . 

Performance of the Standardized Latent Mean Difference Effect Size Measure 

The standardized latent mean difference effect size measure, 𝛿 𝜅 , was introduced by 

Hancock (2001) to assess the practical significance of a latent mean difference estimate across 

groups. In this study, the performance of the of the 𝛿 𝜅was examined through an assessment of its 

relative parameter bias and parameter bias under certain conditions. The relative parameter bias 

of the 𝛿 𝜅  is calculated as follows: 

                                                                   𝑅𝑃𝐵 𝛿 𝜅 =
𝛿  𝜅 −𝛿𝜅

𝛿𝜅
,                                                    (35) 

where 𝛿𝜅  is the population standardized latent mean difference effect size and 𝛿  𝜅  is the mean of 

the estimates of 𝛿𝜅  across the 1,000 converged replications under the conditions for which 𝛿𝜅  is 

not equal to zero (Hoogland & Boomsma, 1998). In conditions in which the 𝛿𝜅  is equal to zero, 

parameter bias, instead of relative parameter bias, of the 𝛿 𝜅  is calculated as: 

                                                      𝐵 𝛿 𝜅 = 𝛿  𝜅 − 0,                                                          (36) 

According to Hoogland and Boomsma (1998), conditions in which the  𝑅𝑃𝐵 𝛿 𝜅   or  𝐵 𝛿 𝜅   are 

less than 0.05 indicate acceptable bias in the 𝛿 𝜅 .    
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Performance of Model Fit Indices 

In the present study, the estimating models were mis-specified in a subset of conditions 

(i.e., when factor loadings and/or factor variances were set to be unequal across groups in the 

generating models). The performance of model fit indices, including the ML-based 𝜒2 statistic, 

CFI, TLI, SRMR and RMSEA, was therefore evaluated by examining the correct model rejection 

rate that is the proportion of replications in which the model fit indices correctly reject the null 

hypothesis of model fit. Additionally, the estimating models were correctly specified in some 

conditions examined in the current study (i.e., when all factor loadings were set to be invariant 

across groups and factor variances were set to be equal across groups in the generating models). 

When the models were correctly specified, the performance of the five model fit indices was 

assessed using the incorrect model rejection rate, which is the proportion of replications in which 

the model fit indices incorrectly reject the null hypothesis of model fit. An alpha level of 0.05 

was used to evaluate the statistical significance of the 𝜒2 statistic. Two CFI and TLI cutoff 

values, 0.90 and 0.95, which were proposed by Bentler and Bonnet (1980) and Hu and Bentler 

(1999), respectively, were used to determine whether the null hypothesis of model fit should be 

rejected. Two SRMR cutoff values, 0.05 and 0.08, which were suggested by Steiger (1989) and 

Hu and Bentler (1999), respectively, were used in the current study. Additionally, two RMSEA 

cutoff values, 0.05 and 0.06, which were suggested by Steiger (1989) and Hu and Bentler (1999), 

respectively, were used to evaluate model fit. 
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Chapter 4: Results 

The focus of this Monte Carlo simulation study was to investigate the impact of violating 

the assumptions underlying the two factor scaling methods (i.e., constraining one loading per 

factor to a value of one across groups or constraining each factor’s variance to a value of one 

across groups) on the testing and estimation of the latent mean difference across groups. The 

likelihood ratio test (LRT𝜅), which had been used to test the statistical significance of a latent 

mean difference estimate across groups, was evaluated by assessing its Type I error rates and 

power under specified conditions. The standardized latent mean difference effect size measure 

(𝛿 𝜅), which had been proposed to assess the magnitude of a latent mean difference estimate, was 

evaluated through examining its parameter bias and relative parameter bias under specified 

conditions. In addition, the performance of model fit indices, including the 𝜒2 test of model fit, 

RMSEA, CFI, TLI and SRMR, in terms of the correct and incorrect model rejection rates were 

investigated. Conditions that were manipulated in this simulation study include the sample size 

ratio, latent mean difference magnitude, loading difference magnitude, factor loading pattern and 

factor variance ratio.  

In this chapter, Type I error rates of the LRT𝜅  are presented first. Next, the power of the 

LRT𝜅  is presented. Third, parameter bias of the LRT𝜅  is presented for conditions when the true 

latent mean difference was equal to zero, followed by the relative parameter bias of the LRT𝜅  for 

conditions when the true latent mean difference was equal to 0.5. Last but not the least, model 

rejection rates of the 𝜒2 test of model fit, RMSEA, CFI, TLI and SRMR are reported. For each 

model fit index, model rejection rates in conditions where the true latent mean difference was 
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equal to zero or 0.5 are presented in separate tables. In addition, model rejection rates of the 

RMSEA, CFI, TLI and SRMR using different cutoff values are shown in separate tables.  

Type I Error Rates of the 𝐋𝐑𝐓𝜿 

In this simulation study, the Type I error rate of the LRT𝜅  is defined as the proportion of 

the rejections of the null hypothesis of equal latent means across groups, out of the 1,000 

converged replications, in conditions where the true latent mean difference is equal to zero. 

Table 5 presents the observed Type I error rates of the LRT𝜅  under varying conditions. Values 

above the dashed line are the Type I error rates in the equal factor loading conditions whereas 

values below the dashed line are the Type I error rates in the unequal factor loading conditions. 

In each design cell, two Type I error rates are presented. The first one is the Type I error rate 

observed when implementing the RI strategy. The second one is the Type I error rate obtained 

when the factor-variance scaling method was used. In this simulation study, Bradley’s (1978) 

liberal criterion of 𝛼 ± 1/2𝛼 was used to evaluate Type I error rates using a nominal alpha level 

of 0.05. If Type I error rates were less than 2.5%, then they were considered overly conservative 

and are marked in boldface in Table 5. If Type I error rates were higher than 7.5%, then they 

were considered overly liberal and are underlined. Table 6 contains the explanations of 

abbreviations used in Table 5 and all other tables in this dissertation. 

Equal Factor Loading Pattern 

In the equal factor loading conditions, all observed Type I error rates when the RI 

strategy was used were within the criterion of 0.05 ± 0.025. Type I error rates did not vary 

substantially or systematically as a function of the sample size ratio or the factor variance ratio. 

When implementing the factor-variance scaling method, one Type I error rate was beyond the 
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criterion of 0.05 ± 0.025. This overly liberal Type I error rate (0.079) was found in the condition 

where the sample size ratio was 1:4 and the factor variance ratio was 1.2:0.8. 

Table 5 

Type I Error Rates of the Likelihood Ratio Test  

                                                                                       Factor  Variance Ratio  

   1:1 1.2 :0.8 0.8:1.2 

Loading 

Difference  

Loading 

Pattern 

Sample 

Size Ratio 

 

RI         FV 

 

RI        FV 

 

RI         FV 

0 Equal Loading 250:250 0.056  0.057 0.049  0.051 0.058  0.058 

  100:400 0.062  0.052 0.060  0.079 0.059  0.044 

  400:100 0.068  0.067 0.051  0.037 0.055  0.070 

0.1 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.047  0.045 0.050  0.049 0.057  0.058 

 100:400 0.047  0.043 0.046  0.052 0.068  0.046 

  400:100 0.043  0.044 0.062  0.054 0.056  0.068 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal  

250:250 0.046  0.046 0.046  0.046 0.050  0.051 

 100:400 0.052  0.051 0.047  0.058 0.059  0.047 

  400:100 0.038  0.045 0.052  0.040 0.064  0.083 

 All Lower  250:250 0.068  0.067 0.057  0.060 0.071  0.071 

  100:400 0.056  0.049 0.054  0.064 0.045  0.029 

  400:100 0.058  0.070 0.049  0.038 0.051  0.068 

 Mixed  250:250 0.048  0.048 0.054  0.055 0.047  0.046 

  100:400 0.050  0.049 0.049  0.059 0.052  0.037 

  400:100 0.053  0.054 0.056  0.040 0.059  0.081 

0.4 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.044  0.043 0.058  0.059 0.044  0.042 

 100:400 0.048  0.030 0.053  0.044 0.060  0.019 

 400:100 0.058  0.070 0.054  0.054 0.061  0.096 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.053  0.050 0.054  0.054 0.055  0.053 

 100:400 0.055  0.027 0.053  0.050 0.049  0.025 

 400:100 0.050  0.064 0.045  0.043 0.051  0.085 

 All Lower 250:250 0.055  0.050 0.048  0.044 0.050  0.040 

  100:400 0.044  0.016 0.066  0.046 0.061  0.016 

  400:100 0.045  0.082 0.047  0.059 0.051  0.113 

 Mixed 250:250 0.055  0.056 0.052  0.052 0.042  0.041 

  100:400 0.050  0.041 0.045  0.058 0.040  0.021 

  400:100 0.038  0.029 0.045  0.024 0.046  0.052 

Note. Type I error rates smaller than 0.025 are shown in boldface. Type I error rates greater than 

0.075 are underlined. Abbreviations used in this table are explained in Table 6.  
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Table 6 

Explanations of Abbreviations Used in the Tables in this Dissertation 

Abbreviation Explanation 

RI Reference indicator strategy 

FV Factor-variance-based scaling method 

Equal Loading All factor loadings were generated to be equal across groups  

1
st
 Loading Unequal The first factor loading (RI) was generated to have a higher true 

value in group two than in group one with the condition-specific 

loading difference 

2nd Loading Unequal The second factor loading was generated to have a higher true 

value in group two than in group one with the condition-specific 

loading difference 

All Lower Both the first (RI) and second factor loading were generated to 

have higher true values in group two than in group one with the 

condition-specific loading difference 

Mixed The first factor loading (RI) was generated to have a higher true 

value in group one and the second factor loading to have a higher 

true value in group two with the condition-specific loading 

difference 
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Unequal Factor Loading Pattern 

In the unequal factor loading conditions, the Type I error rates of the LRT𝜅  when the RI 

strategy was implemented were within the criterion of 0.05 ± 0.025. When the factor-variance 

scaling method was used, twelve observed Type I error rates were beyond the criterion of 

0.05 ± 0.025. There were one overly conservative and one overly liberal Type I error rates 

under the 1:1 factor variance ratio conditions. One overly conservative Type I error rate was 

found in the 1.2:0.8 factor variance ratio conditions. Additionally, four overly conservative and 

five overly liberal Type I error rates were found in conditions in which the factor variance ratio 

was 0.8:1.2. The Type I error rates that were beyond the criterion all occurred in the unequal 

sample size conditions (with a sample size ratio of 1:4 or 4:1). In addition, most of the Type I 

error rates that exceeded the criterion were found in conditions in which the loading difference 

was equal to 0.4.  

Power of the 𝐋𝐑𝐓𝜿 

In the present study, the power of the LRT𝜅  is defined as the proportion of the rejections 

of the null hypothesis of equal latent means across groups, out of the 1,000 converged 

replications, in conditions where the true latent mean difference is equal to 0.5. Table 7 presents 

the observed power rates of the LRT𝜅 . A criterion of 0.90 (Goodman & Berlin, 1994) was used to 

evaluate the power of the LRT𝜅  in this simulation study, meaning that if power rates were lower 

than 0.90 then they were considered too low and are underlined in Table 7.  
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Table 7 

Power of the Likelihood Ratio Test  

                                                                        Factor Variance Ratio 

   1:1 1.2 :0.8 0.8:1.2 

Loading 

Difference  

Loading 

Pattern 

Sample 

Size Ratio 

RI         FV  RI        FV RI        FV 

0 Equal Loading 250:250 0.979  0.979 0.983  0.983 0.982  0.982 

  100:400 0.906  0.906 0.866  0.892 0.911  0.893 

  400:100 0.888  0.891 0.920  0.894 0.873  0.893 

0.1 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.987  0.988 0.983  0.982 0.980  0.981 

 100:400 0.924  0.926 0.927  0.937 0.941  0.921 

 400:100 0.898  0.905 0.929  0.916 0.897  0.927 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal  

250:250 0.984  0.984 0.988  0.988 0.982  0.982 

 100:400 0.925  0.917 0.890  0.911 0.920  0.890 

 400:100 0.904  0.912 0.947  0.936 0.912  0.937 

 All Lower  250:250 0.991  0.991 0.993  0.993 0.994  0.994 

  100:400 0.935  0.928 0.939  0.942 0.953  0.926 

  400:100 0.919  0.931 0.938  0.927 0.916  0.929 

 Mixed  250:250 0.983  0.984 0.985  0.986 0.986  0.986 

  100:400 0.906  0.901 0.890  0.903 0.908  0.892 

  400:100 0.911  0.908 0.942  0.924 0.892  0.910 

0.4 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.998  0.998 1.000  1.000 0.999  0.999 

 100:400 0.971  0.967 0.975  0.978 0.989  0.971 

 400:100 0.964  0.973 0.973  0.979 0.940  0.962 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.997  0.997 0.999  0.999 0.998  0.998 

 100:400 0.984  0.967 0.976  0.979 0.984  0.966 

 400:100 0.965  0.974 0.974  0.974 0.944  0.962 

 All Lower 250:250 1.000  1.000 0.999  0.999 1.000  1.000 

  100:400 0.993  0.980 0.993  0.989 0.995  0.981 

  400:100 0.982  0.995 0.993  0.995 0.971  0.990 

 Mixed 250:250 0.995  0.996 0.995  0.997 0.998  0.998 

  100:400 0.961  0.957 0.953  0.964 0.972  0.959 

  400:100 0.925  0.920 0.931  0.906 0.924  0.932 

Note. Power rates smaller than 0.90 are underlined. Abbreviations used in this table are 

explained in Table 6.  
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Equal Factor Loading Pattern 

In the equal factor loading conditions, three power rates when the RI strategy was 

implemented were lower than the criterion of 0.90. In the condition where the factor variance 

ratio was 1:1 and sample size ratio was 4:1, the power rate was equal to 0.888. In the condition 

where the factor variance ratio was 1.2:0.8 and the sample size ratio was 1:4, the power rate was 

equal to 0.866. Another low power rate (0.873) was found in the condition where the factor 

variance ratio was 0.8:1.2 and the sample size ratio was 4:1. Although these values were lower 

than the criterion of 0.90, they did not deviate substantially from 0.90. In addition, all these low 

power rates were found in the unequal sample size conditions with a sample size ratio of 1:4 or 

4:1. Power rates were higher in the equal sample size conditions. For the 1:1, 1:4 and 4:1 sample 

size ratio conditions, average power rates were 0.981, 0.894 and 0.894, respectively. In addition, 

power rates when the RI strategy was implemented did not vary substantially or systematically as 

a function of the factor variance ratio. Average power rates were 0.924, 0.923 and 0.922 for the 

1:1, 1.2:0.8 and 0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio conditions, respectively.  

In the equal factor loading conditions, five out of nine power rates when the factor-

variance scaling method was used were lower than the criterion of 0.90. However, they did not 

deviate substantially from 0.90 (ranging from 0.866 to 0.894). All of the low power rates were 

found in the unequal sample size conditions. Power rates were higher in the equal sample size 

conditions than in the unequal sample size conditions. Average power rates were 0.981, 0.897 

and 0.893 for the 1:1, 1:4, and 4:1 sample size ratio conditions, respectively. Additionally, power 

rates based on the factor-variance scaling method did not differ substantially or systematically as 

a function of the factor variance ratios.  
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Unequal Factor Loading Pattern 

In the unequal factor loading conditions, five power rates that were based on the RI 

strategy were lower than the criterion of 0.90. They all occurred in conditions in which the 

loading difference was equal to 0.1 and the sample size ratio was 1:4 or 4:1. Although these 

power rates were below the criterion, they were very close to the criterion (in the range of 0.89 to 

0.898). Across the two loading difference magnitudes, power rates based on the RI strategy were 

slightly higher in the 0.4 loading difference conditions than in the 0.1 loading difference 

conditions. Average power rates were 0.942 and 0.978, respectively, for the 0.1 and 0.4 loading 

difference conditions. Across the three sample size ratios, power rates based on the RI strategy 

were slightly higher in the equal sample size conditions than in the unequal sample size 

conditions. Three perfect power rates were observed in equal sample size conditions and the rest 

of the power rates in equal sample size conditions were also close to 1.00. For the 1:1, 1:4 and 

4:1 sample size ratio conditions, average power rates were 0.992, 0.95 and 0.937, respectively. In 

addition, power rates based on the RI strategy did not vary substantially or systematically as a 

function of the factor variance ratios or factor loading patterns. Average power rates were 0.958, 

0.963 and 0.958 for the 1:1, 1.2:0.8 and 0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio conditions, respectively, and 

were 0.960, 0.960, 0.972 and 0.948 for the “1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 loading unequal,” “all 

lower” and “mixed” pattern conditions, respectively.  

When the factor-variance scaling method was implemented, two observed power rates 

were lower than the criterion of 0.90, although they did not differ substantially from the criterion. 

These two low power rates were found in conditions in which the loading difference was 0.1, the 

factor variance ratio was 0.8:1.2 and the sample size ratio was 1:4. The trends in the power rates 

based on the factor-variance scaling method were consistent with those based on the RI strategy. 
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Specifically, power rates were slightly higher in the 0.4 loading difference conditions (with a 

mean of 97.8%) than in the 0.1 loading difference conditions (with a mean of 94.2%). Across the 

three sample size ratio conditions, the equal sample size condition led to slightly higher power 

rates than did the unequal sample size conditions. Average power rates were 99.3%, 94.4% and 

94.3% for the respective 1:1, 1:4 and 4:1 sample size ratio conditions. Additionally, power rates 

did not show large differences across the three factor variance ratios or the four factor loading 

patterns. 

Parameter Bias of the 𝜹 𝜿 

In this simulation study, parameter bias of the standardized latent mean difference effect 

size measure (𝛿 𝜅) was calculated in conditions where the true latent mean difference was equal 

to zero. Table 8 shows the parameter bias of the 𝛿 𝜅  under varying conditions. A cutoff value of 

0.05 was used to evaluate the acceptability of the parameter bias, meaning that parameter bias 

with the absolute value less than 0.05 indicated acceptable bias. 

Inspecting the parameter bias in Table 8, no parameter bias’ absolute value was found 

greater than 0.05, regardless of the factor scaling method used. Parameter bias values ranged 

from 0.013 to 0.014 with a mean of -0.0003 and a standard deviation of 0.006. Only 10 out of 

144 parameter bias’ absolute values were greater than 0.01 (but still lower than 0.05). Both 

negative and positive parameter bias were observed. However, no clear trend was found.  
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Table 8 

Parameter Bias of the Standardized Latent Mean Difference Effect Size Measure  

                                                                      Factor Variance Ratio 

   1:1 1.2 :0.8 0.8:1.2 

Loading 

Difference  

Loading 

Pattern 

Sample 

Size 

Ratio 

RI           FV  RI        FV RI       FV 

0 Equal Loading 250:250 -0.003  -0.003 -0.003 -0.003 0.002   0.002 

  100:400 -0.005  -0.005 -0.008 -0.008 -0.008 -0.008 

  400:100 0.002   0.002 0.003   0.003 -0.001 -0.001 

0.1 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.000 0.0001 0.006   0.006 -0.007 -0.007 

 100:400 0.014   0.014 0.001   0.001 -0.009 -0.009 

 400:100 0.002   0.002 0.004   0.004 0.007   0.007 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal  

250:250 0.001   0.001 0.001   0.001 -0.010 -0.010 

 100:400 0.008   0.008 0.001   0.001 0.0001 0.001 

 400:100 0.009   0.009 0.003   0.003 0.002   0.002 

 All Lower  250:250 -0.001  -0.001 -0.009 -0.009 0.002   0.002 

  100:400 -0.005  -0.005 0.011   0.011 0.013   0.013 

  400:100 -0.005  -0.005 0.003   0.003 0.004   0.004 

 Mixed  250:250 -0.010  -0.010 0.001   0.001 -0.003 -0.003 

  100:400 0.002   0.002 -0.013 -0.013 0.003   0.003 

  400:100 0.0002 0.0002 -0.002 -0.001 -0.006 -0.006 

0.4 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 -0.001  -0.001 0.004   0.004 -0.007 -0.007 

 100:400 0.005   0.005 0.006   0.006 0.011   0.011 

 400:100 -0.001  -0.002 -0.003 -0.003 0.002   0.002 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 -0.005  -0.005 -0.009 -0.008 -0.002 -0.001 

 100:400 0.005   0.005 0.010   0.010 -0.005 -0.006 

  400:100 0.002   0.002 0.005   0.005 0.001   0.001 

 All Lower 250:250 0.004   0.004 -0.006 -0.006 0.006   0.006 

  100:400 -0.010  -0.010 0.002   0.002 -0.005 -0.005 

  400:100 -0.006  -0.006 0.002   0.002 -0.001 -0.002 

 Mixed 250:250 -0.008  -0.008 0.002   0.002 0.004   0.004 

  100:400 -0.011  -0.011 -0.004 -0.004 -0.003 -0.003 

  400:100 -0.005  -0.005 0.003   0.003 -0.002 -0.002 

Note. Abbreviations used in this table are explained in Table 6.  

Relative Parameter Bias of the 𝜹 𝜿 

In conditions where the true latent mean difference was equal to 0.5, relative parameter 

bias of the 𝛿 𝜅  was calculated. Table 9 presents the relative parameter bias of the 𝛿 𝜅  for each 

combination of the factor variance ratio, loading difference magnitude, factor loading pattern and 
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sample size ratio conditions. When using Hoogland and Boomsma’s (1998) cutoff value of 0.05, 

relative parameter bias values that were greater than 0.05 represented unacceptable relative 

parameter bias. These values are underlined in Table 9.  

Table 9 

Relative Parameter Bias of the Standardized Latent Mean Difference Effect Size Measure 

                                                                     Factor Variance Ratio 

   1:1 1.2:0.8 0.8:1.2 

Loading 

Difference  

Loading Pattern Sample 

Size 

Ratio 

RI           FV  RI        FV RI           FV 

0 Equal Loading  250:250 -0.008  -0.008 0.012   0.012 -0.004 -0.003 

  100:400 -0.011  -0.011 0.004   0.005 -0.013 -0.012 

  400:100 -0.006  -0.006 0.004   0.004 -0.004 -0.008 

0.1 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.017     0.016 0.022   0.024 0.033   0.033 

 100:400 0.019     0.019 0.050   0.051 0.013   0.014 

 400:100 0.050     0.050 0.049   0.051 0.037   0.037 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal  

250:250 0.013     0.013 0.034   0.035 0.008   0.009 

 100:400 0.010     0.010 -0.004 -0.003 -0.014 -0.013 

 400:100 0.041     0.041 0.050   0.051 0.057   0.057 

 All Lower  250:250 0.046     0.045 0.059   0.061 0.037   0.036 

  100:400 0.015     0.014 0.042   0.043 0.010   0.010 

  400:100 0.066     0.066 0.074   0.076 0.070   0.068 

 Mixed  250:250 0.0004 0.0002 -0.013 -0.011 0.015   0.015 

  100:400 -0.002  -0.002 -0.017 -0.017 -0.015 -0.014 

  400:100 0.009     0.009 0.016   0.017 0.014   0.011 

0.4 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.111     0.103 0.155   0.154 0.097   0.088 

 100:400 0.039     0.034 0.052   0.051 0.043   0.037 

 400:100 0.215     0.204 0.229   0.229 0.175   0.155 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.129     0.121 0.147   0.145 0.092   0.083 

 100:400 0.025     0.021 0.077   0.076 0.038   0.032 

 400:100 0.198     0.187 0.213   0.214 0.180   0.162 

 All Lower 250:250 0.184     0.153 0.230   0.212 0.130   0.091 

  100:400 0.060     0.046 0.068   0.059 0.033   0.019 

  400:100 0.344     0.313 0.390   0.374 0.299   0.255 

 Mixed 250:250 -0.005  -0.006 -0.011  0.008 0.030   0.022 

  100:400 0.008     0.006 0.050   0.058 -0.007 -0.012 

  400:100 -0.064  -0.058 -0.087-0.072 -0.015 -0.026 

Note. Relative parameter bias values equal to or greater than 0.05 are underlined. Abbreviations 

used in this table are explained in Table 6.  
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Equal Factor Loading Pattern 

In the equal factor loading conditions, all relative parameter bias’ absolute values were 

lower than the cutoff value of 0.05, regardless of the factor scaling method used. In addition, 

relative parameter bias based on the RI strategy and based on the factor-variance scaling method 

showed consistent trends: negative relative parameter bias occurred in conditions where the 

factor variance ratio was 1:1 or 0.8:1.2 and positive relative parameter bias appeared in 

conditions where the factor variance ratio was 1.2:0.8. Although the relative parameter bias 

values were in opposite directions, their absolute values did not differ substantially across factor 

variance ratios or sample size ratios.  

Unequal Factor Loading Pattern 

When implementing the RI strategy, the relative parameter bias’ absolute values 

exceeded the cutoff value in 33 conditions. More unacceptable relative parameter bias was found 

in conditions in which the loading difference was 0.4 than in conditions in which the loading 

difference was 0.1. Relative parameter bias was also more substantial in the 0.4 loading 

difference conditions than in the 0.1 loading difference conditions. Average relative parameter 

bias values were 0.025 and 0.107 respectively for the 0.1 and 0.4 loading difference conditions. 

For the four factor loading patterns, more unacceptable relative parameter bias values were found 

in the “all lower” pattern conditions than in the “1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 loading unequal” and 

“mixed” pattern conditions. Additionally, relative parameter bias was more substantial in the “all 

lower” pattern conditions than in the other three pattern conditions. Relative parameter bias 

values were lowest in the “mixed” pattern conditions. Average relative parameter bias values 

were 0.078, 0.072, 0.12 and  -0.005 for the “1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 loading unequal,” “all 
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lower” and “mixed ”pattern conditions, respectively. Across the three sample size ratios, relative 

parameter bias values were lowest in the 1:4 sample size ratio conditions and were more 

substantial in 4:1 sample size ratio conditions than in the other two sample size ratio conditions. 

Average relative parameter bias values were 0.065, 0.025 and 0.109 for the 1:1, 1:4 and 4:1 

sample size ratio conditions, respectively. Regarding relative parameter bias across the three 

factor variance ratios, no clear trend was found.  

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to investigate each design factor’s 

main and interaction effects. The dependent variable was the relative parameter bias of the 𝛿 𝜅 , 

and independent variables included the loading difference magnitude, factor loading pattern, 

sample size ratio and factor variance ratio. Before conducting the ANOVA, the normality of the 

distribution of the relative parameter bias was checked. Both skewness and kurtosis values were 

less in magnitude than 0.4, supporting the assumption of normality for the relative parameter bias 

of the 𝛿 𝜅  estimates. Although there were four independent variables, only two-way interactions 

were analyzed to facilitate explanation for the results. Given the large sample size being 

analyzed, practical measures of effect were evaluated for significance. The effect size that was 

used was the partial 𝜂2. A minimum cutoff value of 0.06 was used to indicate practical 

significance (Cohen, 1988). Table 10 contains ANOVA test results for relative parameter bias 

that was based the RI strategy. None of the main or interaction effect sizes were greater than 0.06.  
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Table 10 

ANOVA of the Relative Parameter Bias of the Standardized Latent Mean Difference Effect Size 

Measure When Using the RI Strategy 

Source Sum of Squares DF Mean Square Partial 𝜂2 

Two-Way Interaction     

Loading Difference*Loading Pattern 60.285 3 20.095 0.010 

Loading Difference*Sample Size 

Ratio 

28.446 2 14.223 0.005 

Loading Difference* Factor Variance 

Ratio 

2.184 2 1.092 0.000 

Loading Pattern*Sample Size Ratio 58.869 6 9.811 0.010 

Loading Pattern*Factor Variance 

Ratio 

5.974 6 0.996 0.001 

Sample Size Ratio* Factor Variance 

Ratio 

0.331 4 0.083 0.000 

Main Effect     

Loading Difference 119.829 1 119.829 0.020 

Loading Pattern 146.775 3 48.925 0.024 

Sample Size Ratio 84.628 2 42.314 0.014 

Factor Variance Ratio 5.768 2 2.884 0.001 

 

When the factor variance scaling method was implemented, values of relative parameter 

bias closely matched those found when using the RI strategy. In addition, the trends found for 

sources of the relative parameter bias were consistent with those found when using the RI 

strategy. An ANOVA was also conducted to assess each factor’s main and interaction effects 

using relative parameter bias based on the factor-variance scaling method as the dependent 

variable. Note that again, the skewness and kurtosis for the distribution of the relative parameter 

bias were found to support the assumption of normality. Table 11 presents the ANOVA test 

results. Similar to the effect sizes in Table 10, no main or interaction effect sizes in Table 11 

were greater in magnitude than the criterion of 0.06.  
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Table 11 

ANOVA of the Relative Parameter Bias of the Standardized Latent Mean Difference Effect Size 

Measure When Using the Factor-Variance Scaling Method 

Source Sum of Squares DF Mean Square Partial 𝜂2 

Two-Way Interaction     

Loading Difference*Loading Pattern 44.415 3 14.805 0.008 

Loading Difference*Sample Size 

Ratio 

24.713 2 12.356 0.004 

Loading Difference* Factor Variance 

Ratio 

4.936 2 2.468 0.001 

Loading Pattern*Sample Size Ratio 53.642 6 8.940 0.009 

Loading Pattern*Factor Variance 

Ratio 

5.475 6 0.913 0.001 

Sample Size Ratio* Factor Variance 

Ratio 

0.097 4 0.024 0.000 

Main Effect     

Loading Difference 95.365 1 95.365 0.016 

Loading Pattern 120.185 3 40.062 0.020 

Sample Size Ratio 77.688 2 38.844 0.013 

Factor Variance Ratio 11.143 2 5.571 0.002 

 

Model Rejection Rates Associated with the 𝝌𝟐 Test of Model Fit 

In this simulation study, the performance of the 𝜒2 test of model fit was evaluated by 

assessing its model rejection rates under varying conditions. Table 12 contains the model 

rejection rates of the 𝜒2 test in conditions where the true latent mean difference was equal to zero. 

Table 13 presents the model rejection rates in conditions where the true latent mean difference 

was equal to 0.5. In each table, the values above the dashed line are the model rejection rates for 

conditions with data generated to have equal factor loadings across groups. When using the RI 

strategy, the estimating models were correctly specified in the equal factor loading conditions. 

Thus, the incorrect model rejection rates can be interpreted as Type I error rates of the 𝜒2 test. 

When the factor-variance scaling method was implemented, model rejection rates under the 

equal factor variance conditions can also be interpreted as Type I error rates; model rejection 
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rates under the unequal factor variance conditions can be interpreted as statistical power, since 

the estimating models were incorrectly specified by constraining unequal factor variances to a 

value of one across groups. In each table, the values below the dashed line are the model 

rejection rates for conditions with data generated to have unequal factor loading patterns 

although the estimating models assumed the loadings to be equal across groups. Thus, the model 

rejection rates under the dashed line represent the statistical power of the 𝜒2 test. In Tables 12 

and 13, all incorrect model rejection rates that can be interpreted as Type I error rates are 

italicized. 

Latent Mean Difference of Zero 

Equal factor loading pattern. Table 12 contains the model rejection rates of the 𝜒2 test 

in conditions where the true latent mean difference was equal to zero. In the equal factor loading 

conditions, model rejection rates when the RI strategy was used were all within Bradley’s (1978) 

criterion of 0.05 ± 0.025, and did not differ systematically as a function of the factor variance 

ratios or sample size ratios. In the equal factor variance conditions, model rejection rates based 

on the factor-variance scaling method were also within the criterion of 0.05 ± 0.025. In 

conditions in which the factor variance ratio was 1.2:0.8 or 0.8:1.2, model rejection rates based 

on the factor-variance scaling method, which represented the power of the 𝜒2 test, were found to 

be very low (ranging from 8% to 12%).  
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Table 12 

Model Rejection Rates of the 𝜒2 Test of Model Fit in Conditions Where the Latent Mean 

Difference is Zero  

                                                                Factor Variance Ratio 

   1:1 1.2 :0.8 0.8:1.2 

Loading 

Difference  

Loading Pattern Sample 

Size 

Ratio 

RI           FV  RI           FV RI           FV 

0 Equal Loading 250:250 0.062  0.067 0.039  0.094 0.060  0.120 

  100:400 0.062  0.057 0.055  0.092 0.050  0.080 

  400:100 0.063  0.069 0.060  0.087 0.060  0.093 

0.1 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.062 0.064 0.071  0.108 0.049  0.167 

 100:400 0.066 0.073 0.068  0.082 0.054  0.102 

 400:100 0.061 0.059 0.055  0.076 0.076  0.126 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal  

250:250 0.058 0.060 0.054  0.083 0.055  0.155 

 100:400 0.071 0.075 0.054  0.071 0.069  0.136 

 400:100 0.052 0.055 0.071  0.090 0.063  0.134 

 All Lower  250:250 0.089 0.091 0.066  0.086 0.079  0.233 

  100:400 0.075 0.087 0.054  0.066 0.073  0.169 

  400:100 0.079 0.089 0.072  0.089 0.073  0.164 

 Mixed  250:250 0.079 0.085 0.075  0.136 0.078  0.149 

  100:400 0.090 0.085 0.064  0.094 0.094  0.141 

  400:100 0.094 0.070 0.069  0.116 0.068  0.110 

0.4 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.244 0.400 0.249  0.242 0.223  0.761 

 100:400 0.156 0.258 0.166  0.165 0.119  0.448 

 400:100 0.217 0.302 0.175  0.167 0.201  0.514 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.240 0.431 0.247  0.245 0.221  0.739 

 100:400 0.140 0.244. 0.184  0.181 0.123  0.457 

 400:100 0.192 0.277 0.170  0.178 0.198  0.544 

 All Lower 250:250 0.378 0.902 0.485  0.613 0.274  0.988 

  100:400 0.190 0.546 0.219  0.307 0.158  0.821 

  400:100 0.407 0.803 0.454  0.518 0.384  0.955 

 Mixed 250:250 0.863 0.864 0.811  0.895 0.808  0.897 

  100:400 0.616 0.616 0.688  0.714 0.445  0.649 

  400:100 0.601 0.619 0.466  0.636 0.674  0.696 

Note. Model rejection rates that are equal to Type I error rates are italicized. The rest of the 

model rejection rates can be interpreted as statistical power. Abbreviations used in this table are 

explained in Table 6.  

Unequal factor loading pattern. In the unequal factor loading conditions, correct model 

rejection rates when the RI strategy was implemented varied as a function of the loading 

difference magnitude. In conditions in which the true loading difference was 0.1, all model 
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rejection rates based on the RI strategy were below 10%. In conditions in which the true loading 

difference was 0.4, model rejection rates were between 11.9% and 86.3%. Average rejection 

rates were 6.9% and 33.8% for the 0.1 and 0.4 loading difference conditions, respectively. 

Across the three factor variance ratios, no substantial differences were observed. Average 

rejection rates were 21.3%, 21.2% and 19.4% respectively for the 1:1, 1.2:0.8 and 0.8:1.2 factor 

variance ratio conditions. Regarding the model rejection rates across the four factor loading 

patterns, different trends were observed for the 0.1 and 0.4 loading difference conditions. Within 

conditions with a loading difference of 0.1, model rejection rates in the four loading pattern 

conditions did not differ substantially or systematically. Within conditions with a loading 

difference of 0.4, model rejection rates were generally higher in the “mixed” pattern conditions 

than in the other loading pattern conditions. The model rejection rates in the “mixed” pattern 

conditions ranged from 44.5% to 86.3% with a mean of 66.4%. The model rejection rates in the 

“all lower” pattern conditions (with a mean of 32.8%) were lower than those in the “mixed” 

pattern conditions but were higher than those in the “1
st
 loading unequal” and “2

nd
 loading 

unequal” pattern conditions. The model rejections rates were similar in the “1
st
 loading unequal” 

and “2
nd

 loading unequal” pattern conditions (with means of 19.4% and 19.1%, respectively). 

For the model rejection rates across the three sample size ratios, clear trends were only observed 

in conditions in which the loading difference was 0.4. To be precise, model rejection rates were 

generally higher in the equal sample size conditions (with a mean of 42.0%) than in the unequal 

sample size conditions. In addition, model rejection rates were generally higher in the unequal 

4:1 sample size ratio conditions (with a mean of 34.5%) than in the unequal 1:4 sample size ratio 

conditions (with a mean of 26.7%). 
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Table 12 also contains the model rejection rates when implementing the factor-variance 

scaling method. In the unequal factor loading conditions, model rejection rates based on the 

factor-variance scaling method were higher in conditions with a loading difference of 0.4 than in 

conditions with a loading difference of 0.1. Several high model rejection rates (e.g., 90.2%, 98.8% 

and 95.5%) were found only in the 0.4 loading difference conditions. The average rejection rate 

was 10.9% for the 0.1 loading difference conditions and increased to 58.1% as the magnitude of 

the loading difference increased to 0.4. For the three factor variance ratios, the factor variance 

ratio of 0.8:1.2 generally led to higher model rejection rates than did the factor variance ratios of 

1:1 and 1.2:0.8. Within conditions with a loading difference of 0.1, model rejection rates under 

the 0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio conditions were all above 10% whereas under the other two ratio 

conditions, most of the model rejection rates were below 10%. Within conditions with a loading 

difference of 0.4, all model rejection rates in the 0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio conditions were 

above 40% and two of them exceeded 95% (i.e., 98.8% and 95.5%). For the 1:1, 1.2:0.8 and 

0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio conditions, average model rejection rates were 30%, 24.8% and 

42.7%, respectively. Regarding the model rejection rates across the four factor loading patterns, 

different trends were observed in the 0.1 and 0.4 loading difference conditions. In conditions in 

which the true loading difference was 0.1, model rejection rates did not differ substantially or 

systematically across the four loading patterns. In conditions in which the true loading difference 

was 0.4, model rejection rates were generally higher in the “all lower” and “mixed” pattern 

conditions (with means of 71.7% and 73.2%, respectively) than in the “1
st
 loading unequal” and 

“2
nd

 loading unequal” pattern conditions (with means of 36.2% and 36.6%, respectively). Within 

conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, most of the rejection rates in the “all lower” and 

“mixed” pattern conditions were above 60% whereas most of the rejection rates in the “1
st
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loading unequal” and “2
nd

 loading unequal” conditions were below 40%. In addition, model 

rejection rates did not differ much in the “1
st
 loading unequal” and “2

nd
 loading unequal” pattern 

conditions.  

Model rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling method were also compared 

across the three sample size ratios. Similar trends were observed to those found when 

implementing the RI strategy. Specifically, within conditions with a loading difference of 0.1, 

model rejection rates did not differ greatly in the three sample size ratio conditions. Within 

conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, model rejection rates were generally higher in the 

equal sample size conditions than in the two unequal sample size conditions. Additionally, model 

rejection rates were generally higher in the 4:1 sample size ratio conditions than in the 1:4 

sample size ratio conditions. For the 1:1, 1:4 and 4:1 sample size ratio conditions, average model 

rejection rates were 66.5%, 45.1% and 51.7%, respectively. 

Latent Mean Difference of 0.5 

Table 13 presents the model rejection rates of the 𝜒2 test in conditions where the true 

latent mean difference was equal to 0.5. Compared to the values in Table 12, it was found that 

model rejection rates in conditions in which the true latent mean difference was equal to 0.5 were 

slightly higher than those in conditions in which the true latent mean difference was equal to zero. 

Equal factor loading pattern. In the equal factor loading conditions, incorrect model 

rejection rates when the RI strategy was implemented, which can be interpreted as Type I error 

rates of the 𝜒2 test, were all within the criterion of 0.05 ± 0.025, and did not differ 

systematically as a function of the factor variance ratios or sample size ratios. In the equal factor 

variance conditions, incorrect model rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling method 
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were also within the criterion of 0.05 ± 0.025. In the unequal factor variance conditions, correct 

model rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling method, which can be interpreted as 

statistical power of the  𝜒2 test, were found to be low (ranging from 8.5% to 10.9%).  

Unequal factor loading pattern. In conditions in which the true latent mean difference 

was equal to 0.5, trends in the model rejection rates across the loading difference magnitudes, 

factor variance ratios and factor loading patterns were consistent with those in conditions in 

which the true latent mean difference was equal to zero. First, when using the RI strategy, model 

rejection rates in the 0.4 loading difference conditions (with a mean of 38.3%) were higher than 

those in the 0.1 loading difference conditions (with a mean of 7%). Model rejection rates in the 

0.4 loading difference conditions were in the range of 11.0% to 91.4% whereas model rejection 

rates in the 0.1 loading difference conditions were in the range of 5.2% to 9.0%. High model 

rejection rates (e.g., 99.1% and 97.3%) were found only in the 0.4 loading difference conditions. 

Second, model rejection rates did not differ substantially as a function of the factor variance ratio. 

Average rejection rates were 23%, 24.4% and 20.6%, respectively, for the factor variance ratio 

conditions of 1:1, 1.2:0.8 and 0.8:1.2. Third, the trends across the four factor loading patterns 

were different for the 0.1 and 0.4 loading difference conditions. In conditions in which the true 

loading difference was 0.1, model rejection rates did not vary substantially or systematically 

across the four factor loading patterns. In conditions in which the true loading difference was 0.4, 

model rejection rates were generally higher in the “mixed” pattern conditions (with a mean of 

66.4%) than in the other three loading pattern conditions. The “all lower” pattern led to lower 

rejection rates (with a mean of 32.8%) than did the “mixed” pattern but produced slightly higher 

rejection rates than did the “1
st
 loading unequal” and “2

nd
 loading unequal” patterns (with means 

of 19.4% and 19.1%, respectively). 
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Table 13 

Model Rejection Rates of the 𝜒2 Test of Model Fit in Conditions Where the Latent Mean 

Difference is 0.5 

                                                                     Factor Variance Ratio 

   1:1 1.2 :0.8 0.8:1.2 

Loading 

Difference  

Loading Pattern Sample 

Size 

Ratio 

RI           FV  RI           FV RI           FV 

0 Equal Loading  250:250 0.059  0.056 0.055  0.109 0.054  0.106 

  100:400 0.059  0.066 0.057  0.085 0.056  0.090 

  400:100 0.069  0.066 0.062  0.104 0.050  0.092 

0.1 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.063  0.074 0.065  0.107 0.065  0.161 

 100:400 0.071  0.078 0.060  0.083 0.080  0.146 

 400:100 0.067  0.069 0.064  0.091 0.060  0.123 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal  

250:250 0.071  0.073 0.081  0.115 0.073  0.165 

 100:400 0.054  0.054 0.063  0.088 0.070  0.121 

 400:100 0.069  0.067 0.070  0.093 0.062  0.118 

 All Lower  250:250 0.075  0.085 0.079  0.097 0.068  0.230 

  100:400 0.066  0.083 0.052  0.076 0.067  0.179 

  400:100 0.061  0.072 0.073  0.090 0.071  0.157 

 Mixed  250:250 0.078  0.082 0.080  0.159 0.076  0.167 

  100:400 0.075  0.085 0.075  0.108 0.074  0.118 

  400:100 0.090  0.087 0.065  0.107 0.086  0.128 

0.4 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.236  0.401 0.262  0.272 0.232  0.757 

 100:400 0.131  0.233 0.153  0.154 0.120  0.457 

 400:100 0.270  0.359 0.274  0.280 0.238  0.594 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.270  0.447 0.307  0.307 0.184  0.758 

 100:400 0.142  0.238 0.185  0.178 0.110  0.462 

 400:100 0.256  0.344 0.232  0.236 0.246  0.599 

 All Lower 250:250 0.401  0.875 0.477  0.608 0.289  0.991 

  100:400 0.188  0.552 0.220  0.299 0.124  0.813 

  400:100 0.492  0.815 0.548  0.614 0.381  0.973 

 Mixed 250:250 0.914  0.908 0.904  0.950 0.866  0.944 

  100:400 0.622  0.641 0.722  0.737 0.476  0.671 

  400:100 0.754  0.761 0.733  0.842 0.822  0.842 

Note. Model rejection rates that are equal to Type I error rates are italicized. The rest of the 

model rejection rates are equal to statistical power. Abbreviations used in this table are explained 

in Table 6.  

All of these trends (across loading difference magnitudes, factor variance ratios and 

factor loading patterns) were consistent with those observed in Table 12 in which the true latent 

mean difference was equal to zero. However, in conditions in which the true latent mean 
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difference was equal to 0.5, the trends across the three sample size ratios were slightly different 

from those in conditions in which the true latent mean difference was equal to zero. More 

specifically, within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, model rejection rates were 

consistently higher in the 1:1 and 4:1 sample size ratio conditions (with means of 44.5% and 

43.7%, respectively) than in the 1:4 conditions (with a mean of 26.6%). Additionally, model 

rejection rates were similar in the 1:1 and 4:1 sample size ratio conditions. This trend was 

different from that observed in conditions with a latent mean difference of zero in which model 

rejection rates were generally higher in the 1:1 sample size ratio conditions than in the 4:1 and 

1:4 sample size ratio conditions.  

In conditions where the true latent mean difference was equal to 0.5, model rejection 

rates based on the factor-variance scaling method are also reported in Table 13. Across the two 

magnitudes of the loading difference, model rejection rates were higher in the 0.4 loading 

difference conditions than in the 0.1 loading difference conditions. Within conditions with a 

loading difference of 0.1, most of the model rejection rates were around 10% and the highest 

rejection rate was 23%. Within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, most of the model 

rejection rates exceeded 50% and several of them were close to 100%. For the loading difference 

conditions of 0.1 and 0.4, average rejection rates were 10.9% and 58.1%, respectively. Across 

the three factor variance ratios, model rejection rates were generally higher in the 0.8:1.2 factor 

variance ratio conditions than in the 1:1 and 1.2:0.8 factor variance ratio conditions. Within 

conditions with a loading difference of 0.1, all model rejection rates under the 0.8:1.2 conditions 

were above 11%. In contrast, all model rejection rates under the equal factor variance conditions 

were below 9% and half of the model rejection rates under the 1.2:0.8 factor variance ratio 

conditions were below 10%. Within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, all model 
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rejection rates under the 0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio conditions were above 45% and five of 

them exceeded 80%. On the other hand, most of the model rejection rates under the 1:1 and 

1.2:0.8 factor variance ratio conditions were around 20%. For the factor variance ratio conditions 

of 1:1, 1.2:0.8 and 0.8:1.2, average rejection rates were 31.2%, 27.9% and 44.5%, respectively. 

Regarding the model rejection rates across the four factor loading patterns, the trends were also 

different in the 0.1 and 0.4 loading difference conditions. When the true loading difference was 

0.1, model rejection rates were similar in the four loading pattern conditions with means of 

10.4%, 9.9%, 11.9% and 11.6%, respectively. When the true loading difference was 0.4, model 

rejection rates were generally higher in the “all lower” and “mixed” pattern conditions(with 

means of 72.7% and 81.1%, respectively) than in the “1
st
 loading unequal” and “2

nd
 loading 

unequal” pattern conditions(with means of 39% and 39.7%, respectively). Across the three 

sample size ratios, no clear trend was observed in conditions with a loading difference of 0.1. 

However, in conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, model rejection rates varied as a 

function of the sample size ratios. Specifically, the sample size ratios of 1:1 and 4:1 always 

yielded higher rejection rates than did the sample size ratio of 1:4. In addition, the equal sample 

size conditions generally led to higher rejection rates than did the sample size ratio conditions of 

4:1. Within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, average rejection rates were 68.5%, 60.5% 

and 45.3% respectively for the 1:1, 4:1 and 1:4 sample size ratio conditions.  

Model Rejection Rates of the RMSEA 

In the present study, the RMSEA model fit index was evaluated by assessing its model 

rejection rates under varying conditions. Two RMSEA cutoff values, 0.05 and 0.06, which were 

suggested by Steiger (1989) and Hu and Bentler (1999), respectively, were used to determine 

whether the null hypothesis of model fit should be rejected. If the RMSEA value was greater 
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than the relevant cutoff (0.05 or 0.06) then the null hypothesis of model fit was rejected. Table 

14 and Table 15 present the model rejection rates of the RMSEA using cutoff values of 0.05 and 

0.06, respectively, in conditions where the true latent mean difference was equal to zero. Table 

16 and Table 17 contain the model rejection rates of the RMSEA using cutoff values of 0.05 and 

0.06, respectively, in conditions where the true latent mean difference was equal to 0.5. In each 

table, values above the dashed line are the model rejection rates in the equal factor loading 

conditions. When using the RI strategy, incorrect model rejection rates of the RMSEA can be 

interpreted similarly to Type I error rates since the estimating models were correctly specified. 

When using the factor-variance scaling method, model rejection rates under the equal factor 

variance conditions can also be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates. On the other hand, 

model rejection rates in the unequal factor variance conditions (with a factor variance ratio of 

1.2:0.8 or 0.8:1.2), can be interpreted similarly to statistical power because the estimating models 

were incorrectly specified by constraining unequal factor variances to a value of one across 

groups. In each table, values below the dashed line are the model rejection rates of the RMSEA 

under the unequal factor loading conditions. These rejection rates can be interpreted similarly to 

statistical power since the estimating models were incorrectly specified by constraining all factor 

loadings to be equal across groups. In Tables 14 to 17, all incorrect rejection rates that can be 

interpreted similarly to Type I error rates are italicized. 

Latent Mean Difference of Zero 

In conditions in which the true latent mean difference was equal to zero, model rejection 

rates observed when using cutoff values of 0.05 and 0.06 were compared across loading 

difference magnitudes, factor variance ratios, factor loading patterns, and sample size ratios.  
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Table 14 

Model Rejection Rates of the RMSEA When Using a Cutoff of 0.05 in Conditions Where the 

Latent Mean Difference is Zero 

                                                                    Factor Variance Ratio 

   1:1 1.2 :0.8 0.8:1.2 

Loading 

Difference  

Loading Pattern Sample 

Size 

Ratio 

RI           FV  RI           FV RI           FV 

0 Equal Loading  250:250 0.023  0.020 0.015  0.041 0.018  0.045 

  100:400 0.027  0.022 0.024  0.039 0.023  0.033 

  400:100 0.027  0.027 0.025  0.034 0.027  0.053 

0.1 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.035  0.029 0.031  0.050 0.025  0.083 

 100:400 0.031  0.032 0.023  0.028 0.023  0.054 

 400:100 0.024  0.026 0.022  0.031 0.035  0.079 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal  

250:250 0.026  0.032 0.021  0.039 0.025  0.081 

 100:400 0.031  0.030 0.020  0.027 0.028  0.062 

 400:100 0.027  0.025 0.035  0.049 0.027  0.063 

 All Lower  250:250 0.037  0.039 0.031  0.044 0.041  0.143 

  100:400 0.043  0.042 0.022  0.033 0.035  0.089 

  400:100 0.039  0.037 0.033  0.038 0.025  0.097 

 Mixed  250:250 0.036  0.033 0.036  0.073 0.037  0.068 

  100:400 0.038  0.034 0.028  0.050 0.039  0.073 

  400:100 0.038  0.037 0.038  0.059 0.021  0.043 

0.4 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.151  0.268 0.156  0.146 0.125  0.616 

 100:400 0.088  0.148 0.094  0.087 0.066  0.287 

 400:100 0.118  0.181 0.100  0.094 0.116  0.363 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.157  0.273 0.156  0.157 0.122  0.625 

 100:400 0.077  0.159 0.111  0.113 0.063  0.307 

 400:100 0.100  0.148 0.102  0.098 0.109  0.393 

 All Lower 250:250 0.258  0.808 0.341  0.478 0.172  0.976 

  100:400 0.098  0.378 0.130  0.185 0.081  0.689 

  400:100 0.264  0.671 0.320  0.377 0.231  0.918 

 Mixed 250:250 0.774  0.770 0.704  0.814 0.705  0.808 

  100:400 0.475  0.481 0.578  0.595 0.327  0.500 

  400:100 0.460  0.470 0.331  0.493 0.542  0.558 

Note. Model rejection rates that can be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates are italicized. 

The rest of the model rejection rates can be interpreted similarly to statistical power. 

Abbreviations used in this table are explained in Table 6.  

Using a cutoff value of 0.05 in the equal factor loading conditions. Table 14 presents 

the model rejection rates of the RMSEA when using a cutoff of 0.05 in conditions where the true 

latent mean difference was equal to zero. In the equal factor loading conditions, five out of nine 
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incorrect model rejection rates based on the RI strategy were overly conservative(e.g.,1.5%, 1.8% 

and 2.3%). When the factor-variance scaling method was used, two incorrect model rejection 

rates in the equal factor variance conditions were overly conservative (2.0% and 2.2%). Model 

rejection rates in the unequal factor variance conditions, which equated to statistical power, were 

found to be low (in the range of 3.3% to 5.3%). 

Using a cutoff value of 0.05 in the unequal factor loading conditions. In the unequal 

factor loading conditions, model rejection rates based on the RI strategy were lower in the 0.1 

loading difference conditions than in the 0.4 loading difference conditions. Model rejection rates 

within conditions with a loading difference of 0.1 were in the range of 2.1% to 4.3%. In contrast, 

within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, almost all the model rejection rates were 

above 10% and several of them were greater than 45% with the highest rejection rate of 77.4%. 

The average rejection rate was 3.1% for the 0.1 loading difference conditions and increased to 

24.5% in the 0.4 loading difference conditions. Across the three factor variance ratios, model 

rejection rates did not vary substantially or systematically. Average rejection rates were 14.3%, 

14.4% and 12.6% for the 1:1, 1.2:0.8 and 0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio conditions, respectively. 

Regarding the model rejection rates across the four factor loading patterns, no clear trend was 

observed in the 0.1 loading difference conditions. Model rejection rates, however, varied as a 

function of the factor loading patterns in the 0.4 loading difference conditions. Specifically, 

model rejection rates were similar in the “1
st
 loading unequal” and “2

nd
 loading unequal” pattern 

conditions (with means of 11.3% and 11.1%, respectively), and increased slightly in the “all 

lower” pattern conditions (with a mean of 21.1%). Highest model rejection rates were found in 

the “mixed” pattern conditions in which more than half of the rejection rates were above 50%. 

The average rejection rate was 54.4% for the “mixed” pattern conditions. Regarding the trends 
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across the three sample size ratios, clear trends were also found in the 0.4 loading difference 

conditions. Specifically, the sample size ratio conditions of 1:1 consistently led to higher model 

rejection rates than did the sample size ratio conditions of 1:4. The sample size ratio conditions 

of 1:1 also generally led to higher model rejection rates than did the sample size ratio conditions 

of 4:1. In addition, in most of the conditions, the sample size ratio conditions of 4:1 led to higher 

model rejection rates than did the sample size ratio conditions of 1:4. For the 1:1, 4:1 and 1:4 

sample size ratio conditions, average rejection rates were 31.8%, 23.3% and 18.2%, respectively.  

Model rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling method for the unequal factor 

loading conditions are also reported in Table 14. Consistent with the trends observed when using 

the RI strategy, model rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling method were higher in 

the 0.4 loading difference conditions than in the 0.1 loading difference conditions. Within 

conditions with a loading difference of 0.1, almost all the model rejection rates were below 10%. 

In contrast, within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, most of the model rejection rates 

were greater than 30%. A few high rejection rates (e.g., 91.8% and 97.6%) were found only in 

the 0.4 loading difference conditions. Average rejection rates were 5.1% and 42.9%, respectively, 

for the 0.1 and 0.4 loading difference conditions. Across the three factor variance ratios, model 

rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling method were generally higher in the 0.8:1.2 

factor variance ratio conditions than in the 1:1 and 1.2:0.8 factor variance conditions. This trend 

was most obvious within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, where all the model 

rejection rates under the 0.8:1.2 facto variance ratio conditions were above 30% and more than 

half of them exceeded 80%. The two highest rejection rates (97.6% and 91.8%) were also found 

under the 0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio conditions. Regarding the model rejection rates across the 

four factor loading patterns, clear trends were found only in conditions in which the loading 
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difference was 0.4. Within conditions with a loading difference of 0.1, model rejection rates did 

not vary substantially or systematically as a function of the factor loading patterns. Within 

conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, model rejection rates were similar in the “1
st
 loading 

unequal” and “2
nd

 loading unequal” pattern conditions with average rejection rates of 24.3% and 

25.3%, respectively. Higher rejection rates were observed in the “all lower” and “mixed” pattern 

conditions with average rejection rates of 60.9% and 61%, respectively. The trends across the 

three sample size ratios were also different in the 0.1 and 0.4 loading difference conditions. 

Substantial differences across the three sample size ratios were only found in the 0.4 loading 

difference conditions. Specifically, model rejection rates were consistently higher in the equal 

sample size conditions than in the unequal 1:4 and 4:1 sample size ratio conditions. In addition, 

model rejection rates were generally higher in the 4:1 sample size ratio conditions than in the 1:4 

sample size ratio conditions. Average rejection rates were 56.2%, 39.7% and 32.7% for the 1:1, 

4:1 and 1:4 sample size ratio conditions, respectively.  

Using a cutoff value of 0.06 in the equal factor loading conditions. Table 15 presents 

the model rejection rates of the RMSEA when using a cutoff of 0.06 in conditions where the true 

latent mean difference was equal to zero. In the equal factor loading conditions, all model 

rejection rates obtained when using a cutoff value of 0.06 were lower than their counterparts in 

Table 14 in which a cutoff value of 0.05 was used. When the RI strategy was implemented, the 

incorrect model rejection rates of the RMSEA, which can be interpreted similarly to Type I error 

rates, were found to be overly conservative (ranging from 0.1% to 0.5%). When the factor-

variance scaling method was used, the incorrect model rejection rates under the equal factor 

variance conditions were also overly conservative (ranging from 0.1% to 0.5%). The model 
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rejection rates under the unequal factor variance conditions, which can be interpreted similarly to 

statistical power, were found to be very low (in the range of 0.6% to 1%). 

Table 15 

Model Rejection Rates of the RMSEA When Using a Cutoff of 0.06 in Conditions where the 

Latent Mean Difference is Zero  

                                                                  Factor Variance Ratio 

   1:1 1.2 :0.8 0.8:1.2 

Loading 

Difference  

Loading Pattern Sample 

Size 

Ratio 

RI           FV  RI           FV RI           FV 

0 Equal Loading  250:250 0.004  0.005 0.004  0.010 0.004  0.010 

  100:400 0.001  0.001 0.003  0.007 0.003  0.007 

  400:100 0.005  0.004 0.002  0.006 0.004  0.010 

0.1 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.000  0.000 0.003  0.007 0.003  0.015 

 100:400 0.003  0.003 0.000  0.005 0.003  0.009 

 400:100 0.002  0.003 0.003  0.004 0.007  0.021 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal  

250:250 0.003  0.002 0.005  0.010 0.004  0.014 

 100:400 0.007  0.006 0.004  0.002 0.005  0.011 

 400:100 0.006  0.006 0.003  0.004 0.004  0.011 

 All Lower  250:250 0.005  0.007 0.002  0.007 0.004  0.047 

  100:400 0.007  0.005 0.006  0.007 0.005  0.022 

  400:100 0.004  0.006 0.008  0.007 0.004  0.018 

 Mixed  250:250 0.008  0.010 0.003  0.018 0.006  0.011 

  100:400 0.009  0.008 0.006  0.014 0.005  0.012 

  400:100 0.009  0.010 0.005  0.012 0.006  0.010 

0.4 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.039  0.091 0.037  0.035 0.040  0.362 

 100:400 0.019  0.035 0.020  0.019 0.010  0.116 

 400:100 0.035  0.051 0.031  0.025 0.034  0.174 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.042  0.109 0.047  0.040 0.037  0.374 

 100:400 0.022  0.041 0.038  0.034 0.015  0.105 

 400:100 0.032  0.047 0.024  0.020 0.034  0.166 

 All Lower 250:250 0.097  0.561 0.144  0.234 0.050  0.910 

  100:400 0.022  0.145 0.031  0.057 0.017  0.402 

  400:100 0.103  0.417 0.123  0.165 0.093  0.757 

 Mixed 250:250 0.549  0.532 0.473  0.605 0.458  0.601 

  100:400 0.249  0.247 0.299  0.322 0.148  0.245 

  400:100 0.217  0.220 0.147  0.253 0.276  0.295 

Note. Model rejection rates that can be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates are italicized. 

The rest of the model rejection rates can be interpreted similarly to statistical power. 

Abbreviations used in this table are explained in Table 6.  
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Using a cutoff value of 0.06 in the unequal factor loading conditions. In the unequal 

factor loading conditions, model rejection rates observed when using a cutoff value of 0.06 were 

lower than those in Table 14 in which a cutoff value of 0.05 was used. When implementing the 

RI strategy, the trends in the model rejection rates when using a cutoff of 0.06 were consistent 

with those observed when using a cutoff value of 0.05. First, model rejection rates were 

consistently higher in the 0.4 loading difference conditions than in the 0.1 loading difference 

conditions. Within conditions with a loading difference of 0.1, two model rejection rates based 

on the RI strategy were equal to zero and the rest of them were all below 1%. The average 

rejection rate in the 0.1 loading difference conditions was 0.5%. Within conditions with a 

loading difference of 0.4, model rejection rates were in the range of 1.7% to 54.9% with an 

average rejection rate of 11.3%. Second, model rejection rates did not differ substantially or 

systematically as a function of the factor variance ratios. For the 1:1, 1.2:0.8 and 0.8:1.2 factor 

variance ratio conditions, average rejection rates were 6.2%, 6.1% and 5.3%, respectively. Third, 

clear trends across the four factor loading patterns were only found in conditions with a loading 

difference of 0.4. More specifically, all model rejection rates in the “mixed” pattern conditions 

were higher than those in the“1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 loading unequal” and “all lower” pattern 

conditions. Model rejection rates in the “mixed” pattern conditions were all above 14% with an 

average rejection rate of 31.3%. Model rejection rates in the “all lower” pattern conditions were 

lower than those in the “mixed” pattern conditions but were slightly higher than those in the “1
st
 

loading unequal” and “2
nd

 loading unequal” pattern conditions. Additionally, model rejection 

rates were similar in the latter two pattern conditions. Average rejection rates were 7.6%, 2.9% 

and 3.2% for the “all lower,” “1
st
 loading unequal” and “2

nd
 loading unequal” pattern conditions, 

respectively. Finally, clear trends across the three sample size ratios were also only found in 
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conditions in which the loading difference was 0.4. More specifically, model rejection rates 

under the 1:1 sample size ratio conditions (with an average rejection rate of 16.8%) were 

generally higher than those under the 4:1 and 1:4 sample size ratio conditions (with average 

rejection rates of 9.6% and 7.4%, respectively) . Additionally, model rejection rates were 

generally higher in the 4:1 sample size ratios conditions than in the 1:4 conditions.  

When the factor-variance scaling method was implemented, model rejection rates using a 

cutoff value of 0.06 showed similar trends as those using a cutoff value of 0.05. First, model 

rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling method increased as the loading difference 

magnitude increased. In conditions in which the loading difference was 0.1, one rejection rate 

was equal to zero and the rest of them were in the range of 0.2% to 4.7% with an average 

rejection rate of 1%. In conditions in which the loading difference was 0.4, model rejection rates 

were in the range of 1.9% to 91% and many of them exceeded 10%. The average rejection rate 

was 24.5% for the 0.4 loading difference conditions. Second, model rejection rates based on the 

factor-variance scaling method were generally higher in the 0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio 

conditions than in the 1:1 and 1.2:0.8 factor variance ratio conditions. Average rates were 10.7%, 

7.9% and 19.6%, respectively, for the 1:1, 1.2:0.8 and 0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio conditions. 

Third, the trends in the model rejection rates across the four factor loadings were different in the 

0.1 and 0.4 loading difference conditions. In conditions with a loading difference of 0.1, model 

rejection rates were all low and did not vary substantially or systematically as a function of the 

factor loading patterns. In conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, model rejection rates were 

similar in the “1
st
 loading unequal” and “2

nd
 loading unequal” pattern conditions (with average 

rejection rates of 10.1% and 10.4%, respectively). However, higher model rejection rates were 

found in the “all lower” and “mixed” pattern conditions with average rejection rates of 40.5% 
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and 36.9%, respectively. Last but not the least, only in conditions in which the true loading 

difference was 0.4, clear trends across the three sample size ratios were observed. More 

specifically, model rejection rates in the equal 1:1 sample size ratio conditions were higher than 

those in the unequal 1:4 and 4:1 sample size ratio conditions. Additionally, in most of the 

conditions, the 4:1 sample size ratio conditions led to higher rejection rates than did the 1:4 

sample size ratio conditions.  

Latent Mean Difference of 0.5 

When the true latent mean difference was equal to 0.5, model rejection rates of the 

RMSEA were investigated when varying the loading difference magnitude, factor variance ratio, 

factor loading pattern and sample size ratio. In addition, model rejection rates of the RMSEA 

were compared when using cutoff values of 0.05 and 0.06, respectively.  

Using a cutoff value of 0.05 in the equal factor loading conditions. Table 16 presents 

the model rejection rates of the RMSEA when using a cutoff of 0.05 in condition in which the 

true latent mean difference was equal to 0.5. In the equal factor loading conditions, five out of 

nine incorrect model rejection rates based on the RI strategy, which can be interpreted similarly 

to Type I error rates, were beyond the criterion of 0.05 ± 0.025 and were found to be overly 

conservative. All of these overly conservative rejection rates occurred in the unequal factor 

variance conditions. When the factor-variance scaling method was used, the incorrect rejection 

rates in the equal factor variance conditions were within the criterion. However, the correct 

model rejection rates in the unequal factor variance conditions, which can be interpreted 

similarly to statistical power of the RMSEA to correctly reject fit of the incorrect model, were 

found to be very low (in the range of 3.5% to 4.8%).  
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Table 16 

Model Rejection Rates of the RMSEA When Using a Cutoff of 0.05 in Conditions where the 

Latent Mean Difference is 0.5 

                                                                      Factor Variance Ratio 

   1:1 1.2 :0.8 0.8:1.2 

Loading 

Difference  

Loading Pattern Sample 

Size 

Ratio 

RI           FV  RI           FV RI           FV 

0 Equal Loading  250:250 0.028  0.026 0.017  0.048 0.020  0.046 

  100:400 0.026  0.026 0.020  0.039 0.024  0.042 

  400:100 0.031  0.026 0.026  0.041 0.024  0.035 

0.1 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.028  0.029 0.035  0.051 0.028  0.090 

 100:400 0.023  0.025 0.021  0.027 0.044  0.075 

 400:100 0.031  0.034 0.031  0.043 0.026  0.061 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal  

250:250 0.031  0.034 0.032  0.054 0.033  0.092 

 100:400 0.025  0.021 0.025  0.039 0.032  0.060 

 400:100 0.031  0.028 0.028  0.038 0.018  0.053 

 All Lower  250:250 0.036  0.040 0.038  0.046 0.032  0.136 

  100:400 0.030  0.028 0.021  0.028 0.027  0.087 

  400:100 0.028  0.027 0.038  0.044 0.033  0.087 

 Mixed  250:250 0.033  0.034 0.041  0.077 0.036  0.084 

  100:400 0.031  0.030 0.024  0.047 0.043  0.073 

  400:100 0.045  0.044 0.031  0.047 0.040  0.058 

0.4 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.136  0.265 0.163  0.150 0.144  0.634 

 100:400 0.071  0.132 0.087  0.085 0.064  0.303 

 400:100 0.157  0.226 0.168  0.152 0.141  0.449 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.166  0.308 0.185  0.176 0.102  0.637 

 100:400 0.074  0.137 0.095  0.090 0.057  0.301 

 400:100 0.144  0.215 0.143  0.142 0.149  0.445 

 All Lower 250:250 0.275  0.778 0.340  0.456 0.184  0.975 

  100:400 0.106  0.384 0.133  0.186 0.062  0.685 

  400:100 0.354  0.719 0.391  0.459 0.276  0.935 

 Mixed 250:250 0.850  0.842 0.830  0.900 0.751  0.870 

  100:400 0.466  0.484 0.575  0.582 0.350  0.525 

  400:100 0.638  0.639 0.584  0.727 0.700  0.729 

Note. Model rejection rates that can be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates are italicized. 

The rest of the model rejection rates can be interpreted similarly to statistical power. 

Abbreviations used in this table are explained in Table 6.  

Using a cutoff value of 0.05 in the unequal factor loading conditions. In the unequal 

factor loading conditions, model rejection rates based on the RI strategy were lower in conditions 
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in which the true loading difference was 0.1 than in conditions in which the true loading 

difference was 0.4. In the 0.1 loading difference conditions, all model rejection rates based on 

the RI strategy were lower than 5%. In the 0.4 loading difference conditions, model rejection 

rates increased. Most of the model rejection rates exceeded 10% and several of them were above 

80%. Average model rejection rates were 3.1% and 28.1% for the respective 0.1 and 0.4 loading 

difference conditions. In the factor variance ratio conditions of 1:1, 1.2:0.8 and 0.8:1.2, model 

rejection rates based on the RI strategy were similar with average rejection rates of 15.9%, 16.9% 

and 14.1%, respectively. Inspecting the model rejection rates across the four factor loading 

patterns, different trends were observed in the 0.1 and 0.4 loading difference conditions. In 

conditions in which the loading difference was 0.1, model rejection rates in the four loading 

pattern conditions did not differ substantially or systematically. In conditions in which the 

loading difference was 0.4, model rejection rates were higher in the “mixed” pattern conditions 

than in the other three pattern conditions. Most of the rejection rates in the “mixed” pattern 

conditions were above 50% with the average rejection rate of 63.8%. Although model rejection 

rates in the “all lower” pattern conditions were lower than those in the “mixed” pattern 

conditions, they were slightly higher than those in the “1
st
 loading unequal” and “2

nd
 loading 

unequal” pattern conditions. In addition, model rejection rates did were similar in the “1
st
 loading 

unequal” and “2
nd

 loading unequal” pattern conditions. For the “1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 

loading unequal,” “all lower” and “mixed” pattern conditions, average rejection rates were 

12.6%, 12.4%, 23.6% and 63.8%, respectively. The trends across the three sample size ratios 

were also different in the 0.1 and 0.4 loading difference conditions. When the true loading 

difference was set to a value of 0.1, there was no clear trend across the three sample size ratios. 

When the true loading difference was set to a value of 0.4, the sample size ratio conditions of 1:1 
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and 4:1 led to higher rejection rates than did the 1:4 conditions. Model rejection rates in the 1:1 

and 4:1 sample size ratio conditions were all greater than 15% whereas several low rejection 

rates (e.g., 5.7% and 6.2%) were found in the 1:4 sample size ratio conditions. Within conditions 

with a loading difference of 0.4, average rejection rates were 34.4%, 32% and 17.8% 

respectively for the 1:1, 4:1 and 1:4 sample size ratio conditions.   

When using a cutoff value of 0.05, model rejection rates based on the factor-variance 

scaling method are also reported in Table 16. In the unequal factor loading conditions, model 

rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling method increased while the loading 

difference magnitude increased. In conditions in which the loading difference was 0.1, all model 

rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling method were below 10%. In conditions in 

which the loading difference was 0.4, almost all the model rejection rates were above 10% and 

three of them were equal to or greater than 90%. For the 0.1 and 0.4 loading difference 

conditions, average rejection rates were 5.2% and 46.5%, respectively. Across the three factor 

variance ratios, model rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling method were generally 

higher in conditions in which the factor variance ratio was 0.8:1.2 (with a mean of 35.2%) than 

in conditions in which the factor variance ratio was 1:1 or 1.2:0.8 (with means of 22.9% and 

19.4%, respectively). Two highest rejection rates (97.5% and 93.5%) were found under the 

0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio conditions. In addition, model rejection rates were similar in the 1:1 

and 1.2:0.8 factor variance ratio conditions. Regarding the model rejection rates across the four 

factor loading patterns, clear trends were only observed in conditions with a loading difference 

of 0.4. To be precise, model rejection rates were higher in the “all lower” and “mixed” pattern 

conditions than in the “1
st
 loading unequal” and “2

nd
 loading unequal” pattern conditions. Within 

conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, average rejection rates were 70%, 62%, 26.6% and 
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27.2% for the respective “mixed,” “all lower,” “1
st
 loading unequal” and “2

nd
 loading unequal” 

pattern conditions. Across the three sample size ratios, model rejection rates based on the factor-

variance scaling method were generally higher in the equal 1:1 sample size ratio conditions than 

in the unequal 1:4 and 4:1 sample size ratio conditions. For the two unequal sample size 

conditions, model rejection rates were generally higher in conditions with a sample size ratio of 

4:1 than in conditions with a sample size ratio of 1:4. These trends across the sample size ratios 

were most obvious in conditions with a loading difference of 0.4 in which average rejection rates 

were 58.3%, 48.6% and 32.5% for the 1:1, 4:1 and 1:4 sample size ratio conditions, respectively.  

Using a cutoff value of 0.06 in the equal factor loading conditions. Table 17 presents 

the model rejection rates of the RMSEA when using a cutoff of 0.06 in condition where the true 

latent mean difference was equal to 0.5. In the equal factor loading conditions, model rejection 

rates observed when using a cutoff value of 0.06 were lower than their counterparts in Table 16 

in which a cutoff value of 0.05 was used. When the RI strategy was implemented, the incorrect 

model rejection rates of the RMSEA, which can be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates, all 

exceeded 0.05 ± 0.025 and were found to be overly conservative. When the factor-variance 

scaling method was used, incorrect model rejection rates under the equal 1:1 factor variance ratio 

conditions, which can also be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates, were found to be overly 

conservative. In the unequal 1.2:0.8 and 0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio conditions, the correct 

model rejection rates (or the power rates) of the RMSEA were in the range of 0.5% to 0.7%, 

indicating extremely low power.  
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Table 17 

Model Rejection Rates of the RMSEA When Using a Cutoff of 0.06 in Conditions where the 

Latent Mean Difference is 0.5 

                                                                    Factor Variance Ratio 

   1:1 1.2 :0.8 0.8:1.2 

Loading 

Difference  

Loading Pattern Sample 

Size 

Ratio 

RI           FV  RI           FV RI           FV 

0 Equal Loading  250:250 0.004  0.001 0.005  0.006 0.003  0.007 

  100:400 0.005  0.005 0.005  0.007 0.003  0.005 

  400:100 0.004  0.001 0.003  0.009 0.006  0.006 

0.1 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.005  0.005 0.004  0.010 0.004  0.023 

 100:400 0.007  0.003 0.002  0.008 0.006  0.013 

 400:100 0.006  0.005 0.007  0.006 0.006  0.015 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal  

250:250 0.002  0.003 0.008  0.014 0.003  0.021 

 100:400 0.002  0.002 0.003  0.007 0.005  0.014 

 400:100 0.004  0.003 0.005  0.002 0.002  0.011 

 All Lower  250:250 0.006  0.007 0.002  0.006 0.007  0.045 

  100:400 0.004  0.005 0.003  0.002 0.007  0.019 

  400:100 0.003  0.003 0.008  0.009 0.006  0.024 

 Mixed  250:250 0.010  0.005 0.009  0.018 0.006  0.022 

  100:400 0.009  0.010 0.003  0.008 0.008  0.013 

  400:100 0.006  0.007 0.008  0.012 0.009  0.012 

0.4 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.034  0.091 0.044  0.040 0.044  0.385 

 100:400 0.017  0.040 0.023  0.021 0.019  0.118 

 400:100 0.033  0.065 0.041  0.038 0.031  0.216 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.052  0.112 0.063  0.059 0.026  0.356 

 100:400 0.015  0.031 0.025  0.025 0.008  0.108 

 400:100 0.037  0.065 0.048  0.040 0.038  0.207 

 All Lower 250:250 0.110  0.535 0.158  0.242 0.058  0.912 

  100:400 0.020  0.155 0.042  0.056 0.010  0.403 

  400:100 0.139  0.480 0.159  0.212 0.111  0.807 

 Mixed 250:250 0.654  0.641 0.643  0.727 0.508  0.649 

  100:400 0.254  0.248 0.323  0.341 0.143  0.258 

  400:100 0.401  0.399 0.318  0.459 0.427  0.470 

Note. Model rejection rates that can be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates are italicized. 

The rest of the model rejection rates can be interpreted similarly to statistical power. 

Abbreviations used in this table are explained in Table 6. 

Using a cutoff value of 0.06 in the unequal factor loading conditions. In the unequal 

factor loading conditions, model rejection rates when using a cutoff value of 0.06 were lower 

than those in Table 16 in which a cutoff value of 0.05 was used. In addition, when using a cutoff 
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value of 0.06, the trends in the model rejection rates across loading difference magnitudes, factor 

loading patterns and factor variance ratios were consistent with those found when using a cutoff 

value of 0.05. First, model rejection rates based on the RI strategy were found to be higher in the 

0.4 loading difference conditions than in the 0.1 loading difference conditions. Within conditions 

with a loading difference of 0.1, most of the model rejection rates were lower than 1%. Within 

conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, higher rejection rates were observed, particularly in 

the “mixed” pattern conditions in which model rejection rates were in the range of 14.3% to 

65.4%. For the loading difference conditions of 0.1 and 0.4, average rejection rates were 0.5% 

and 14.1%, respectively. Second, model rejection rates when the RI strategy was used did not 

vary substantially or systematically across the three factor variance ratios. Average rejection 

rates were 7.6%, 8.1% and 6.2% for the 1:1, 1.2:0.8 and 0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio conditions, 

respectively. Third, the trends across the four factor loading patterns were different when the true 

loading difference was set to 0.1 or 0.4. In conditions in which the true loading difference was 

0.1, model rejection rates were similar in the four loading pattern conditions. Model rejection 

rates, however, varied as a function of the factor loading patterns in conditions in which the true 

loading difference was 0.4. Specifically, the “mixed” pattern conditions, in which all the model 

rejection rates were above 14%, led to the highest rejection rates. The model rejection rates in the 

“all lower” pattern conditions were lower than those in the “mixed” pattern conditions but were 

higher than those in the “1
st
 loading unequal” and “2

nd
 loading unequal” pattern conditions, 

although the difference was not large. Within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, 

average rejection rates were 40.8% , 9%, 3.5% and 3.2% for the “mixed,” “all lower,” “1
st
 

loading unequal” and “2
nd

 loading unequal” pattern conditions, respectively. When using a cutoff 

value of 0.06, the trends across the three sample size ratios were slightly different from those 
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observed when using a cutoff value of 0.05. Within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, 

the sample size ratio of 1:1 consistently led to higher rejection rates than did the sample size ratio 

of 1:4. In addition, under most of the conditions, the sample size ratio of 1:1 led to higher 

rejection rates than did the sample size ratio of 4:1. When using a cutoff value of 0.05, the model 

rejection rates in the sample size ratio conditions of 1:1 and 4:1 did not show substantial or 

systematic differences.  

When using a cutoff value of 0.06, model rejection rates based on the factor-variance 

scaling method were also lower than those obtained when using a cutoff value of 0.05. In 

addition, the trends in the model rejection rates were consistent with those found when using a 

cutoff of 0.05. As expected, model rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling method 

were higher in conditions with a loading difference of 0.4 than in conditions with a loading 

difference of 0.1. Average rejection rates were 1.1% and 27.8% for the 0.1 and 0.4 loading 

difference conditions, respectively. Across the three factor variance ratios, model rejection rates 

based on the factor-variance scaling method were generally higher under the 0.8:1.2 factor 

variance ratio conditions than under the 1:1 and 1.2:0.8 factor variance ratio conditions. Two 

highest rejection rates (i.e., 91.2% and 80.7%) were found in the 0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio 

conditions. Average rejection rates were 12.2%, 9.8% and 21.3% respectively for the 1:1, 1.2:0.8 

and 0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio conditions. Regarding the rejection rates across the four factor 

loading patterns, clear trends were only found in conditions in which the true loading difference 

was 0.4. Specifically, model rejection rates in the “1
st
 loading unequal” and “2

nd
 loading unequal” 

pattern conditions (with means of 11.3% and 11.1%, respectively) were lower than those in the 

“all lower” and “mixed” pattern conditions (with means of 42.2% and 46.6%, respectively). 

Additionally, model rejection rates were similar in the first two loading pattern conditions and 
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did not differ substantially in the latter two conditions. Within conditions with a loading 

difference of 0.4, model rejection rates also differed as a function of the sample size ratios. The 

equal sample size conditions consistently led to higher rejection rates than did the unequal 

sample size conditions. For the two unequal sample size conditions, the sample size ratio of 4:1 

consistently produced higher model rejection rates than did the sample size ratio of 1:4. Within 

the 0.4 loading difference conditions, average rejection rates were 39.6%, 28.8% and 15% for the 

1:1, 4:1 and 1:4 sample size ratio conditions, respectively.  

Model Rejection Rates of the CFI 

In this simulation study, the performance of the CFI model fit index in terms of its model 

rejection rates was investigated under a variety of conditions. Two CFI cutoff values, 0.90 and 

0.95, which were proposed by Bentler and Bonnet (1980) and Hu and Bentler (1999), 

respectively, were used to determine whether the null hypothesis of model fit should be rejected. 

If the CFI value was less than the relevant cutoff value (0.90 or 0.95) then the null hypothesis of 

model fit was rejected. Table 18 and Table 19 contain the model rejection rates of the CFI when 

using cutoff values of 0.90 and 0.95, respectively, in conditions where the true latent mean 

difference was equal to zero. Table 20 and Table 21 present the model rejection rates of the CFI 

when using cutoff values of the 0.90 and 0.95, respectively, in conditions where the true latent 

mean difference was equal to 0.5. In each table, values above the dashed line are the model 

rejection rates in the equal factor loading conditions. When the RI strategy was implemented, the 

incorrect model rejection rates of the CFI can be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates. When  

the factor-variance scaling method was used, the model rejection rates in the equal factor 

variance conditions can also be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates. The model rejection 

rates under the unequal factor variance conditions, on the other hand, can be interpreted similarly 
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to statistical power. Values below the dashed line are the model rejection rates of the CFI in the 

unequal factor loading conditions. Since the estimating models were incorrectly specified by 

constraining unequal factor loadings to be equal across groups, model rejection rates below the 

dashed lines can be interpreted similarly to statistical power. In Tables 18 to 21, all incorrect 

rejection rates that can be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates are italicized. 

Latent Mean Difference of Zero 

Using a cutoff value of 0.90 in the equal factor loading conditions. Table 18 presents 

the model rejection rates of the CFI using a cutoff value of 0.90 in conditions where the true 

latent mean difference was equal to zero. In the equal factor loading conditions, three out of nine 

incorrect model rejection rates that were based on the RI strategy differed substantially from 5%. 

Two of them were found to be overly high (7.5% and 8%) and the third one was overly low 

(2.1%). All of them occurred in the unequal sample size conditions. In the equal factor loading 

conditions, the incorrect rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling method did not differ 

substantially from 5%. All correct rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling method, 

were found to be overly low (in the range of 3.6% to 13%). 

Using a cutoff value of 0.90 in the unequal factor loading conditions. In the unequal 

factor loading conditions, model rejection rates based on the RI strategy were generally higher in 

the 0.4 loading difference conditions than in the 0.1 loading difference conditions. However, 

there were a few exceptions. In conditions in which the sample size ratio was 1:4 and factor 

loadings were in the “1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 loading unequal” or “all lower” patterns, model 

rejection rates were lower in the 0.4 loading difference conditions than in the 0.1 loading 
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difference conditions. Average rejection rates were 3.8% and 10.6% for the 0.1 and 0.4 loading 

difference conditions, respectively. 

Table 18 

Model Rejection Rates of the CFI When Using a Cutoff of 0.90 in Conditions where the Latent 

Mean Difference is Zero  

                                                                    Factor Variance Ratio 

   1:1 1.2 :0.8 0.8:1.2 

Loading 

Difference  

Loading Pattern Sample 

Size 

Ratio 

  RI         FV    RI        FV   RI         FV 

0 Equal Loading  250:250 0.047  0.054 0.033  0.083 0.039  0.088 

  100:400 0.040  0.038 0.075  0.123 0.026  0.036 

  400:100 0.042  0.049 0.021  0.040 0.080  0.130 

0.1 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.040  0.044 0.039  0.059 0.029  0.107 

 100:400 0.034  0.040 0.061  0.078 0.011  0.037 

 400:100 0.036  0.043 0.018  0.036 0.083  0.142 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal  

250:250 0.039  0.042 0.038  0.051 0.030  0.096 

 100:400 0.034  0.037 0.051  0.064 0.016  0.045 

 400:100 0.036  0.046 0.026  0.041 0.068  0.149 

 All Lower  250:250 0.043  0.050 0.031  0.051 0.023  0.129 

  100:400 0.024  0.034 0.035  0.049 0.008  0.038  

  400:100 0.060  0.064 0.030  0.037 0.069  0.167 

 Mixed  250:250 0.042  0.040 0.037  0.089 0.045  0.082 

  100:400 0.045  0.043 0.054  0.081 0.018  0.047 

  400:100 0.035  0.034 0.017  0.035 0.054  0.103 

0.4 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.072  0.160 0.098  0.098 0.042  0.456 

 100:400 0.010  0.029 0.038  0.035 0.004  0.044 

 400:100 0.127  0.191 0.067  0.066 0.137  0.455 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.072  0.167 0.087  0.095 0.049  0.450 

 100:400 0.019  0.041 0.051  0.055 0.001  0.057 

 400:100 0.098  0.161 0.071  0.069 0.147  0.482 

 All Lower 250:250 0.026  0.322 0.067  0.119 0.003  0.681 

  100:400 0.000  0.005 0.000  0.001 0.000  0.005 

  400:100 0.155  0.535 0.162  0.225 0.143  0.886 

 Mixed 250:250 0.422  0.437 0.368  0.520 0.346  0.516 

  100:400 0.152  0.158 0.301  0.354 0.037  0.097 

  400:100 0.139 0.154 0.039  0.100 0.282  0.334 

Note. Model rejection rates that can be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates are italicized. 

The rest of the model rejection rates can be interpreted similarly to statistical power. 

Abbreviations used in this table are explained in Table 6.  
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Across the three factor variance ratios, model rejection rates based on the RI strategy did 

not differ substantially or systematically as a function of the factor variance ratios. Average 

rejection rates were 7.3%, 7.4% and 6.9% for the factor variance ratio conditions of 1:1, 1.2:0.8 

and 0.8:1.2, respectively. Regarding the model rejection rates across the four factor loading 

patterns, different trends were observed in the 0.1 and 0.4 loading difference conditions. Within 

conditions with a loading difference of 0.1, model rejection rates in the four loading pattern 

conditions were similar. Within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, model rejection rates 

were higher in the “mixed” pattern conditions (with a mean of 23.2%) than in the “1
st
 loading 

unequal,” “2
nd

 loading unequal” and “all lower” pattern conditions (with means of 6.6%, 6.6% 

and 6.2%, respectively). In addition, model rejection rates were similar in the latter three loading 

pattern conditions. The trends in the rejection rates across the three sample size ratios were also 

different in the 0.1 and 0.4 loading difference conditions. In the 0.1 loading difference conditions, 

model rejection rates under the three sample size ratios did not show substantial or systematic 

differences. In the 0.4 loading difference conditions, the 1:1 and 4:1 sample size ratio conditions 

generally led to higher model rejection rates than did the 1:4 sample size ratio conditions. 

Comparing the model rejection rates across the 1:1 and 4:1 sample size ratio conditions, no 

substantial difference was observed. Within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, average 

model rejection rates were 13.7%, 13.1% and 5.1% for the 1:1, 4:1 and 1:4 sample size ratio 

conditions, respectively. 

In Table 18, model rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling method when 

using a cutoff of 0.90 in conditions in which the latent mean difference was equal to 0.5 are 

presented. Consistent with the trend in the model rejection rates based on the RI strategy, model 

rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling method increased as the load difference 
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magnitude increased with a few exceptions. For example, with the sample size ratio of 1:4 and in 

the “all lower” pattern conditions, model rejection rates in the 0.4 loading difference conditions 

were lower than their counterparts in the 0.1 loading difference conditions. For the loading 

difference conditions of 0.1 and 0.4, average rejection rates were 6.5% and 23.8%, respectively. 

Across the three factor variance ratios, model rejection rates when the factor-variance scaling 

method was used were generally higher in the factor variance ratio conditions of 0.8:1.2 than in 

the factor variance ratio conditions of 1:1 and 1.2:0.8. This trend was most obvious in conditions 

with a loading difference of 0.4. In conditions in which the true loading difference was 0.4 and 

the factor variance ratio was 0.8:1.2, most of the model rejection rates were above 40% and the 

highest rejection rate was 88.6%. In conditions where the true loading difference was 0.4 and the 

factor variance ratio was 1:1, most of the model rejection rates were below 20% and the highest 

rate was 53.5%. In conditions where the true loading difference was 0.4 and the factor variance 

ratio was 1.2:0.8, most of the model rejection rates were below 10% and the highest rate was 

52%. Average model rejection rates were 12%, 10% and 23.4%, respectively, for the 1:1, 1.2:0.8 

and 0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio conditions. Across the four factor loading patterns, clear trends 

were only found in conditions in which the loading difference was 0.4. When the true loading 

difference was 0.4, model rejection rates were generally higher in the “all lower” and “mixed” 

pattern conditions than in the “1
st
 loading unequal” and “2

nd
 loading unequal” pattern conditions. 

Average rejection rates were 17%, 17.5%, 30.9% and 29.7% for the “1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 

loading unequal,” “all lower” and “mixed” pattern conditions, respectively. Regarding the model 

rejection rates across the three sample size ratios, clear trends were also observed only in the 0.4 

loading difference conditions. To be precise, model rejection rates were higher in the 1:1 and 4:1 

sample size ratio conditions than in the 1:4 conditions. Additionally, model rejection rates were 
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similar in the 1:1 and 4:1 sample size ratio conditions. In conditions in which the true loading 

difference was 0.4, average rejection rate were 33.5%, 30.5% and 7.3% for the 1:1, 4:1 and 1:4 

sample size ratio conditions, respectively.  

Using a cutoff value of 0.95 in the equal factor loading conditions. Table 19 presents 

the model rejection rates of the CFI when using a cutoff value of 0.95 in conditions where the 

true latent mean difference was equal to zero. In the equal factor loading conditions, the model 

rejection rates based on the RI strategy, which can be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates, 

were found to be high (ranging from 13.7% to 23.3%). When the factor-variance scaling method 

was implemented, the incorrect model rejection rates in the equal factor variance conditions, 

which can also be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates, were high (in the range of 18% to 

20.7%). The correct model rejection rates in the unequal factor variance conditions, which can be 

interpreted similarly to statistical power, were found to below (ranging from 19.5% to 29.9%). 

Using a cutoff value of 0.95 in the unequal factor loading conditions. When using a 

cutoff value of 0.95, model rejection rates in the unequal factor loading conditions were higher 

than their counterparts in Table 18 in which a cutoff value of 0.90 was used. Additionally, the 

trends across loading difference magnitudes, factor loading patterns, sample size ratios and factor 

variance ratios were consistent with those observed when using a cutoff of 0.90. First, model 

rejection rates based on the RI strategy were generally higher in the 0.4 loading difference 

conditions than in the 0.1 loading difference conditions with a few exceptions. For example, in 

conditions where the sample size ratio was 1:4 and factor loadings were in the “all lower” pattern, 

model rejection rates were lower in conditions with a loading difference of 0.4 than in conditions 

with a loading difference of 0.1. These exceptions were also found in Table 18 when using a 
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cutoff value of 0.90. For the 0.1 and 0.4 loading difference conditions, average rejection rates 

were 17.5% and 36.9%, respectively.  

Table 19 

Model Rejection Rates of the CFI When Using a Cutoff of 0.95 in Conditions where the Latent 

Mean Difference is Zero 

                                                                          Factor Variance Ratio 

   1:1 1.2 :0.8 0.8:1.2 

Loading 

Difference  

Loading Pattern Sample 

Size 

Ratio 

  RI        FV    RI        FV   RI        FV 

0 Equal Loading  250:250 0.200  0.207 0.164  0.289 0.176  0.278 

  100:400 0.182  0.186 0.233  0.299 0.153  0.203 

  400:100 0.179  0.180 0.137  0.195 0.220  0.288 

0.1 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.173  0.179 0.185  0.257 0.164  0.342 

 100:400 0.156  0.170 0.216  0.265 0.126  0.215 

 400:100 0.189  0.190 0.151  0.196 0.234  0.352 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal  

250:250 0.166  0.163 0.168  0.226 0.166  0.341 

 100:400 0.173  0.190 0.214  0.248 0.143  0.230 

 400:100 0.192  0.197 0.136  0.194 0.243  0.377 

 All Lower  250:250 0.191  0.210 0.166  0.211 0.163  0.395 

  100:400 0.153  0.177 0.171  0.196 0.105  0.234  

  400:100 0.189  0.205 0.161  0.193 0.216  0.397 

 Mixed  250:250 0.190  0.199 0.174  0.316 0.185  0.303 

  100:400 0.185  0.187 0.204  0.271 0.148  0.220 

  400:100 0.165  0.180 0.131  0.200 0.208  0.296 

0.4 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.311  0.511 0.357  0.355 0.271  0.826 

 100:400 0.163  0.274 0.250  0.251 0.085  0.380 

 400:100 0.386  0.478 0.303  0.303 0.393  0.768 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.314  0.516 0.372  0.381 0.259  0.821 

 100:400 0.151  0.279 0.253  0.261 0.084  0.395 

 400:100 0.370  0.468 0.280  0.289 0.421  0.779 

 All Lower 250:250 0.275  0.841 0.406  0.575 0.140  0.979 

  100:400 0.035  0.207 0.098  0.163 0.010  0.374 

  400:100 0.518  0.863 0.525  0.605 0.493  0.981 

 Mixed 250:250 0.848  0.851 0.803  0.892 0.796  0.889 

  100:400 0.568  0.596 0.733  0.768 0.338  0.554 

  400:100 0.583  0.598 0.360  0.542 0.729  0.756 

Note. Model rejection rates that can be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates are italicized. 

The rest of the model rejection rates can be interpreted similarly to statistical power. 

Abbreviations used in this table are explained in Table 6.  
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Second, model rejection rates based on the RI strategy did not differ substantially or 

systematically as a function of the factor variance ratios. Average model rejection rates were 

27.7%, 28.4% and 25.5% for the factor variance ratio conditions of 1:1, 1.2:0.8 and 0.8:1.2, 

respectively. Third, when using a cutoff value of 0.95, the trends across the four factor loading 

patterns were also consistent with those when using a cutoff value of 0.90. Specifically, within 

conditions with a loading difference of 0.1, model rejection rates were similar in the four loading 

pattern conditions. Within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, model rejection rates 

differed systematically across the four loading patterns. The “mixed” pattern condition generally 

led to higher model rejection rates than did the “1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 loading unequal” and 

“all lower” pattern conditions. In the “mixed” pattern conditions, all model rejection rates were 

above 30% and most of them exceeded 50% with the highest rate of 84.8%. Much lower model 

rejection rates were found in the“1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 loading unequal” and “all lower” 

pattern conditions. Within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, average model rejection 

rates were 28%, 27.8%, 27.8% and 64% for the “1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 loading unequal,” “all 

lower” and “mixed” pattern conditions, respectively. Last, the trends across the three sample size 

ratios were also different in the 0.1 and 0.4 loading difference conditions. When the true loading 

difference was set to a value of 0.1, no clear trend across the sample size ratios was found. When 

the true loading difference was set to a value of 0.4, the 1:1 and 4:1 sample size ratio conditions 

generally led to higher model rejection rates than did the 1:4 sample size ratio conditions. In 

addition, model rejection rates did not differ substantially or systematically in the 1:1 and 4:1 

sample size ratio conditions. Within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, average model 

rejection rates were 42.9%, 44.7% and 23.1% for the 1:1, 4:1 and 1:4 sample size ratio 

conditions, respectively.  
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When using a cutoff value of 0.95, model rejection rates based on the factor-variance 

scaling method were also higher than those when using a cutoff value of 0.90. The trends across 

loading difference magnitudes, factor variance ratios, factor loading patterns and sample size 

ratios were consistent with those found when using a cutoff value of 0.90. For the two loading 

difference magnitudes, model rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling method were 

higher when the loading difference was larger. In the 0.4 loading difference conditions, several 

model rejection rates were above 80% and two of them were greater than 95%. In contrast, in the 

0.1 loading difference conditions, model rejection rates were in the range 16.3% to 39.7%. 

Average rejection rates were 24.2% and 56.6% for the loading difference conditions of 0.1 and 

0.4, respectively. Across the three factor variance ratios, model rejection rates based on the 

factor-variance scaling method were higher in conditions with a factor variance ratio of 0.8:1.2 

than in conditions with a factor variance ratio of 1:1 or 1.2:0.8. All the model rejection rates in 

the 0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio conditions were above 20% and two of them were greater than 

95%. For the 0.8:1.2, 1:1 and 1.2:0.8 factor variance ratio conditions, average model rejection 

rates were 50.9%, 36.4% and 34.6%, respectively. Regarding the model rejection rates across the 

four factor loading patterns, clear trends were only found in the 0.4 loading difference conditions. 

More specifically, model rejection rates in the “all lower” and “mixed” pattern conditions were 

generally higher than those in the “1
st
 loading unequal” and “2

nd
 loading unequal” pattern 

conditions. Model rejection rates did not differ substantially in the first two pattern conditions 

and were also similar in the latter two pattern conditions. Within conditions with a loading 

difference of 0.4, average model rejection rates were 46.1%, 46.5%, 62.1% and 71.6% for the 

“1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 loading unequal,” “all lower” and “mixed” pattern conditions, 

respectively. Across the three sample size ratios, the sample size ratio conditions of 1:1 and 4:1 
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generally led to higher model rejection rates than did the 1:4 sample size ratio conditions. In 

addition, model rejection rates in the sample size ratio conditions of 1:1 and 4:1 did not show 

large or systematic differences. These trends were most obvious in the 0.4 loading difference 

conditions, in which average model rejection rates were 70.3%, 61.9% and 37.5% for the 

respective 1:1, 4:1 and 1:4 sample size ratio conditions. 

Latent Mean Difference of 0.5 

Using a cutoff value of 0.90 in the equal factor loading conditions. Table 20 presents 

the model rejection rates of the CFI when using a cutoff value of 0.90 in conditions where the 

true latent mean difference was equal to 0.5. In the equal factor loading conditions, the incorrect 

model rejection rates based on the RI strategy, which can be interpreted similarly to Type I error 

rates, were all around 5% with two exceptions (1.9% and 2.2%). These two low rejection rates 

were found in the unequal sample size conditions. When the factor-variance scaling method was 

implemented, the incorrect model rejection rates under the 1:1 factor variance ratio conditions 

were all around 5%. The correct model rejection rates under the 1.2:0.8 and 0.8:1.2 factor 

variance ratio conditions, which can be interpreted similarly to statistical power, were found to 

be low (ranging from 4.3% to 10.5%).  

Using a cutoff value of 0.90 in the unequal factor loading conditions. In the unequal 

factor loading conditions, most of the model rejection rates based on the RI strategy were higher 

in the 0.4 loading difference conditions than in the 0.1 loading difference conditions. However, 

there were a few exceptions. For example, in conditions in which the loading difference was 0.4 

and the sample size ratio was 1:4, some unexpected low rejection rates (including two rejection 

rates equal to zero) were observed under the “1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 loading unequal” and 
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“all lower” pattern conditions. These rejection rates were lower than their counterparts in 

conditions in which the loading difference was 0.1. Average model rejection rates were 3.9% and 

13.9% for the loading difference conditions of 0.1 and 0.4, respectively. Across the three factor 

variance ratios, model rejection rates based on the RI strategy did not show large differences. 

Average model rejection rates were 9%, 9.4% and 8.4%, respectively, for the 1:1, 1.2:0.8 and 

0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio conditions. Across the four factor loading patterns, model rejection 

rates based on the RI strategy did not show clear trends within the 0.1 loading difference 

conditions. Systematic differences across the four factor loading patterns were found within the 

0.4 loading difference conditions. More specifically, model rejection rates in the “mixed” pattern 

conditions were higher than those in the “1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 loading unequal” and “all 

lower” pattern conditions. Many model rejection rates in the “mixed” pattern condition were 

above 30% whereas most of the model rejection rates were below 10% in the “1
st
 loading 

unequal,” “2
nd

 loading unequal” and “all lower” pattern conditions. Within conditions with a 

loading difference of 0.4, average model rejection rates were 8.2%, 7.9%, 7.3% and 32.3% for 

the “1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 loading unequal,” “all lower” and “mixed” pattern conditions, 

respectively. Across the three sample size ratios, model rejection rates based on the RI strategy 

were generally higher in the 1:1 and 4:1 sample size ratio conditions than in the 1:4 sample size 

ratio conditions. Additionally, model rejection rates were similar in the 1:1 and 4:1 sample size 

ratio conditions. Average rejection rates were 10.4%, 12% and 4.4% for the 1:1, 4:1 and 1:4 

sample size ratio conditions, respectively. 
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Table 20 

Model Rejection Rates of the CFI When Using a Cutoff of 0.90 in Conditions where the Latent 

Mean Difference is 0.5 

                                                                    Factor Variance Ratio 

   1:1 1.2 :0.8 0.8:1.2 

Loading 

Difference  

Loading Pattern Sample 

Size 

Ratio 

 RI         FV   RI        FV   RI        FV 

0 Equal Loading  250:250 0.036  0.040 0.041  0.095 0.031  0.075 

  100:400 0.046  0.046 0.062  0.104 0.022  0.048 

  400:100 0.054  0.056 0.019  0.043 0.066  0.105 

0.1 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.042  0.050 0.036  0.076 0.033  0.109 

 100:400 0.033  0.040 0.052  0.079 0.023  0.043 

 400:100 0.048  0.055 0.030  0.047 0.073  0.143 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal  

250:250 0.046  0.053 0.042  0.072 0.039  0.114 

 100:400 0.030  0.031 0.052  0.082 0.020  0.043 

 400:100 0.044  0.047 0.026  0.041 0.064  0.140 

 All Lower  250:250 0.039  0.048 0.040  0.055 0.033  0.129 

  100:400 0.021  0.027 0.038  0.049 0.011  0.029  

  400:100 0.034  0.038 0.029  0.041 0.070  0.166 

 Mixed  250:250 0.036  0.036 0.042  0.081 0.042  0.088 

  100:400 0.035  0.043 0.061  0.103 0.022  0.043 

  400:100 0.045  0.046 0.014  0.032 0.075  0.110 

0.4 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.069  0.168 0.101  0.103 0.058  0.466 

 100:400 0.015  0.042 0.038  0.045 0.004  0.055 

 400:100 0.167  0.245 0.114  0.120 0.171  0.536 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.080  0.184 0.117  0.123 0.033  0.456 

 100:400 0.010  0.024 0.051  0.055 0.001  0.053 

 400:100 0.143  0.231 0.094  0.110 0.180  0.545 

 All Lower 250:250 0.022  0.314 0.063  0.135 0.010  0.693 

  100:400 0.000  0.006 0.002  0.005 0.000  0.007 

  400:100 0.195  0.594 0.202  0.263 0.166  0.913 

 Mixed 250:250 0.547  0.553 0.544  0.669 0.388  0.568 

  100:400 0.161  0.181 0.327  0.371 0.049  0.109 

  400:100 0.305  0.313 0.135  0.247 0.450  0.512 

Note. Model rejection rates that can be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates are italicized. 

The rest of the model rejection rates can be interpreted similarly to statistical power. 

Abbreviations used in this table are explained in Table 6.  

.   
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Table 20 also contains the model rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling 

method when using a cutoff value of 0.90 in conditions where the true latent mean difference 

was equal to 0.5. Across the two magnitudes of the loading difference, model rejection rates 

increased as the magnitude of the loading difference increased with a few exceptions. For 

example, in conditions where the sample size ratio was 1:4 and factor loadings were in the “1
st
 

loading unequal,” “2
nd

 loading unequal” or “all lower” patterns, model rejection rates decreased 

as the loading difference magnitude increased. Average model rejection rates were 6.7% and 

27.8% for the loading difference conditions of 0.1 and 0.4, respectively. Across the three factor 

variance ratios, model rejection rates were generally higher in the 0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio 

conditions than in the 1:1 and 1.2:0.8 factor variance ratio conditions. This trend was most 

obvious in conditions with a loading difference of 0.4. In conditions in which the factor variance 

ratio was 0.8:1.2 and the loading difference was 0.4, most of the model rejection rates were 

above 40% and one of them exceeded 90%. In contrast, in conditions in which the true loading 

difference was 0.4 and the factor variance ratio was 1:1 or 1.2:0.8, most of the model rejection 

rates were below 30%. Average model rejection rates were 14%, 12.5% and 25.3% for the factor 

variance ratio conditions of 1:1, 1.2:0.8 and 0.8:1.2, respectively. Regarding the model rejection 

rates across the four factor loading patterns, clear trends were only observed in conditions in 

which the loading difference was 0.4. Specifically, model rejection rates in the “all lower” and 

“mixed” pattern conditions were higher than those in the “1
st
 loading unequal” and “2

nd
 loading 

unequal” pattern conditions. Model rejection rates were similar in the “1
st
 loading unequal” and 

“2
nd

 loading unequal” pattern conditions. Additionally, no systematic difference was found when 

comparing the model rejection rates in the “all lower” and “mixed” pattern conditions. In 

conditions in which the true loading difference was 0.4, average model rejection rates were 
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19.8%, 19.8%, 32.6% and 39.1% for the “1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 loading unequal,” “all lower” 

and “mixed” pattern conditions, respectively. Across the three sample size ratios, model rejection 

rates were generally higher in the 1:1 and 4:1 sample size ratio conditions than in the 1:4 sample 

size ratio conditions. In addition, model rejection rates in the first two sample size ratio 

conditions did not differ substantially or systematically. Average model rejection rates were 

22.3%, 23.1% and 6.5% for the 1:1, 4:1 and 1:4 sample size ratio conditions, respectively.  

Using a cutoff value of 0.95 in the equal factor loading conditions. Table 21 contains 

the model rejection rates of the CFI when using a cutoff value of 0.95 in conditions where the 

true latent mean difference was equal to 0.5. In the equal factor loading conditions, model 

rejection rates obtained when using a cutoff of 0.95 were higher than those in Table 20 in which 

a cutoff of 0.90 was used. The incorrect model rejection rates based on the RI strategy, which 

can be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates, were much higher than 5% (in the range of 13.9% 

to 21.4%). In the equal factor variance conditions, the incorrect model rejection rates based on 

the factor-variance scaling method, which can also be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates, 

were found to be higher than 5% (ranging from 18.1% to 20.4%). In the unequal factor variance 

conditions (with a factor variance ratio of 1.2:0.8 or 0.8:1.2), the model rejection rates based on 

the factor-variance conditions can be interpreted similarly to statistical power. These correct 

model rejection rates were found to be overly low (ranging from 21.2% to 30.8%). 

Using a cutoff value of 0.95 in the unequal factor loading conditions. In the unequal 

factor loading conditions, model rejection rates observed when using a cutoff value of 0.95 were 

higher than those observed when using a cutoff value of 0.90. In addition, the trends in the model 

rejection rates across loading difference magnitudes, factor variance ratios, and factor loading 

patterns were consistent with those obtained when using a cutoff value of 0.90.  
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When the RI strategy was implemented, model rejection rates were generally higher in 

the 0.4 loading difference conditions than in the 0.1 loading difference conditions, with average 

rejection rates of 40.8% and 18%, respectively. A few exceptions were observed. For example, 

in conditions in which the sample size ratio was 1:4, factor variance ratio was 1:1 or 0.8:1.2 and 

factor loadings were in the “1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 loading unequal” or “all lower” pattern 

conditions, model rejection rates were lower in the 0.4 loading difference conditions than in the 

0.1 loading difference conditions. These unexpected results were also observed in Table 20 

where a cutoff value of 0.90 was used. Additionally, model rejection rates based on the RI 

strategy did not differ substantially or systematically as a function of the factor variance ratios. 

Average model rejection rates were 29.7%, 31.7% and 26.9% for the factor variance ratio 

conditions of 1:1, 1.2:0.8 and 0.8:1.2, respectively. Regarding the model rejection rates across 

the four factor loading patterns, no clear trend was observed in conditions with a loading 

difference of 0.1. However, in conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, model rejection rates 

varied as a function of the factor loading patterns. More specifically, model rejection rates were 

highest in the “mixed pattern” conditions in which all but one model rejection rates were above 

50% and three of them exceeded 80%. Lower and similar rejection rates were found in the “1
st
 

loading unequal,” “2
nd

 loading unequal” and “all lower” pattern conditions in which most of the 

rejection rates were below 50% and some of them were lower than 10%. Within conditions with 

a loading difference of 0.4, average model rejection rates were 31%, 30.7%, 28.6 and 72.9% for 

the “1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 loading unequal,” “all lower” and “mixed” pattern conditions, 

respectively.  
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Table 21 

Model Rejection Rates of the CFI When Using a Cutoff of 0.95 in Conditions where the Latent 

Mean Difference is 0.5 

                                                                          Factor Variance Ratio 

   1:1 1.2 :0.8 0.8:1.2 

Loading 

Difference  

Loading Pattern Sample 

Size 

Ratio 

  RI        FV    RI       FV   RI       FV 

0 Equal Loading  250:250 0.176  0.181 0.181  0.299 0.172  0.285 

  100:400 0.182  0.181 0.208  0.283 0.152  0.212 

  400:100 0.210  0.204 0.139  0.226 0.214  0.308 

0.1 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.180  0.194 0.185  0.257 0.166  0.327 

 100:400 0.187  0.198 0.222  0.255 0.150  0.245 

 400:100 0.201  0.206 0.154  0.200 0.221  0.342 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal  

250:250 0.183  0.199 0.199  0.263 0.166  0.347 

 100:400 0.146  0.155 0.206  0.260 0.123  0.213 

 400:100 0.188  0.200 0.152  0.205 0.220  0.353 

 All Lower  250:250 0.177  0.203 0.192  0.232 0.158  0.399 

  100:400 0.152  0.160 0.208  0.237 0.103  0.231  

  400:100 0.174  0.198 0.156  0.175 0.229  0.415 

 Mixed  250:250 0.195  0.202 0.186  0.314 0.188  0.304 

  100:400 0.174  0.177 0.219  0.291 0.138  0.213 

  400:100 0.207  0.219 0.141  0.206 0.246  0.326 

0.4 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.328  0.520 0.413  0.421 0.284  0.815 

 100:400 0.139  0.248 0.247  0.256 0.082  0.374 

 400:100 0.442  0.546 0.403  0.397 0.452  0.810 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.356  0.547 0.420  0.428 0.242  0.817 

 100:400 0.145  0.259 0.253  0.252 0.071  0.391 

 400:100 0.431  0.539 0.357  0.365 0.488  0.815 

 All Lower 250:250 0.285  0.815 0.408  0.566 0.152  0.975 

  100:400 0.028  0.216 0.013  0.156 0.006  0.375 

  400:100 0.578  0.893 0.600  0.675 0.500  0.993 

 Mixed 250:250 0.909  0.906 0.897  0.948 0.842  0.945 

  100:400 0.583  0.618 0.751  0.771 0.368  0.568 

  400:100 0.735  0.743 0.627  0.761 0.849  0.875 

Note. Model rejection rates that can be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates are italicized. 

The rest of the model rejection rates can be interpreted similarly to statistical power. 

Abbreviations used in this table are explained in Table 6. 

Using a cutoff value of 0.95, the trends across the three sample size ratios were slightly 

different from those observed when using a cutoff value 0.90. Clear trends across the three 

sample size ratios were only observed within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, instead 
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of in both the 0.1 and 0.4 lading difference conditions. Model rejection rates under the sample 

size ratio conditions of 1:1 and 4:1 were generally higher than those under the sample size ratio 

conditions of 1:4. In addition, model rejection rates in the 1:1 and 4:1 sample size ratio 

conditions did not show systematic differences. Within the 0.4 loading difference conditions, 

average model rejection rates were 46.1%, 53.9% and 22.4% for the 1:1, 4:1 and 1:4 sample size 

ratio conditions, respectively.  

When the factor-variance scaling method was used to set the scale of the latent variable, 

model rejection rates obtained when using a cutoff value of 0.95 were also higher than those 

observed when using a cutoff value of 0.90. In addition, the trends across loading difference 

magnitudes and factor variance ratios were consistent with those using a cutoff value of 0.90. 

First, as expected, model rejection rates increased as the loading difference magnitude increased. 

Within the 0.4 loading difference conditions, several model rejection rates were between 80% 

and 90% or above 90%. In contrast, within the 0.1 loading difference conditions, most of the 

model rejection rates were between 15% and 35%. Average model rejection rates were 24.8% 

and 60% for the loading difference conditions of 0.1 and 0.4, respectively. Second, model 

rejection rates were generally higher in the 0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio conditions than in the 1:1 

and 1.2:0.8 factor variance ratio conditions. This trend was most obvious in the 0.4 loading 

difference conditions in which eight out of twelve model rejection rates under the factor variance 

ratio conditions of 0.8:1.2 were above 80% and three of them were close to 100%.  

When using a cutoff value of 0.95, the trends across the four factor loading patterns were 

not completely consistent with those observed when using a cutoff value of 0.90. Specifically, 

within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, model rejection rates were higher in the “all 

lower” and “mixed” pattern conditions (with average rejection rates of 62.9% and 79.3%, 
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respectively) than in the “1
st
 loading unequal” and “2

nd
 loading unequal” pattern conditions (with 

average rejection rates of 48.7% and 49%, respectively). In addition, most of the model rejection 

rates in the “mixed” pattern conditions were slightly higher than those in the “all lower” pattern 

conditions. In contrast, when using a cutoff of 0.90, model rejection rates in the “mixed” and “all 

lower” pattern conditions were similar. Another inconsistent trend was observed when inspecting 

the model rejection rates across the three sample size ratios. When using a cutoff value of 0.95, 

only in the 0.4 loading difference conditions, model rejection rates differed as a function of the 

sample size ratios (i.e., model rejection rates were generally higher in the 1:1 and 4:1 sample size 

ratio conditions than in the 1:4 sample size ratio conditions). When using a cutoff value of 0.90, 

the trend across the three sample size ratios was observed in both the 0.1 and 0.4 loading 

difference conditions.  

Model Rejection Rates of the TLI 

Model rejection rates of the TLI model fit index were investigated under varying 

conditions in this simulation study. Two TLI cutoff values, 0.90 and 0.95, which were suggested 

by Bentler and Bonnet (1980) and Hu and Bentler (1999), respectively, were used to evaluate 

model fit. It means that if the TLI value was less than the relevant cutoff value (0.90 or 0.95) 

then the null hypothesis of model fit was rejected. Table 22 and Table 23 contain the model 

rejection rates of the TLI when using cutoff values of 0.90 and 0.95, respectively, in conditions 

where the true latent mean difference was equal to zero. Table 24 and Table 25 present the model 

rejection rates of the TLI when using cutoff values of 0.90 and 0.95, respectively, in conditions 

where the true latent mean difference was equal to 0.5. In each table, values above the dashed 

line are the model rejection rates of the TLI in the equal factor loading conditions. For the model 

rejection rates based on the RI strategy, they can be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates 
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since the estimating models were correctly specified. For the model rejection rates based on the 

factor-variance scaling method, they can be also interpreted similarly to Type I error rates under 

the equal factor variance conditions. In addition, model rejection rates can be interpreted 

similarly to statistical power under the 1.2:0.8 and 0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio conditions since 

the estimating models were incorrectly specified by constraining unequal factor variances to a 

value of one across groups. In each table, values below the dashed line are the model rejection 

rates of the TLI in the unequal factor loading conditions. These rejection rates can be interpreted 

similarly to statistical power since all the estimating models were incorrectly specified by 

constraining unequal factor loadings to be equal across groups. In Tables 22 to 25, all model 

rejection rates that can be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates are italicized. 

Latent Mean Difference of Zero 

Using a cutoff value of 0.90 in the equal factor loading conditions. Table 22 presents 

the model rejection rates when using a cutoff of 0.90 in conditions where the true latent mean 

difference was equal to zero. In the equal factor loading conditions, two out of nine incorrect 

model rejection rates based on the RI strategy were found to be overly high (8.7% and 9.1%). 

Both rates were found in the unequal sample size conditions (with a sample size ratio of 1:4 or 

4:1). Regarding the model rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling method, all 

incorrect rejection rates under the equal factor variance conditions were around 5% and all 

correct rejection rates under the 0.8:1.2 and 1.2:0.8 factor variance ratio conditions were found to 

be too low (in the range of 3.8% to 14.1%).  

Using a cutoff value of 0.90 in the unequal factor loading conditions. In the unequal 

factor loading conditions, model rejection rates based on the RI strategy were generally higher in 
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the 0.4 loading difference conditions than in the 0.1 loading difference conditions. The average 

model rejection rates were 4.7% and 12.8% for loading difference conditions of 0.1 and 0.4, 

respectively. However, in a few conditions, opposite trend was observed. For example, in 

conditions where the sample size ratio was 1:4 and factor loadings were in the “1
st
 loading 

unequal” or “all lower” pattern, model rejection rates were lower in the 0.4 loading difference 

conditions than in the 0.1 loading difference conditions. Across the three factor variance ratios, 

model rejection rates based on the RI strategy did not differ substantially or systematically. 

Average model rejection rates were 8.9%, 9% and 8.3% for the factor variance ratio conditions 

of 1:1, 1.2:0.8 and 0.8:1.2, respectively. Regarding the model rejection rates across the four 

factor loading patterns, clear trends were observed only in conditions in which the loading 

difference was 0.4. In conditions in which the loading difference was 0.1, model rejection rates 

in the four loading pattern conditions were all similar. In conditions in which the loading 

difference was 0.4, model rejection rates in the “mixed” pattern conditions(with a mean of 27.4%) 

were higher than those in the “1
st
loading unequal,” “2

nd
 loading unequal” and “all lower” pattern 

conditions (with means of 8.2%, 8.1% and 7.4%, respectively). In addition, model rejection rates 

in the latter three conditions did not show substantial or systematic differences. Similarly, clear 

trends across the three sample size ratios were only found in the 0.4 loading difference 

conditions. Specifically, model rejection rates were generally lower in the 1:4 sample size ratio 

conditions than in the 1:1 and 4:1 sample size ratio conditions. In addition, model rejection rates 

were similar in the 1:1 and 4:1 conditions. Within the 0.4 loading difference conditions, average 

model rejection rates were 16.3%, 15.6% and 6.4%, respectively, for the 1:1, 4:1 and 1:4 sample 

size ratio conditions.  
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Table 22 

Model Rejection Rates of the TLI When Using a Cutoff of 0.90 in Conditions where the Latent 

Mean Difference is Zero  

                                                                          Factor Variance Ratio 

   1:1 1.2 :0.8 0.8:1.2 

Loading 

Difference  

Loading Pattern Sample 

Size 

Ratio 

  RI       FV    RI       FV   RI       FV 

0 Equal Loading  250:250 0.060  0.058 0.038  0.089 0.046  0.095 

  100:400 0.051  0.043 0.087  0.128 0.030  0.038 

  400:100 0.060  0.052 0.031  0.045 0.091  0.141 

0.1 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.055  0.052 0.051  0.066 0.038  0.116 

 100:400 0.044  0.045 0.068  0.086 0.014  0.042 

 400:100 0.048  0.050 0.029  0.039 0.094  0.149 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal  

250:250 0.048  0.049 0.044  0.060 0.037  0.109 

 100:400 0.046  0.044 0.062  0.071 0.025  0.048 

 400:100 0.048  0.050 0.036  0.047 0.083  0.162 

 All Lower  250:250 0.051  0.056 0.036  0.052 0.036  0.142 

  100:400 0.034  0.035 0.043  0.059 0.014  0.042  

  400:100 0.068  0.072 0.035  0.040 0.082  0.176 

 Mixed  250:250 0.047  0.046 0.048  0.097 0.052  0.094 

  100:400 0.052  0.052 0.061  0.092 0.027  0.053 

  400:100 0.048  0.039 0.022  0.044 0.063  0.109 

0.4 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.090  0.176 0.120  0.144 0.054  0.481 

 100:400 0.019  0.031 0.048  0.044 0.006  0.058 

 400:100 0.157  0.206 0.089  0.076 0.159  0.474 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.089  0.183 0.114  0.103 0.059  0.477 

 100:400 0.023  0.047 0.069  0.060 0.003  0.064 

 400:100 0.116  0.175 0.086  0.078 0.172  0.503 

 All Lower 250:250 0.036  0.352 0.085  0.142 0.004  0.710 

  100:400 0.000  0.009 0.000  0.001 0.001  0.009 

  400:100 0.180  0.562 0.189  0.240 0.167  0.899 

 Mixed 250:250 0.478  0.460 0.426  0.543 0.403  0.541 

  100:400 0.188  0.187 0.352  0.375 0.057  0.113 

  400:100 0.171  0.171 0.054  0.115 0.334  0.357 

Note. Model rejection rates that can be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates are italicized. 

The rest of the model rejection rates can be interpreted similarly to statistical power. 

Abbreviations used in this table are explained in Table 6.  

Table 22 also contains the model rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling 

method when using a cutoff of 0.90 in conditions in which the latent mean difference was equal 

to zero. In the unequal factor loading conditions, model rejection rates based on the factor-
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variance scaling method were slightly higher than those based on the RI strategy. In addition, the 

trends in the rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling method were consistent with 

those based on the RI strategy. First, model rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling 

method increased as the loading difference magnitude increased. For the loading difference 

conditions of 0.1 and 0.4, average rejection rates were 7.2% and 25.5%, respectively. Second, the 

trends in the model rejection rates across the four factor loading patterns were different for the 

0.1 and 0.4 loading difference conditions. In conditions in which the loading difference was 0.1, 

model rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling method did not vary greatly as a 

function of the factor loading patterns. In conditions in which the loading difference was 0.4, 

model rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling method were similar in the “1
st
 loading 

unequal” and “2
nd

 loading unequal” pattern conditions with the same average rejection rate of 

18.8%. Higher rejection rates were found in the “all lower” and “mixed” pattern conditions with 

means of 32.5% and 31.8%, respectively. Third, model rejection rates based on the factor-

variance scaling method were generally higher in conditions in which the factor variance ratio 

was 0.8:1.2 than in conditions in which the factor variance ratio was 1:1 or 1.2:0.8. This trend 

was most obvious in conditions with a loading difference of 0.4 in which more than half of the 

model rejection rates in the 0.8:1.2 facto variance ratio conditions were above 40% whereas 

more than half of the model rejection rates in the 1:1 and 1.2:0.8 factor variance ratio conditions 

were below 20%. Average model rejection rates were 13.1%, 11.1% and 24.7% for the 1:1, 

1.2:0.8 and 0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio conditions, respectively. Last, the 1:1 and 4:1 sample 

size ratio conditions led to higher model rejection rates than did the 1:4 sample size ratio 

conditions, particularly within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4. Additionally, model 

rejection rates were similar in the 1:1 and 4:1 sample size ratio conditions. The average model 
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rejection rates were 35.9%, 32.1% and 8.3% for the respective sample size ratio conditions of 1:1, 

4:1 and 1:4.  

Using a cutoff value of 0.95 in the equal factor loading conditions. Table 23 presents 

the model rejection rates of the TLI when using a cutoff value of 0.95 in conditions where the 

true latent mean difference was equal to zero. Compared to the model rejection rates in Table 22, 

it was found that using a cutoff value of 0.95 led to higher model rejection rates than did using a 

cutoff value of 0.90. In the equal factor loading conditions, model rejection rates based on the RI 

strategy, which can be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates, differed substantially from 5% 

(ranging from 15.4% to 24.9%). For the model rejection rates based on the factor-variance 

scaling method, they were overly high in the equal factor variance conditions (in the range of 

18.5% to 21.1%). In the unequal factor variance conditions, model rejection rates based on the 

factor-variance scaling method, which can be interpreted similarly to statistical power, were low 

(ranging from 21.1% to 31%).  

Using a cutoff value of 0.95 in the unequal factor loading conditions. When using a 

cutoff value of 0.95, model rejection rates in the unequal factor loading conditions were higher 

than those observed when using a cutoff value of 0.90. Additionally, using a cutoff value of 0.95, 

the trends across loading difference magnitudes, factor loading patterns, factor variance ratios 

and sample size ratios were consistent with those found when using a cutoff value of 0.90.  
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Table 23 

Model Rejection Rates of the TLI When Using a Cutoff of 0.95 in Conditions where the Latent 

Mean Difference is Zero 

                                                                           Factor Variance Ratio 

   1:1 1.2 :0.8 0.8:1.2 

Loading 

Difference  

Loading Pattern Sample 

Size 

Ratio 

  RI       FV    RI       FV   RI        FV 

0 Equal Loading  250:250 0.216  0.211 0.179  0.298 0.187  0.287 

  100:400 0.198  0.191 0.249  0.310 0.164  0.212 

  400:100 0.194  0.185 0.154  0.211 0.232  0.301 

0.1 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.187  0.189 0.202  0.270 0.187  0.351 

 100:400 0.174  0.178 0.232  0.276 0.138  0.227 

 400:100 0.200  0.196 0.167  0.205 0.247  0.361 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal  

250:250 0.181  0.173 0.180  0.236 0.181  0.357 

 100:400 0.186  0.195 0.228  0.253 0.156  0.236 

 400:100 0.208  0.211 0.153  0.197 0.261  0.385 

 All Lower  250:250 0.203  0.222 0.190  0.217 0.175  0.404 

  100:400 0.173  0.185 0.188  0.206 0.121  0.242  

  400:100 0.208  0.212 0.173  0.195 0.232  0.406 

 Mixed  250:250 0.203  0.205 0.195  0.321 0.201  0.311 

  100:400 0.203  0.194 0.220  0.284 0.168  0.226 

  400:100 0.179  0.183 0.144  0.205 0.222  0.300 

0.4 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.339  0.529 0.380  0.367 0.298  0.835 

 100:400 0.187  0.293 0.265  0.261 0.096  0.399 

 400:100 0.405  0.492 0.324  0.308 0.410  0.779 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.342  0.532 0.404  0.399 0.285  0.831 

 100:400 0.173  0.293 0.276  0.273 0.098  0.408 

 400:100 0.390  0.473 0.304  0.303 0.441  0.790 

 All Lower 250:250 0.311  0.847 0.446  0.593 0.161  0.980 

  100:400 0.045  0.225 0.117  0.181 0.018  0.398 

  400:100 0.550  0.865 0.553  0.616 0.519  0.982 

 Mixed 250:250 0.868  0.859 0.821  0.899 0.826  0.895 

  100:400 0.607  0.610 0.756  0.777 0.384  0.567 

  400:100 0.614  0.622 0.391  0.556 0.753  0.765 

Note. Model rejection rates that can be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates are italicized. 

The rest of the model rejection rates can be interpreted similarly to statistical power. 

Abbreviations used in this table are explained in Table 6.  

When the RI strategy was implemented, model rejection rates were generally higher in 

the 0.4 loading difference conditions (with a mean of 39.3%) than in the 0.1 loading difference 

conditions (with a mean of 19.1%). Similar to the rejection rates observed when using a cutoff 
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value of 0.90, there were some exceptions when using a cutoff value of 0.95. For example, in 

conditions in which the sample size ratio was 1:4, the factor variance ratio was 0.8:1.2 and factor 

loadings were in the “1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 loading unequal” or “all lower” pattern 

conditions, model rejection rates were lower in the 0.4 loading difference conditions than in the 

0.1 loading difference conditions. Across the three factor variance ratio conditions, model 

rejection rates did not show substantial or systematic differences. Average rejection rates were 

29.7%, 30.5% and 27.4% for the respective 1:1, 1.2:0.8 and 0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio 

conditions. Across the four factor loading patterns, clear trends were only found in the 0.4 

loading difference conditions. Within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, model 

rejection rates were similar in the “1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 loading unequal” and “all lower” 

pattern conditions with average rejection rates of 30%, 30.1% and 30.2%, respectively. Much 

higher model rejection rates were found in the “mixed” pattern conditions with an average 

rejection rate of 66.9%. For the three sample size ratios, the 1:1 and 4:1 sample size ratio 

conditions generally led to higher model rejection rates than did the 1:4 sample size ratio 

conditions, particularly in conditions in which the loading difference was 0.4. Additionally, 

model rejection rates were similar in the 1:1 and 4:1 sample size ratio conditions. Within the 0.4 

loading difference conditions, average model rejection rates were 45.7%, 47.1% and 25.2% for 

the 1:1, 4:1 and 1:4 sample size ratio conditions, respectively.  

When the factor-variance scaling method was used, model rejection rates observed when 

using a cutoff of 0.95 were also higher than those observed when using a cutoff of 0.90. 

Additionally, the trends across loading difference magnitudes, factor loading patterns and factor 

variance ratios were consistent with those obtained when using a cutoff of 0.90. First, model 

rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling method were higher when the loading 
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difference magnitude was larger. Average rejection rates were 25% and 57.8% for the loading 

difference conditions of 0.1 and 0.4, respectively. Across the three factor variance ratios, the 

0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio conditions led to higher model rejection rates than did the 1:1 and 

1.2:0.8 factor variance ratio conditions. Several high rejection rates (e.g., 98% and 98.2%) were 

only observed in the 0.8:1.2 conditions. Average model rejection rates were 51.8%, 37.4% and 

35%, respectively, for the 0.8:1.2, 1:1 and 1.2:0.8 factor variance ratio conditions. Inspecting the 

model rejection rates across the four factor loading patterns, it was found that within the 0.1 

loading difference conditions, model rejection rates did not differ substantially or systematically 

as a function of the factor loading patterns. Model rejection rates, however, varied across the four 

factor loading patterns in the 0.4 loading difference conditions. More specifically, model 

rejection rates were higher in the “all lower” and “mixed” pattern conditions (with average 

rejection rates of 63.2% and 72.8%, respectively) than in the “1
st
 loading unequal” and “2

nd
 

loading unequal” pattern conditions (with average rejection rates of 47.4% and 47.8%, 

respectively). Across the three sample size ratios, model rejection rates did not show clear trend 

in conditions in which the loading difference was 0.1. However, in conditions in which the 

loading difference was 0.4, model rejection rates were generally higher in the 1:1 and 4:1 sample 

size ratio conditions than in the 1:4 sample size ratio conditions. In addition, model rejection 

rates were generally higher in the 1:1 sample size ratio conditions than in the 4:1 sample size 

ratio conditions. This trend was slightly different from that observed when using a cutoff of 0.90 

in which model rejection rates in the 1:1 and 4:1 conditions did not differ substantially. Within 

conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, average model rejection rates were 71.4%, 62.9% 

and 39.0% for the 1:1, 4:1 and 1:4 sample size ratio conditions, respectively. 
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Latent Mean Difference of 0.5 

Using a cutoff value of 0.90 in the equal factor loading conditions. Table 24 contains 

the model rejection rates of the TLI when using a cutoff value of 0.90 in conditions where the 

true latent mean difference was equal to 0.5. In the equal factor loading conditions, one incorrect 

model rejection rate based on the RI strategy was found to be overly high (8%). When the factor-

variance scaling method was implemented, all incorrect model rejection rates in the equal factor 

variance conditions were around 5%, and all correct model rejection rates in the unequal factor 

variance conditions (with a factor variance ratio of 1.2:0.8 or 0.8:1.2) were found to be overly 

low (ranging from 4.9% to 12%). 

Using a cutoff value of 0.90 in the unequal factor loading conditions. In the unequal 

factor loading conditions, model rejection rates based on the RI strategy were investigated while 

varying the loading difference magnitude, factor variance ratio, factor loading pattern and sample 

size ratio. Across the two loading difference magnitudes, model rejection rates were generally 

higher when the loading difference magnitude was larger. Within conditions with a loading 

difference of 0.1, model rejection rates were all below 10% and the average rejection rate was 

4.9%. Within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, many model rejection rates were 

greater than 10% with the highest rejection rate of 59.8%, and the average rate was 16.4%. 

However, in a few conditions, opposite trend was observed. For example, in conditions in which 

the sample size ratio was 1:4 and factor loadings were in the “1
st
 loading unequal” or “all lower” 

pattern conditions, model rejection rates were lower in the 0.4 loading difference conditions than 

in the 0.1 loading difference conditions. Two zero rejection rates were found in the 0.4 loading 

difference conditions. Across the three factor variance ratios, model rejection rates did not show 

substantial differences and average model rejection rates were 10.7%, 11.4% and 9.9% for the 
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factor variance ratio conditions of 1:1, 1.2:0.8 and 0.8:1.2, respectively. Across the four factor 

loading patterns, different trends were observed in the 0.1 and 0.4 loading difference conditions. 

In conditions in which the loading difference was 0.1, model rejection rates in the four factor 

loading pattern conditions were similar. In conditions in which the loading difference was 0.4, 

model rejection rates were higher in the “mixed” pattern conditions than in the “1
st
 loading 

unequal,” “2
nd

 loading unequal” and “all lower” pattern conditions. Additionally, model rejection 

rates in the latter three conditions did not differ substantially or systematically. Average rejection 

rates were 9.9%, 9.6%, 9.1% and 36.9% for the “1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 loading unequal,” “all 

lower” and “mixed” pattern conditions, respectively. The trends across the three sample size 

ratios were also more obvious in the 0.4 loading difference conditions. Specifically, the sample 

size ratio conditions of 1:1 and 4:1 consistently led to higher model rejection rates than did the 

sample size ratio condition of 1:4. In addition, the sample size ratio condition of 4:1 generally led 

to higher rejection rates than did the sample size ratio condition of 1:1, although the differences 

in model rejection rates were not large. Within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, 

average model rejection rates were 19.4%, 23.0% and 6.8% for the 1:1, 4:1 and 1:4 sample size 

ratio conditions, respectively.  

When using a cutoff value of 0.90 in conditions in which the latent mean difference was 

equal to 0.5, model rejection rates when the factor-variance scaling method was used were also 

investigated. For the two loading difference magnitudes, model rejection rates based on the 

factor-variance scaling method were generally higher when the loading difference magnitude 

was larger. In conditions in which the loading difference was 0.1, model rejection rates were in 

the range of 2.8% to 17.2% with a mean of 7.5%. In conditions in which the loading difference 

was 0.4, most of the model rejection rates were greater than 10% with a mean of 29.6%. 
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Table 24 

Model Rejection Rates of the TLI When Using a Cutoff of 0.90 in Conditions where the Latent 

Mean Difference is 0.5 

                                                                    Factor Variance Ratio 

   1:1 1.2 :0.8 0.8:1.2 

Loading 

Difference  

Loading Pattern Sample 

Size 

Ratio 

   RI       FV    RI       FV   RI       FV 

0 Equal Loading  250:250 0.046  0.042 0.060  0.104 0.048  0.085 

  100:400 0.056  0.051 0.073  0.116 0.027  0.056 

  400:100 0.067  0.061 0.028  0.049 0.080  0.120 

0.1 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.048  0.055 0.050  0.080 0.040  0.117 

 100:400 0.038  0.048 0.074  0.091 0.032  0.055 

 400:100 0.057  0.059 0.034  0.051 0.088  0.159 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal  

250:250 0.054  0.057 0.057  0.082 0.043  0.118 

 100:400 0.034  0.034 0.062  0.091 0.029  0.047 

 400:100 0.053  0.051 0.034  0.050 0.077  0.146 

 All Lower  250:250 0.046  0.053 0.056  0.065 0.038  0.138 

  100:400 0.025  0.028 0.049  0.054 0.017  0.035  

  400:100 0.042  0.042 0.035  0.046 0.084  0.172 

 Mixed  250:250 0.048  0.042 0.049  0.093 0.051  0.098 

  100:400 0.049  0.051 0.080  0.110 0.031  0.051 

  400:100 0.056  0.056 0.020  0.035 0.087  0.127 

0.4 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.085  0.192 0.119  0.112 0.067  0.489 

 100:400 0.020  0.047 0.053  0.051 0.009  0.069 

 400:100 0.192  0.265 0.144  0.133 0.198  0.556 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.095  0.202 0.144  0.136 0.047  0.482 

 100:400 0.012  0.027 0.067  0.063 0.001  0.064 

 400:100 0.174  0.248 0.117  0.117 0.210  0.564 

 All Lower 250:250 0.037  0.338 0.086  0.155 0.014  0.728 

  100:400 0.000  0.008 0.004  0.006 0.000  0.011 

  400:100 0.233  0.616 0.246  0.286 0.195  0.928 

 Mixed 250:250 0.598  0.587 0.595  0.693 0.441  0.590 

  100:400 0.198  0.199 0.386  0.400 0.061  0.129 

  400:100 0.363  0.343 0.169  0.276 0.514  0.538 

Note. Model rejection rates that can be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates are italicized. 

The rest of the model rejection rates can be interpreted similarly to statistical power. 

Abbreviations used in this table are explained in Table 6.  

Across the three factor variance ratios, model rejection rates based on the factor-variance 

scaling method were generally higher in the 0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio conditions than in the 

1:1 and 1.2:0.8 factor variance ratio conditions. This trend was most obvious in conditions in 
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which the loading difference was 0.4. Average model rejection rates were 26.7%, 15.2% and 

13.7%, respectively for the 0.8:1.2, 1:1 and 1.2:0.8 factor variance ratio conditions. Inspecting 

the model rejection rates across the four factor loading pattern conditions, clear trends were only 

observed in conditions in which the loading difference was 0.4. In conditions in which the 

loading difference of 0.1, model rejection rates were similar in the four loading pattern 

conditions with average rejection rates of 7.9%, 7.5%, 7% and 7.4%, respectively. In conditions 

in which the loading difference was 0.4, model rejection rates were similar  in the “1
st
 loading 

unequal” and “2
nd

 loading unequal” pattern conditions with average rejection rates of 21.3% and 

21.1%, respectively. The “mixed” pattern conditions consistently led to higher model rejection 

rates than did the “1
st
 loading unequal” and “2

nd
 loading unequal” pattern conditions. The “all 

lower” pattern conditions led to higher rejection rates than did the “1
st
 loading unequal” and “2

nd
 

loading unequal” pattern conditions in conditions in which the sample size ratio was 1:1 or 4:1. 

Average rejection rates were 34.2% and 41.7% for the “all lower” and “mixed” pattern 

conditions, respectively. Similarly, clear trends across the three sample size ratios were only 

found in the 0.4 loading difference conditions. The 1:1 and 4:1 sample size ratio conditions 

generally produced higher model rejection rates than did the 1:4 sample size ratio conditions. In 

addition, model rejection rates were similar in the 1:1 and 4:1 sample size ratio conditions. 

Within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, average rejection rates were 39.2%, 40.6% 

and 9.0%, respectively, for the 1:1, 4:1 and 1:4 sample size ratio conditions.  

Using a cutoff value of 0.95 in the equal factor loading conditions. Table 25 contains 

the model rejection rates of the TLI when using a cutoff value of 0.95 in conditions where the 

true latent mean difference was equal to 0.5. Compared to the model rejection rates in Table 24 

in which a cutoff value of 0.90 was used, it is obvious that using a cutoff of 0.95 led to higher 
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model rejection rates than did using a cutoff of 0.90, regardless of the factor scaling method used. 

In the equal factor loading conditions, the incorrect model rejection rates based on the RI 

strategy, which can be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates, were much higher than 5% (in 

the range of 15.4% to 23.2%). When the factor-variance scaling method was used, the model 

rejection rates under the equal factor variance conditions, which can also be interpreted similarly 

to Type I error rates, were found to be overly high (in the range of 18.3% to 21.3%). The model 

rejection rates under the unequal factor variance conditions, which can be interpreted similarly to 

statistical power, were found to be low (ranging from 21.9% to 31.7%). 

Using a cutoff value of 0.95 in the unequal factor loading conditions. When using a 

cutoff of 0.95 in the unequal factor loading conditions, the trends across loading difference 

magnitude, factor variance ratios, factor loading patterns and sample size ratios were consistent 

with those found when using a cutoff value of 0.90. First, model rejection rates when the RI 

strategy was used were generally higher in the 0.4 loading difference conditions (with a mean of 

43.6%) than in the 0.1 loading difference conditions (with a mean of 19.5%). However, opposite 

trends were observed in a few conditions. For example, in conditions in which the sample size 

ratio was 1:4 and factor loadings were in the “1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 loading unequal” or “all 

lower” pattern conditions, model rejection rates were lower in the 0.4 loading difference 

conditions than in the 0.1 loading difference conditions. Second, model rejection rates did not 

differ substantially or systematically as a function of the factor variance ratios. Average model 

rejection rates were 34.2%, 31.8% and 28.7% for the factor variance ratio conditions of 1.2:0.8, 

1:1 and 0.8:1.2, respectively. 
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Table 25 

Model Rejection Rates of the TLI When Using a Cutoff of 0.95 in Conditions where the Latent 

Mean Difference is 0.5 

                                                                  Factor Variance Ratio 

   1:1 1.2 :0.8 0.8:1.2 

Loading 

Difference  

Loading Pattern Sample 

Size 

Ratio 

  RI        FV    RI       FV   RI        FV 

0 Equal Loading  250:250 0.193  0.196 0.197  0.309 0.190  0.297 

  100:400 0.196  0.183 0.227  0.288 0.168  0.219 

  400:100 0.230  0.213 0.154  0.232 0.232  0.317 

0.1 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.197  0.200 0.199  0.264 0.179  0.337 

 100:400 0.204  0.208 0.235  0.263 0.164  0.253 

 400:100 0.213  0.219 0.171  0.206 0.237  0.352 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal  

250:250 0.202  0.206 0.214  0.271 0.181  0.356 

 100:400 0.167  0.166 0.222  0.269 0.140  0.222 

 400:100 0.200  0.203 0.175  0.222 0.238  0.363 

 All Lower  250:250 0.194  0.214 0.210  0.241 0.169  0.412 

  100:400 0.166  0.172 0.221  0.247 0.118  0.239  

  400:100 0.192  0.204 0.168  0.183 0.246  0.419 

 Mixed  250:250 0.208  0.208 0.203  0.320 0.201  0.316 

  100:400 0.186  0.183 0.232  0.302 0.151  0.219 

  400:100 0.216  0.231 0.156  0.215 0.262  0.338 

0.4 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.362  0.539 0.450  0.438 0.310  0.829 

 100:400 0.161  0.261 0.278  0.266 0.093  0.397 

 400:100 0.461  0.554 0.422  0.418 0.480  0.817 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.378  0.566 0.449  0.442 0.268  0.827 

 100:400 0.164  0.271 0.275  0.258 0.088  0.410 

 400:100 0.461  0.547 0.387  0.378 0.504  0.825 

 All Lower 250:250 0.322  0.832 0.443  0.583 0.178  0.980 

  100:400 0.049  0.239 0.121  0.175 0.009  0.404 

  400:100 0.617  0.898 0.624  0.678 0.528  0.993 

 Mixed 250:250 0.927  0.917 0.919  0.953 0.864  0.952 

  100:400 0.626  0.633 0.774  0.783 0.414  0.578 

  400:100 0.764  0.760 0.656  0.778 0.869  0.882 

Note. Model rejection rates that can be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates are italicized. 

The rest of the model rejection rates can be interpreted similarly to statistical power. 

Abbreviations used in this table are explained in Table 6. 

Third, clear trends across the four factor loading patterns were found only in conditions 

in which the loading difference was 0.4. Specifically, model rejection rates were similar in the 

“1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 loading unequal” and “all lower” pattern conditions with average 
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rejection rates of 33.5%, 33% and 32.1%, respectively. However, model rejection rates were 

higher in the “mixed” pattern conditions than in the other three pattern conditions. All model 

rejection rates in the “mixed” pattern conditions were greater than 40% and two of them were 

above 90%. The average rejection rate for the “mixed” pattern conditions was 75.7%. Finally, 

model rejection rates were generally higher in the 1:1 and 4:1 sample size ratio conditions than in 

the 1:4 sample size ratio conditions. This trend was most obvious within conditions with a 

loading difference of 0.4, in which average rejection rates were 48.9%, 56.4% and 25.4% for the 

respective 1:1, 4:1 and 1:4 sample size ratio conditions.  

Table 25 also contains the model rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling 

method when using a cutoff value of 0.95 in conditions in which the true latent mean difference 

was equal to 0.5. When the factor-variance scaling method was implemented, model rejection 

rates when using a cutoff value of 0.95 were higher than those observed when using a cutoff 

value of 0.90. In addition, when using a cutoff value of 0.95, the trends across loading difference 

magnitudes, factor variance ratios, factor loading patterns and sample size ratios were consistent 

with those found when using a cutoff value of 0.90. More specifically, model rejection rates 

based on the factor-variance scaling method increased as the loading difference magnitude 

increased. Within conditions with a loading difference of 0.1, most of the model rejection rates 

were between 20% and 35% and the average rejection rate was 25.7%. Within conditions with a 

loading difference of 0.4, most of the model rejection rates exceeded 40% and several of them 

were greater than 90%. The average rejection rate was 61.3% for the 0.4 loading difference 

conditions. For the three factor variance ratio conditions, model rejection rates were generally 

higher in the 0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio conditions than in the 1:1 and 1.2:0.8 factor variance 

ratio conditions. This trend was most obvious in the 0.4 loading difference conditions in which 
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two thirds of the model rejection rates under the 0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio conditions were 

above 80%. Additionally, model rejection rates were similar in the 1:1 and 1.2:0.8 factor 

variance ratio conditions. Average rejection rates were 39.3%, 38.1% and 53% for the 1:1, 

1.2:0.8 and 0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio conditions, respectively. Regarding the model rejection 

rates across the four factor loading patterns, no clear trend was found when the loading 

difference was equal to 0.1. However, within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, model 

rejection rates differed as a function of the factor loading patterns. Specifically, the “mixed” 

pattern conditions generally led to higher model rejection rates than did the “1
st
 loading unequal,” 

“2
nd

 loading unequal” and “all lower” pattern conditions, and the latter three pattern conditions 

led to similar rejection rates. The average rejection rates were 80.4%, 50.2% and 50.3% and 64.2% 

for the “mixed,” “1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 loading unequal” and “all lower” pattern conditions, 

respectively. Similarly, clear trends across the three sample size ratio conditions were found only 

in conditions in which the loading difference was 0.4. Model rejection rates were generally 

higher in the 1:1 and 4:1 sample size ratio conditions than in the 1:4 sample size ratio conditions. 

Additionally, model rejection rates were similar in the 1:1 and 4:1 sample size ratio conditions. 

Within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, average model rejection rates were 73.8%, 

71.1% and 39.0% for the respective 1:1, 4:1 and 1:4 sample size ratio conditions. 

Model Rejection Rates of the SRMR 

In the current study, the performance of the SRMR model fit index in terms of the correct 

and incorrect model rejection rates was investigated under varying conditions. Two SRMR 

cutoff values, 0.05 and 0.08, which were proposed by Steiger (1989) and Hu and Bentler (1999), 

respectively, were used to determine whether the null hypothesis of model fit should be rejected. 

If the SRMR was greater than the relevant cutoff value (0.05 or 0.08) then the null hypothesis of 
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model fit was rejected. Table 26 and Table 27 respectively present the model rejection rates of 

the SRMR using cutoff value of 0.05 and 0.08 in conditions where the true latent mean 

difference was equal to zero. Table 28 and Table 29 contain the model rejection rates of the 

SRMR when using cutoff values of 0.05 and 0.08, respectively, in conditions where the true 

latent mean difference was equal to 0.5. In each table, values above the dashed line are the model 

rejection rates in the equal factor loading conditions. When the RI strategy was implemented, the 

estimating models were correctly specified. Thus, the model rejection rates of the SRMR can be 

interpreted similarly to Type I error rates. When the factor-variance scaling method was used, the 

model rejection rates of the SRMR in the equal factor variance conditions can also be interpreted 

similarly to Type I error rates. The model rejection rates in the unequal factor variance ratio 

conditions, on the other hand, can be interpreted similarly to statistical power since the 

estimating models were incorrectly specified by constraining unequal factor variances to a value 

of one across groups. In each table, values below the dashed line are the model rejection rates in 

the unequal factor loading conditions. Since the estimating models were incorrectly specified by 

constraining unequal factor loadings to be equal across groups, model rejection rates in the 

unequal factor loading conditions can be interpreted similarly to statistical power. In Tables 26 to 

29, all incorrect rejection rates that can be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates are italicized. 

Latent Mean Difference of Zero 

Using a cutoff value of 0.05 in the equal factor loading conditions. Table 26 contains 

the model rejection rates of the SRMR when using a cutoff value of 0.05 in conditions where the 

true latent mean difference was equal to zero.  
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Table 26 

Model Rejection Rates of the SRMR When using a Cutoff of 0.05 in Conditions where the Latent 

Mean Difference is Zero 

                                                                         Factor Variance Ratio 

   1:1 1.2 :0.8 0.8:1.2 

Loading 

Difference  

Loading Pattern Sample 

Size 

Ratio 

 RI        FV    RI        FV   RI        FV 

0 Equal Loading  250:250 0.093  0.200 0.068  0.471 0.076  0.474 

  100:400 0.086  0.171 0.088  0.340 0.073  0.398 

  400:100 0.091  0.182 0.081  0.418 0.084  0.336 

0.1 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.095  0.203 0.099  0.410 0.095  0.622 

 100:400 0.097  0.230 0.105  0.302 0.087  0.520 

 400:100 0.090  0.189 0.078  0.369 0.109  0.447 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal  

250:250 0.084  0.200 0.090  0.375 0.089  0.656 

 100:400 0.097  0.220 0.087  0.297 0.108  0.550 

 400:100 0.081  0.199 0.093  0.371 0.101  0.456 

 All Lower  250:250 0.122  0.299 0.107  0.339 0.103  0.746 

  100:400 0.098  0.278 0.085  0.243 0.089  0.650  

  400:100 0.112  0.226 0.104  0.322 0.096  0.536 

 Mixed  250:250 0.127  0.246 0.113  0.562 0.132  0.554 

  100:400 0.121  0.227 0.104  0.374 0.117  0.483 

  400:100 0.112  0.220 0.096  0.483 0.099  0.388 

0.4 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.379  0.778 0.395  0.516 0.321  0.984 

 100:400 0.242  0.691 0.290  0.424 0.163  0.933 

 400:100 0.338  0.566 0.289  0.423 0.315  0.865 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.384  0.791 0.406  0.537 0.326  0.981 

 100:400 0.225  0.654 0.294  0.424 0.165  0.931 

 400:100 0.306  0.547 0.269  0.421 0.306  0.883 

 All Lower 250:250 0.625  0.998 0.695  0.908 0.437  1.000 

  100:400 0.296  0.971 0.376  0.721 0.201  1.000 

  400:100 0.666  0.972 0.651  0.802 0.578  0.999 

 Mixed 250:250 0.935  0.961 0.900  0.989 0.904  0.980 

  100:400 0.741  0.834 0.816  0.903 0.583  0.952 

  400:100 0.728  0.840 0.595  0.948 0.814  0.909 

Note. Model rejection rates that can be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates are italicized. 

The rest of the model rejection rates can be interpreted similarly to statistical power. 

Abbreviations used in this table are explained in Table 6.  

In the equal factor loading conditions, seven out of nine incorrect model rejection rates 

based on the RI strategy differed substantially from 5%. In addition, all three incorrect model 

rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling method were much higher than 5% (in the 
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range of 17.1% to 20%). All six correct model rejection rates based on the factor-variance 

scaling method were found to be low (ranging from 33.6% to 47.4%). 

Using a cutoff value of 0.05 in the unequal factor loading conditions. When using a 

cutoff of 0.05 in the unequal factor loading conditions, model rejection rates were examined 

across loading difference magnitudes, factor variance ratios, factor loading patterns and sample 

size ratios. First, model rejection rates based on the RI strategy were higher in the 0.4 loading 

difference conditions than in the 0.1 loading difference conditions. Within conditions with a 

loading difference of 0.4, model rejection rates were in the range of 16.3% to 93.5% and several 

of them were greater than 90%. In contrast, within conditions with a loading difference of 0.1, 

model rejection rates were in the range of 7.8% to 13.2%. Average model rejection rates were 

47.1% and 10.1% for the loading difference conditions of 0.4 and 0.1, respectively. Second, 

model rejection rates based on the RI strategy did not vary substantially or systematically as a 

function of the factor variance ratios. For the factor variance ratio conditions of 1:1, 1.2:0.8 and 

0.8:1.2, average model rejection rates were 29.6%, 29.7% and 26.4%, respectively. Third, model 

rejection rates varied systematically across the four factor loading patterns, particularly within 

conditions with a loading difference of 0.4. More specifically, the “mixed” pattern consistently 

led to higher model rejection rates than did the “1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 loading unequal” and 

“all lower” patterns. The “all lower” pattern also led to higher model rejection rates than did the 

“1
st
 loading unequal” and “2

nd
 loading unequal” patterns. In addition, model rejection rates were 

similar in the “1
st
 loading unequal” and “2

nd
 loading unequal” pattern conditions. Within 

conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, average model rejection rates were 30.4%, 29.8%, 

50.3% and 78%, respectively, for the “1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 loading unequal,”“all lower” 

and “mixed” pattern conditions. Last, no clear trend across the three sample size ratios was found 
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in conditions in which the loading difference was 0.1. However, in conditions in which the 

loading difference was 0.4, model rejection rates in the 1:1 sample size ratio conditions were 

generally higher than those in the 1:4 or 4:1 sample size ratio conditions. In addition, most of the 

model rejection rates in the 4:1 sample size ratio conditions were higher than those in the 1:4 

sample size ratio conditions. For the 1:1, 4:1 and 1:4 sample size ratio conditions, again within 

conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, average model rejection rates were 55.9%, 48.8% 

and 36.6%, respectively. 

Table 26 also contains the model rejection rates of the SRMR when implementing the 

factor-variance scaling method. In the unequal factor loading conditions, model rejection rates 

based on the factor-variance scaling method were higher when the magnitude of the loading 

difference was larger. In conditions in which the loading difference was 0.1, model rejection 

rates were in the range of 18.9% to 74.6% with a mean of 38.3%. On the other hand, in 

conditions in which the loading difference was 0.4, half of the model rejection rates were greater 

than 90% and two of them were equal to 100%. The average model rejection rate for the 0.4 

loading difference conditions was 80.7%. Across the three factor variance ratio conditions, 

model rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling method were higher in the 0.8:1.2 

factor variance ratio conditions (with an average rejection rate of 75.1%) than in the 1:1 and 

1.2:0.8 conditions (with average rejection rates of 51.4% and 51.9%, respectively). For the four 

factor loading patterns, clear trends were only observed in conditions in which the loading 

difference was 0.4. Specifically, model rejection rates were generally higher in the “all lower” 

and “mixed” pattern conditions than in the “1
st
 loading unequal” and “2

nd
 loading unequal” 

pattern conditions. Within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, average model rejection 

rates were 93%, 92.4%, 68.7% and 68.5% for the “all lower,” “mixed,” “1
st
 loading unequal” and 
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“2
nd

 loading unequal” pattern conditions, respectively. Similarly, the sample size ratio only 

produced clear trends in the 0.4 loading difference conditions. Specifically, model rejection rates 

were generally higher in the equal sample size conditions than in the unequal sample size 

conditions (with a sample size ratio of 1:4 or 4:1). In addition, model rejection rates were similar 

in the two unequal sample size conditions. Within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, 

average model rejection rates were 86.9%, 78.7% and 76.5% for the respective sample size ratio 

conditions of 1:1, 1:4 and 4:1.  

Using a cutoff value of 0.08 in the equal factor loading conditions. Table 27 presents 

the model rejection rates of the SRMR when using a cutoff value of 0.08 in conditions where the 

true latent mean difference was equal to zero. In the equal factor loading conditions, the model 

rejection rates obtained when using a cutoff of 0.08 were lower than those in Table 26 in which a 

cutoff value of 0.05 was used. When the RI strategy was used, all incorrect model rejection rates 

were equal to zero. When the factor-variance scaling method was implemented, two out of three 

incorrect model rejection rates were equal to zero and the third one was equal to 0.1%. In 

addition, all correct model rejection rates that were based on the factor-variance scaling method 

were found to be extremely low (in the range of 0% to 0.4%). 

Using a cutoff value of 0.08 in the unequal factor loading conditions. In the unequal 

factor loading conditions, model rejection rates observed when using a cutoff value of 0.08 were 

much lower than those obtained when using a cutoff value of 0.05. When implementing the RI 

strategy, most of the model rejection rates were equal to zero. A few non-zero rejection rates 

were observed in conditions in which the loading difference was 0.4 and factor loadings were in 

the “all lower” or “mixed” pattern conditions. These non-zero rejection rates had very low values 

with a highest rejection rate of 2%. 
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Table 27 

Model Rejection Rates of the SRMR When Using a Cutoff of 0.08 in Conditions where the Latent 

Mean Difference is Zero 

                                                                       Factor Variance Ratio 

   1:1 1.2 :0.8 0.8:1.2 

Loading 

Difference  

Loading Pattern Sample 

Size 

Ratio 

  RI       FV    RI       FV   RI      FV 

0 Equal Loading  250:250 0.000  0.001 0.000  0.004 0.000  0.004 

  100:400 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.001 0.000  0.000 

  400:100 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.001 0.000  0.000 

0.1 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.003 

 100:400 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.002 

 400:100 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.003 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal  

250:250 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.001 0.000  0.005 

 100:400 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.000 

 400:100 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.001 

 All Lower  250:250 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.001 0.000  0.028 

  100:400 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.010  

  400:100 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.001 0.000  0.007 

 Mixed  250:250 0.000  0.001 0.000  0.005 0.000  0.003 

  100:400 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.001 0.000  0.007 

  400:100 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.004 0.000  0.001 

0.4 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.000  0.011 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.329 

 100:400 0.000  0.017 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.178 

 400:100 0.000  0.002 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.048 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.000  0.028 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.324 

 100:400 0.000  0.010 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.207 

 400:100 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.046 

 All Lower 250:250 0.000  0.544 0.001  0.035 0.000  0.973 

  100:400 0.000  0.253 0.000  0.020 0.000  0.828 

  400:100 0.001  0.137 0.001  0.006 0.000  0.605 

 Mixed 250:250 0.020  0.042 0.011  0.188 0.010  0.186 

  100:400 0.001  0.014 0.006  0.026 0.000  0.169 

  400:100 0.002  0.018 0.000  0.166 0.008  0.021 

Note. Model rejection rates that can be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates are italicized. 

The rest of the model rejection rates can be interpreted similarly to statistical power. 

Abbreviations used in this table are explained in Table 6.  

When the factor-variance scaling method was implemented, model rejection rates were 

slightly higher than those based on the RI strategy although they were still low. Within 

conditions with a loading difference of 0.1, half of the model rejection rates were equal to zero. 
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In addition, most of the non-zero rejection rates were lower than 1%. Within conditions with a 

loading difference of 0.4, model rejection rates increased. Only seven out of thirty-six model 

rejection rates were equal to zero. Average model rejection rates were 0.2% and 15.1% for the 

loading difference conditions of 0.1 and 0.4, respectively. Across the three factor variance ratio 

conditions, model rejection rates were higher under the 0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio conditions 

than under the 1:1 and 1.2:0.8 factor variance ratio conditions. In conditions in which the factor 

variance ratio was 0.8:1.2, only one model rejection rate was equal to zero. Additionally, a few 

high and relatively high rejection rates (e.g., 97.3% and 82.8%) were only found in the 0.8:1.2 

factor variance ratio conditions. Average model rejection rates were 4.5%, 1.9% and 16.6% for 

the factor variance ratio conditions of 1:1, 1.2:0.8 and 0.8:1.2, respectively. Regarding the model 

rejection rates across the four factor loading patterns, clear trends were only found in conditions 

in which the loading difference was 0.4. More specifically, model rejection rates were 

consistently higher in the “all lower” pattern conditions than in the “1
st
 loading unequal” and “2

nd
 

loading unequal” pattern conditions. In addition, in conditions in which the factor variance ratio 

was 1:1 or 0.8:1.2, model rejection rates were higher in the “all lower” pattern conditions than in 

the “mixed” pattern conditions. Across the three sample size ratios, clear trends were also found 

in the 0.4 loading difference conditions. Specifically, the sample size ratio condition of 1:1 

generally led to higher model rejection rates than did the sample size ratio conditions of 1:4 and 

4:1. For the 1:1, 1:4 and 4:1 sample size ratio conditions, average model rejection rates were 

22.2%, 14.4% and 8.7%, respectively.  
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Table 28 

Model Rejection Rates of the SRMR When Using a Cutoff of 0.05 in Conditions where the Latent 

Mean Difference is 0.5 

                                                                       Factor Variance Ratio 

   1:1 1.2 :0.8 0.8:1.2 

Loading 

Difference  

Loading Pattern Sample 

Size 

Ratio 

 RI        FV    RI        FV   RI       FV 

0 Equal Loading  250:250 0.085  0.189 0.104  0.501 0.088  0.484 

  100:400 0.089  0.187 0.091  0.329 0.091  0.416 

  400:100 0.118  0.208 0.086  0.429 0.098  0.372 

0.1 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.099  0.236 0.108  0.416 0.093  0.609 

 100:400 0.119  0.246 0.108  0.300 0.112  0.556 

 400:100 0.119  0.234 0.108  0.374 0.106  0.476 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal  

250:250 0.117  0.240 0.121  0.415 0.104  0.646 

 100:400 0.088  0.212 0.096  0.312 0.103  0.564 

 400:100 0.102  0.200 0.101  0.376 0.106  0.452 

 All Lower  250:250 0.119  0.302 0.135  0.372 0.105  0.770 

  100:400 0.103  0.277 0.110  0.270 0.099  0.648 

  400:100 0.104  0.219 0.098  0.302 0.121  0.585 

 Mixed  250:250 0.137  0.255 0.131  0.587 0.146  0.580 

  100:400 0.128  0.218 0.121  0.384 0.108  0.494 

  400:100 0.132  0.267 0.111  0.490 0.133  0.436 

0.4 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.418  0.792 0.472  0.602 0.371  0.985 

 100:400 0.231  0.682 0.297  0.437 0.177  0.954 

 400:100 0.381  0.620 0.377  0.509 0.369  0.918 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.432  0.799 0.464  0.568 0.311  0.981 

 100:400 0.226  0.686 0.305  0.447 0.183  0.941 

 400:100 0.387  0.624 0.326  0.467 0.367  0.907 

 All Lower 250:250 0.619  0.997 0.708  0.920 0.441  1.000 

  100:400 0.299  0.964 0.384  0.740 0.192  0.999 

  400:100 0.697  0.978 0.721  0.843 0.587  0.999 

 Mixed 250:250 0.959  0.983 0.949  0.994 0.936  0.998 

  100:400 0.737  0.844 0.831  0.893 0.615  0.952 

  400:100 0.832  0.898 0.790  0.968 0.888  0.942 

Note. Model rejection rates that can be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates are italicized. 

The rest of the model rejection rates can be interpreted similarly to statistical power. 

Abbreviations used in this table are explained in Table 6.  
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Latent Mean Difference of 0.5 

Using a cutoff value of 0.05 in the equal factor loading conditions. Table 28 presents 

the model rejection rates of the SRMR when using a cutoff value of 0.05 in conditions where the 

true latent mean difference was equal to 0.5. 

In the equal factor loading conditions, the incorrect model rejection rates based on the RI 

strategy, which can be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates, were found to be high (in the 

range of 8.5% to 11.8%). When the factor-variance scaling method was implemented, the 

incorrect model rejection rates in the equal factor variance conditions, which can also be 

interpreted similarly to Type I error rates, were overly high (in the range of 18.7% to 20.8%). 

The correct model rejection rates in the unequal factor variance conditions, which can be 

interpreted similarly to statistical power, were found to be low (ranging from 32.9% to 50.1%).  

Using a cutoff value of 0.05 in the unequal factor loading conditions. When using a 

cutoff of 0.05 in the unequal factor loading conditions, model rejection rates based on the RI 

strategy were generally higher in the 0.4 loading difference conditions than in the 0.1 loading 

difference conditions. Within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, model rejection rates 

based on the RI strategy were all above 15% and several of them exceeded 90%. Within 

conditions with a loading difference of 0.1, most of the model rejection rates were between 10% 

and 14%. Average model rejection rates were 11.3% and 50.8% for the respective loading 

difference conditions of 0.1 and 0.4. Across the three factor variance ratio conditions, model 

rejection rates based on the RI strategy did not show substantial or systematic differences. 

Average model rejection rates were 31.6%, 33.2% and 28.2% for the 1:1, 1.2:0.8 and 0.8:1.2 

factor variance ratio conditions, respectively. Across the four factor loading patterns, different 
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trends were observed in the 0.1 and 0.4 loading difference conditions. Within conditions with a 

loading difference of 0.1, model rejection rates in the “mixed” pattern conditions(with an 

average rejection rate of 12.7%) were slightly higher than those in the “1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 

loading unequal” and “all lower” pattern conditions (with average rejection rates of 10.8%, 10.4% 

and 11%, respectively). When increasing the loading difference to 0.4, model rejection rates 

showed larger differences across the four factor loading patterns. More specifically, the “mixed” 

pattern generally led to higher model rejection rates than did the “1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 

loading unequal” and “all lower” patterns. In the “mixed” pattern conditions, all model rejection 

rates were above 60% and three of them were greater than 90%. Model rejection rates in the “all 

lower” pattern conditions were lower than those in the “mixed” pattern conditions but were 

higher than those in the “1
st
 loading unequal” and “2

nd
 loading unequal” pattern conditions. 

Within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, average model rejection rates were 34.4%, 

33.3% 51.6% and 83.7% respectively for the “1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 loading unequal,” “all 

lower” and “mixed” pattern conditions. Across the three sample size ratio conditions, model 

rejection rates in the 1:1 and 4:1 sample size ratio conditions were generally higher than those in 

the 1:4 sample size ratio conditions. In addition, model rejection rates were similar in the 1:1 and 

4:1 sample size ratio conditions. Average model rejection rates were 35.4%, 24.1% and 33.6% 

for the 1:1, 1:4 and 4:1 sample size ratio conditions, respectively. 

Table 28 also contains the model rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling 

method when using a cutoff of 0.05 in conditions in which the true latent mean difference was 

equal to 0.5. Model rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling method were higher than 

those based on the RI strategy. For the two loading difference magnitudes, model rejection rates 

based on the factor-variance scaling method were higher when the loading difference magnitude 
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was larger. Within conditions with a loading difference of 0.1, most of the model rejection rates 

were between 20% and 50%. Within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, more than half 

of the model rejection rates were above 90%. Average model rejection rates were 39.8% and 

82.9% for the loading difference conditions of 0.1 and 0.4, respectively. Across the three factor 

variance ratio conditions, model rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling method were 

higher in the 0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio conditions than in the 1:1 and 1.2:0.8 factor variance 

ratio conditions; half of the model rejection rates under the 0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio 

conditions were greater than 90% and one of them was equal to 100%. For the factor variance 

ratio conditions of 1:1, 1.2:0.8 and 0.8:1.2, average model rejection rates were 53.2%, 54.1% and 

76.6%, respectively. Regarding the model rejection rates across the four factor loading patterns, 

trends varied while the loading difference varied. When the true loading difference was set to 0.1, 

model rejection rates did not differ substantially or systematically as a function of the factor 

loading patterns. When the true loading difference was set to 0.4, model rejection rates were 

generally higher in the “all lower” and “mixed” pattern conditions (with average rejection rates 

of 93.8% and 94.1%, respectively) than in the “1
st
 loading unequal” and “2

nd
 loading unequal” 

pattern conditions (with average rejection rates of 72.2% and 71.3%, respectively). For the three 

sample size ratios, the 1:1 sample size ratio conditions generally led to higher model rejection 

rates than did the 1:4 and 4:1 sample size ratio conditions. Additionally, model rejection rates 

were similar in the 1:4 and 4:1 sample size ratio conditions. Average model rejection rates were 

66.9%, 58.4% and 58.7% for the sample size ratio conditions of 1:1, 1:4 and 4:1, respectively.  

Using a cutoff value of 0.08 in the equal factor loading conditions. Table 29 contains 

the model rejection rates when using a cutoff value of 0.08 in conditions where the true latent 
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mean difference was equal to 0.5. Model rejection rates obtained when using a cutoff value of 

0.08 were much lower than those in Table 28 in which a cutoff value of 0.05 was used.  

Table 29 

Model Rejection Rates of the SRMR When Using a Cutoff of 0.08 in Conditions where the Latent 

Mean Difference is 0.5 

                                                                             Factor Variance Ratio 

   1:1 1.2 :0.8 0.8:1.2 

Loading 

Difference  

Loading Pattern Sample 

Size 

Ratio 

  RI       FV   RI        FV   RI       FV 

0 Equal Loading  250:250 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.001 0.000  0.000 

  100:400 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.001 0.000  0.000 

  400:100 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.002 0.000  0.002 

0.1 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.003 

 100:400 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.004 

 400:100 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.001 0.000  0.001 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal  

250:250 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.001 0.000  0.008 

 100:400 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.004 

 400:100 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.005 

 All Lower  250:250 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.001 0.000  0.035 

  100:400 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.001 0.000  0.017 

  400:100 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.009 

 Mixed  250:250 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.004 0.000  0.005 

  100:400 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.007 

  400:100 0.000  0.001 0.000  0.001 0.000  0.000  

0.4 1
st
 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.000  0.019 0.000  0.001 0.000  0.367 

 100:400 0.000  0.015 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.217 

 400:100 0.000  0.003 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.052 

 2
nd

 Loading 

Unequal 

250:250 0.000  0.017 0.000  0.001 0.000  0.333 

 100:400 0.000  0.017 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.203 

 400:100 0.000  0.002 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.059 

 All Lower 250:250 0.000  0.529 0.004  0.051 0.001  0.971 

  100:400 0.000  0.270 0.000  0.010 0.000  0.811 

  400:100 0.002  0.157 0.001  0.005 0.001  0.670 

 Mixed 250:250 0.032  0.062 0.020  0.234 0.019  0.250 

  100:400 0.004  0.025 0.003  0.022 0.002  0.169 

  400:100 0.006  0.028 0.003  0.207 0.013  0.036 

Note. Model rejection rates that can be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates are italicized. 

The rest of the model rejection rates can be interpreted similarly to statistical power. 

Abbreviations used in this table are explained in Table 6.  
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In the equal factor loading conditions, the incorrect model rejection rates based on the RI 

strategy, which can be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates, were all equal to zero. When 

implementing the factor-variance scaling method, all three incorrect model rejection rates under 

the equal factor variance conditions, which can be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates, 

were all equal to zero. In addition, two out of six correct model rejection rates in the 1.2:0.8 and 

0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio conditions, which can be interpreted similarly to statistical power, 

were equal to zero. The non-zero rejection rates were also very low (in the range of 0.1% to 

0.2%). 

Using a cutoff value of 0.08 in the unequal factor loading conditions. In the unequal 

factor loading conditions, model rejection rates based on the RI strategy were all equal to zero in 

the 0.1 loading difference conditions. Within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, model 

rejection rates based on the RI strategy were also equal to zero in the “1
st
 loading unequal” and 

“2
nd

 loading unequal” pattern conditions and increased slightly in the “all lower” and “mixed” 

pattern conditions. Average model rejection rates were 0% and 0.3% for the loading difference 

conditions of 0.1 and 0.4, respectively. Additionally, model rejection rates based on the RI 

strategy did not differ substantially or systematically as a function of the factor variance ratios or 

sample size ratios. Regarding the model rejection rates across the four factor loading patterns, 

clear trends were only found in conditions in which the loading difference was 0.4. More 

specifically, the model rejection rates in the “mixed” pattern conditions were generally higher 

than those in the “1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 loading unequal” and “all lower” pattern conditions. 

In the “mixed” pattern conditions, the model rejection rates were all greater than zero. In contrast, 

in the “1
st
 loading unequal” and “2

nd
 loading unequal” pattern conditions, all model rejection 
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rates were equal to zero. In the “all lower” pattern conditions, four out of nine model rejection 

rates were equal to zero. 

Table 29 also contains the model rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling 

method when using a cutoff value of 0.08 in conditions where the true latent mean difference 

was equal to 0.5. These model rejection rates were also lower than their counterparts in Table 28 

in which a cutoff of 0.05 was used. The trends across loading difference magnitudes and factor 

variance ratios were also consistent with those observed when using a cutoff of 0.05. For 

example, model rejection rates based on the factor-variance scaling method were generally 

higher in the 0.4 loading difference conditions than in the 0.1 loading difference conditions. 

Within conditions with a loading difference of 0.1, all but one model rejection rates were equal 

to zero in the 1:1 factor variance ratio conditions. Half of the model rejection rates were equal to 

zero in the factor variance ratio conditions of 1.2:0.8. There was one rejection rate that was equal 

to zero in the factor variance ratio conditions of 0.8:1.2. Within conditions with a loading 

difference of 0.4, only four model rejection rates were equal to zero and they were all found in 

the 1.2:0.8 factor variance ratio conditions. The average rejection rates were 0.3% and 16.1% for 

the loading difference conditions of 0.1 and 0.4, respectively. In addition, model rejection rates 

based on the factor-variance scaling method were higher in conditions in which the factor 

variance ratio was 0.8:1.2 than in conditions in which the factor variance ratio was 1:1 or 1.2:0.8. 

In the 0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio conditions, only one model rejection rate was equal to zero, 

and some high and relatively high rejection rates (e.g., 97.1% and 81.1%) were observed. In the 

1:1 and 1.2:0.8 factor variance ratio conditions, about half of the model rejection rates were 

equal to zero and most of the non-zero rejection rates were lower than 25%. For the factor 
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variance ratio conditions of 1:1, 1.2:0.8 and 0.8:1.2, average model rejection rates were 4.8%, 

2.3% and 17.7%, respectively.  

When using a cutoff of 0.08, the trends across the four loading patterns were slightly 

different from those observed when using a cutoff of 0.05. Specifically, within conditions with a 

loading difference of 0.4, model rejection rates were higher in the “all lower” pattern conditions 

than in the “the 1
st
 loading unequal” and “2

nd
 loading unequal” pattern conditions. Three largest 

model rejection rates (i.e., 97.1%, 81.1% and 67%) occurred in the “all lower” pattern conditions. 

In addition, the “all lower” pattern produced higher model rejection rates than did the “mixed” 

pattern in conditions in which the factor variance ratio was 1:1 or 0.8:1.2. When using a cutoff of 

0.05, model rejection rates were similar in the “mixed” and “all lower” pattern conditions. 

Within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, average model rejection rates were 7.5%, 

7.0%, 38.6% and 11.5% for the respective “1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 loading unequal,” “all 

lower” and “mixed” pattern conditions. Last, the trends across the three sample size ratios were 

different in the 0.1 and 0.4 loading difference conditions. In the 0.1 loading difference conditions, 

model rejection rates did not differ substantially or systematically as a function of the sample 

size ratios. In the 0.4 loading difference conditions, model rejection rates were generally higher 

in the equal sample size conditions than in the unequal sample size conditions. For the two 

unequal sample size conditions, the model rejection rates were slightly higher in the 1:4 sample 

size ratio conditions than in the 4:1 sample size ratio conditions. This trend was different from 

the trend observed when using a cutoff value of 0.05 in which model rejection rates did not differ 

systematically in the 1:4 and 4:1 sample size ratio conditions. Within conditions with a loading 

difference of 0.4, average model rejection rates were 23.6%, 14.7% and 10.2% for the sample 

size ratio conditions of 1:1, 1:4 and 4:1, respectively.  
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Chapter 5: Discussion 

The primary question addressed in the present study was whether violating the 

assumptions underlying the RI strategy and/or the factor-variance scaling method (i.e., using a RI 

with non-invariant factor loadings or constraining unequal factor variances to a value of one 

across groups) would affect the testing and description of the latent mean difference across 

groups. The likelihood ratio test (LRT𝜅), which has been used to test the significance of the latent 

mean difference across groups, was evaluated by assessing its Type I error rates and power under 

varying conditions. The standardized latent mean difference effect size measure (𝛿 𝜅), which has 

been proposed to describe the practical difference between two groups’ latent means, was 

investigated by assessing its relative parameter bias and parameter bias under specified 

conditions. Additionally, the present study also examined the performance of model fit indices, 

including the 𝜒2 test of model fit, RMSEA, SRMR, CFI and TLI, with respect to correctly and 

incorrectly rejecting the null hypothesis of model fit. In this chapter, the results are discussed in 

the same order as they were presented in the previous chapter. First, Type I error rates associated 

with the LRT𝜅  are discussed, followed by the power results associated with the LRT𝜅 . Next, 

parameter bias and relative parameter bias of the 𝛿 𝜅  are considered. The succeeding section 

examines model rejection rates of the 𝜒2 test, CFI, TLI, RMSEA and SRMR. After discussing 

the findings, implications and recommendations for applied researchers are provided. Finally, the 

limitations of the current study as well as additional topics for future research are provided.  
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Type I Error Rates of the 𝐋𝐑𝐓𝜿 

In the current study, when implementing the RI strategy, the Type I error rate of the LRT𝜅  

was not adversely affected by loading difference magnitude, factor loading pattern, sample size 

ratio or factor variance ratio. That is, all of the observed Type I error rates when using the RI 

strategy were within Bradley’s (1978) criterion of 0.05 ± 0.025. One result that is worthy of 

mentioning is that Type I error rates of the LRT𝜅  did not differ substantially from 0.05 when 

incorrectly constraining the first factor loadings to be equal across groups. This result indicated 

that violating the assumption of equivalent reference indicator loadings underlying the RI 

strategy did not affect Type I error rates associated with the LRT𝜅 . Among the four factors 

manipulated in this study, results regarding sample size ratio and factor loading pattern were 

consistent with the findings of previous research. Specifically, Hancock et al. (2000) found that 

Type I error rates of the LRT𝜅  were well controlled in both full and partial metric invariance 

conditions, regardless of how the sample size ratio varied. 

Previous studies have not investigated Type I error rates of the LRT𝜅  when implementing 

the factor-variance scaling method. The findings in the current study indicated that when using 

the factor-variance scaling method, factor variance ratio, sample size ratio and loading difference 

magnitude affected Type I error rates associated with the LRT𝜅 . More specifically, in the unequal 

factor loading conditions, all Type I error rates that were beyond the criterion of 0.05 ± 0.025 

occurred under the unequal sample size ratio conditions of 1:4 and 4:1. Additionally, most of the 

Type I error rates that were beyond the cutoff criterion were found in conditions in which the 

factor variance ratio was 0.8:1.2 and the loading difference was 0.4. Thus, when sample sizes 

and factor loadings were unequal for the two groups and the loading difference was relatively 

large (e.g., 0.4), constraining unequal factor variances (with a factor variance ratio of 0.8:1.2) to 
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a value of one across groups tended to lead to overly conservative or overly liberal Type I error 

rates. However, when the sample sizes were equal across groups, violating the equal factor-

variance assumption (with a factor variance ratio of 1.2:0.8 or 0.8:1.2) did not have any 

substantial impact on Type I error rates of the LRT𝜅 .  

Power of the 𝐋𝐑𝐓𝜿 

In this simulation study, it was found that power associated with the LRT𝜅  was affected 

by sample size ratio and loading difference magnitude. For example, in the equal factor loading 

conditions, power rates that were below the criterion of 0.90 (Goodman & Berlin, 1994) were 

found only in the unequal sample size conditions (with a sample size ratio of 1:4 or 4:1). This 

finding is consistent with previous research conducted by Kaplan and George (1995) who found 

that power was low when factor loadings were invariant across groups in unequal sample size 

conditions. In the unequal factor loading conditions manipulated in the current study, sample size 

ratio also influenced the power of the LRT𝜅 . More specifically, power rates fell  below the 

criterion of 0.90 in seven unequal sample size ratio (1:4 or 4:1) conditions, five in which  the RI 

strategy was implemented and two in which the factor-variance scaling method was 

implemented. 

Loading difference magnitude was another factor that affected the power of the LRT𝜅 . 

First, in the unequal factor loading conditions, power rates lower than 0.90 universally occurred 

in conditions in which the loading difference was 0.1. Second, power increased slightly when the 

loading difference magnitude increased from 0.1 to 0.4. The increase in power can be explained 

in the context of construct reliability (see Equation 33). As mentioned before, construct 

reliability is influenced by the magnitude of the standardized factor loadings and the number of 
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loadings per factor in a CFA model. As the magnitude of the standardized factor loadings and the 

number of loadings per factor increase, construct reliability also tends to increase (Hancock, 

2001). In the current study, while holding the model size and sample size ratio constant, 

increasing the loading difference magnitude resulted in increased factor loadings and, thus, 

increased construct reliability. According to Yang (2008), higher construct reliability leads to 

higher power in detecting latent mean differences across groups. Accordingly, the power 

associated with the LRT𝜅  was slightly higher in the 0.4 loading difference conditions than in the 

0.1 conditions examined in this study. 

One thing that should be noted is that although some power rates were found to be lower 

than the 0.90 criterion, they were in the range of 0.85 to 0.90. Most of the power rates in the 

current study were above 0.90 and several of them were equal to 1.00. High power was 

particularly observed in the large latent mean difference (0.5) conditions. Hancock et al. (2000) 

and Yang (2009) found that sufficient power with respect to detecting latent mean differences 

across groups can be achieved when the latent mean difference was equal to 0.50, regardless of 

other varying conditions. 

Parameter Bias of the 𝜹 𝜿 

Previous studies have not investigated parameter bias of the 𝛿 𝜅  under varying conditions, 

particularly when the assumptions underlying the RI strategy and/or the factor-variance scaling 

method are violated. In the current study, all absolute values of parameter bias were below the 

cutoff value of 0.05, indicating that violating the assumptions associated with the RI strategy 

and/or the factor-variance scaling method did not have any substantial or systematic impact on 

the parameter bias of the 𝛿 𝜅 . Results also indicated that the parameter bias of the 𝛿 𝜅  was not 
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affected by loading difference magnitude, sample size ratio, factor variance ratio or factor 

loading pattern.  

Relative Parameter Bias of the 𝜹 𝜿 

Similar to parameter bias of the 𝛿 𝜅 , relative parameter bias of the 𝛿 𝜅  has not been 

examined in previous simulation research. In the present study, all relative parameter bias in the 

equal factor loading conditions was acceptable, indicating that violating the equal factor-variance 

assumption or varying sample size ratios did not affect the relative parameter bias of the 𝛿 𝜅 . 

In the unequal factor loading conditions, however, it was found that loading difference 

magnitude, factor loading pattern and sample size ratio influenced the relative parameter bias of 

the 𝛿 𝜅 , regardless of the factor scaling method used. First, when increasing the magnitude of the 

loading difference from 0.1 to 0.4, the relative parameter bias of the 𝛿 𝜅  also increased. More 

unacceptable relative parameter bias results were found in the 0.4 loading difference conditions 

than in the 0.1 loading difference conditions. The increasing relative parameter bias in the larger 

loading difference conditions was anticipated. In the unequal factor loading conditions, the 

estimating models were incorrectly specified by constraining unequal factor loadings to be equal 

across groups. As a consequence, the equal factor loadings for the two groups were rescaled 

based on the constrained unequal factor loading values. When comparing latent means across 

groups, latent mean estimates for the two groups were readjusted due to the incorrect factor 

loading constraints across groups (see Equation 25). In the “1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 loading 

unequal” and “all lower” pattern conditions, factor loadings were consistently higher in the 

second group than in the first groups with the specified loading difference. Thus, latent mean 

estimates for the two groups were readjusted in opposite directions. When increasing the loading 
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difference magnitude, latent mean estimates for the two groups showed larger deviations from 

their actual values because the increasingly unequal factor loadings, when constrained to be 

equal, imposed more of a readjustment onto the latent mean estimates within each group in order 

to satisfy Equation 25. Consequently, latent mean difference estimates were less accurate and 

relative parameter bias increased.   

Factor loading pattern also influenced the relative parameter bias of the 𝛿 𝜅 . More 

specifically, the “mixed” pattern led to more acceptable relative parameter bias than did the “1
st
 

loading unequal,” “2
nd

 loading unequal” and “all lower” patterns. This trend was anticipated 

because in the “mixed” pattern conditions, the magnitude of the factor loadings was the same for 

the two groups (only the position of the higher factor loading was different). When incorrectly 

constraining all factor loadings to be equal across groups, factor loadings and, thus, latent mean 

estimates for the two groups were readjusted in the same direction. Thus, latent mean differences 

between the two groups were accurately estimated, and more acceptable relative parameter bias 

was found than in the other three factor loading pattern conditions. Although relative parameter 

bias of the 𝛿 𝜅  has not been previously investigated when varying factor loading patterns, 

researchers have examined the impact of factor loading patterns on the accuracy of measurement 

invariance tests. For example, Meade and Lautenschlager (2004) found that the power of the 

omnibus covariance invariance test and of the invariance test for a specific loading was higher in 

the “mixed” pattern conditions than in the “all lower” pattern conditions. In the “mixed” pattern 

conditions, the accuracy of parameter estimates was equivalent in the two groups. Thus, 

covariance invariance tests and a specific loading’s invariance test, which depended upon the 

accuracy of parameter estimation in each group, were more accurate in detecting non-invariance. 
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In contrast, in the “all lower” pattern conditions, parameters were less accurately estimated in 

one group, which led to less accurate measurement invariance tests.  

Sample size ratio was another factor that affected the relative parameter bias associated 

with the 𝛿 𝜅 . More acceptable relative parameter bias associated with the 𝛿 𝜅  was found in the 1:4 

sample size ratio conditions than in the equal 1:1 and the unequal 4:1 sample size ratio 

conditions. This result can be explained when considering sample size and construct reliability 

for each group. In the “1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 loading unequal” and “all lower” pattern 

conditions, factor loadings were generated to favor the second group. That is, in conditions in 

which the sample size ratio was 1:4, the second group, which had the higher factor loading(s) 

(and therefore higher construct reliability), was also associated with the larger sample size. 

According to Gagné and Hancock (2006), larger sample size and higher construct reliability lead 

to more accurate parameter estimations. In the current study, relative parameter bias of the 𝛿 𝜅  

was lower in the 1:4 sample size ratio conditions than in the 1:1 or 4:1 sample size ratio 

conditions because in the 1:4 sample size ratio conditions, the larger sample size and higher 

construct reliability in the second group, which led to more accurate parameter estimations, 

compensated for the less accurate parameter estimations in the first group.  

It is important to note that although loading difference magnitude, factor loading pattern 

and sample size ratio affected the relative parameter bias of the 𝛿 𝜅 , an Analysis of Variance 

(ANOVA) using these conditions as independent variables of relative parameter bias outcomes 

in each replication indicated that none of the main effects or interaction effects were associated 

with effect size values (partial eta squared , 2

p , values) greater than 0.06.  
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Model Rejection Rates Associated with the 𝝌𝟐 Test of Model Fit 

Model rejection rates associated with the 𝜒2 test were investigated under two latent mean 

difference magnitudes (0.0 and 0.5). This section first discusses the trends in conditions where 

the true latent mean difference was equal to zero, followed by the trends in conditions where the 

true latent mean difference was equal to 0.5. 

Latent Mean Difference of Zero 

In the equal factor loading conditions, model rejection rates when the RI strategy was 

used are actually equal to Type I error rates since the estimating models were correctly specified. 

Model rejection rates when the factor-variance scaling method was used are also equal to Type I 

error rates in the equal factor variance conditions, but are equal to statistical power in the 

unequal factor variance conditions since factor variances were incorrectly constrained to a value 

of one across groups. In the equal factor loading conditions, results indicated that neither Type I 

error rates when the RI strategy was used nor Type I error rates and power when the factor-

variance scaling method was used were adversely affected by sample size ratio or factor variance 

ratio.  

In the unequal factor loading conditions, model rejection rates of the 𝜒2 test can be 

interpreted as statistical power since the estimating models were incorrectly specified by 

constraining all factor loadings to be equal across groups. Results indicated that when 

implementing the RI strategy, the power of the 𝜒2 test was influenced by loading difference 

magnitude, factor loading pattern and sample size ratio. More specifically, when the loading 

difference increased from 0.1 to 0.4, power also increased. Higher power was observed in the 0.4 

loading difference conditions because larger factor loading discrepancies were constrained to be 
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equal across the two groups, yielding more model misspecification. Thus, the 𝜒2 test tended to 

correctly reject the null hypothesis of model fit more frequently.     

Factor loading pattern also affected the power of the 𝜒2 test of model fit. The impact of 

factor loading pattern was more obvious in the 0.4 loading difference conditions than in the 0.1 

loading difference conditions. Specifically, within conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, 

the “mixed” pattern led to higher model rejection rates than did the “1
st
 loading unequal,” “2

nd
 

loading unequal” and “all lower” patterns. Sample size ratio, like loading difference magnitude 

and factor loading pattern, also influenced the power of the 𝜒2 test. To be precise, power of the 

𝜒2 test was generally higher in the equal sample size conditions than in the unequal sample size 

conditions. When the sample sizes were unequal, power was generally higher in the 4:1 sample 

size ratio conditions than in the 1:4 sample size ratio conditions. 

When implementing the factor-variance scaling method, the power of the 𝜒2 test was 

generally higher than those observed when using the RI strategy. This result was anticipated 

because using the factor-variance scaling method resulted in a less parameterized model than did 

using the RI strategy. Thus, 𝜒2 statistics (and therefore model rejection rates) were higher when 

using the factor-variance scaling method than when using the RI strategy. When implementing 

the factor-variance scaling method, it was found that loading difference magnitude, factor 

loading pattern, sample size ratio and factor variance ratio had an impact on the power of the 𝜒2 

test. The trends across loading difference magnitudes and sample size ratios were consistent with 

those observed when using the RI strategy. However, the trends across factor loading patterns 

were slightly different from those observed when using the RI strategy. For instance, within 

conditions with a loading difference of 0.4, power tended to be higher in the “mixed” and the “all 

lower” pattern conditions than in the “1
st
 loading unequal” and “2

nd
 loading unequal” pattern 
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conditions. This result indicated that when increasing the percent of non-invariant factor 

loadings, the power associated with the 𝜒2 test also increased. This result, too, was expected 

because increasing the percent of non-invariant factor loadings led to larger model 

misspecification when factor loadings were constrained to be invariant across the two groups. 

Consequently, the 𝜒2 test tended to reject the null hypothesis of model fit more frequently than 

in conditions with a lower percent of non-invariant factor loadings. Additionally, when 

implementing the factor-variance scaling method, factor variance ratio had an impact on the 

power of the 𝜒2 test. In conditions in which the factor variance ratio was 0.8:1.2, the power of 

the 𝜒2 test was higher than in conditions in which the factor variance ratio was 1:1 or 1.2:0.8.  

Latent Mean Difference of 0.5 

In the equal factor loading conditions, Type I error rates and the power associated with 

the 𝜒2 test in conditions where the true latent mean difference was equal to 0.5 were consistent 

with those in conditions where the true latent mean difference was equal to zero. In the unequal 

factor loading conditions, the trends in power across loading difference magnitudes, factor 

loading patterns and factor variance ratios were also consistent with those in conditions where 

the true latent mean difference was equal to zero. Only the power trends across the three sample 

size ratios were slightly different from those found in the zero latent mean difference conditions. 

Specifically, when implementing the RI strategy, power in the equal sample size conditions was 

not consistently higher than those in the 4:1 sample size ratio conditions. Instead, the power in 

these two conditions did not differ substantially or systematically.  
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Model Rejection Rates of the CFI and TLI 

The performance of the CFI and TLI with respect to correctly and incorrectly rejecting 

the null hypothesis of model fit was assessed using cutoff values of 0.90 and 0.95, respectively, 

in conditions where the true latent mean difference was equal to zero or 0.5.  

Latent Mean Difference of Zero  

In the equal factor loading conditions, incorrect model rejection rates when the RI 

strategy was implemented can be interpreted similarly to Type I error rates. Model rejection rates 

when the factor-variance scaling method was used can also be interpreted similarly to Type I 

error rates in the equal factor variance conditions, and can be interpreted similarly to statistical 

power in the unequal factor variance conditions. When using a CFI and TLI cutoff value of 0.90, 

a few incorrect model rejection rates when using the RI strategy were found to differ 

substantially from 5%, particularly in the unequal sample size conditions. This result indicated 

that when using a cutoff value of 0.90, the CFI and TLI tended to incorrectly reject model fit 

more often in the unequal sample size conditions than in the equal sample size conditions. The 

correct model rejection rates when using the factor-variance scaling method were not influenced 

by factor variance ratio or sample size ratio.  

In the unequal factor loading conditions, model rejection rates as determined by the CFI 

and TLI can be interpreted similarly to statistical power. Using a cutoff value of 0.90, it was 

found that loading difference magnitude, factor loading pattern and sample size ratio affected the 

correct model rejection rates when the RI strategy was implemented. Loading difference 

magnitude, factor loading pattern, sample size ratio and factor variance ratio all had an impact on 

the correct model rejection rates when the factor-variance scaling method was implemented. All 
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the trends were consistent with those observed when investigating the 𝜒2 test of model fit in 

conditions where the true latent mean difference was equal to 0.5.  

When using a CFI and TLI cutoff value of 0.95, model rejection rates were generally 

higher than those observed when using a cutoff value of 0.90, regardless of the factor scaling 

method used. For example, in the equal factor loading conditions, all of the incorrect model 

rejection rates were much higher than 5% when using either of the factor scaling methods. The 

correct model rejection rates when using the factor-variance scaling method were also higher 

than those found when using a cutoff value of 0.90, although they were still lower than the power 

criterion of 0.90. When using a cutoff value of 0.95 in the unequal factor loading conditions, the 

correct model rejection rates of the CFI and TLI also increased and demonstrated similar trends 

as those found when using a cutoff value of 0.90. These results indicated that violating the 

assumptions underlying the RI strategy and/or the factor-variance scaling method did not 

influence the model rejection rates as determined by the CFI and TLI. In addition, using the more 

stringent cutoff value (0.95) led to higher incorrect and correct model rejection rates of the CFI 

and TLI than did using the less stringent cutoff value (0.90).  

Latent Mean Difference of 0.5  

When the true latent mean difference was equal to 0.5, the model rejection rates of the 

CFI and TLI in the equal factor loading conditions were similar to the model rejection rates 

found in the corresponding zero latent mean difference conditions, regardless of cutoff criterion 

value used (0.90 or 0.95). Model rejection rates in the unequal factor loading conditions, 

however, were slightly higher than those in the corresponding zero latent mean difference 

conditions. Nonetheless, the model rejection rates demonstrated similar trends as those found 
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when the true latent mean difference was equal to zero. Further, the more stringent cutoff 

criterion value (0.95) led to higher model rejection rates than did the less stringent cutoff 

criterion value (0.90).  

Model Rejection Rates of the RMSEA and SRMR 

In this simulation study, the performance of the RMSEA and SRMR in terms of correct 

and incorrect model rejection rates was examined in conditions where the true latent mean 

difference was equal to zero or 0.5. Two RMSEA cutoff values (0.05 and 0.06) and two SRMR 

cutoff values (0.05 and 0.08) were used, respectively, to determine whether the null hypothesis 

of model fit should be rejected.   

Latent Mean Difference of Zero  

When using the more stringent RMSEA and SRMR cutoff value of 0.05 in the equal 

factor loading conditions, some of the incorrect model rejection rates when using the RI strategy 

and a few incorrect model rejection rates when using the factor-variance scaling method were 

found to differ substantially from 5%. The difference between the two model fit indices was that 

the incorrect model rejection rates of the RMSEA were lower than 5% whereas the incorrect 

model rejection rates of the SRMR were much higher than 5%. Although the correct model 

rejection rates of the RMSEA and the SRMR when using the factor-variance scaling method 

were lower than 90%, correct model rejection rates of the SRMR were much higher than those of 

the RMSEA. Results also indicated that in the equal factor loading conditions, model rejection 

rates associated with the RMSEA and SRMR did not vary as a function of sample size ratio or 

factor variance ratio.  
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When using the RMSEA and SRMR cutoff value of 0.05 in the unequal factor loading 

conditions, the model rejection rate trends across loading difference magnitude, factor loading 

pattern and factor variance ratio were consistent with those found when using the CFI and TLI. 

However, the trends across sample size ratios were slightly different from those associated with 

the CFI and TLI. To elaborate, when the loading difference was large (0.4), model rejection rates 

associated with the RMSEA and SRMR were generally higher in the equal 1:1 sample size ratio 

conditions than in the unequal 1:4 and 4:1 conditions whereas model rejection rates associated 

with the CFI and TLI in the 1:1 and 4:1 sample size ratio conditions were similar but were higher 

than those in the 1:4 sample size ratio conditions.  

When using the less stringent RMSEA cutoff value of 0.06 and the less stringent SRMR 

cutoff value of 0.08, model rejection rates dropped greatly in both equal and unequal factor 

loading conditions. This trend was more prevalent when using the SRMR since most of the 

model rejection rates of the SRMR were equal to or close to zero when using a cutoff value of 

0.08. In addition, the rejection rate trends were consistent with those observed when using the 

more strict RMSEA and SRMR cutoff value of 0.05. 

Latent Mean Difference of 0.5 

In conditions with a true latent mean difference equal to 0.5, model rejection rates 

associated with the RMSEA and SRMR were slightly higher than those observed in the 

corresponding conditions in which the true latent mean difference was equal to zero. This trend 

was observed regardless of using the more stringent or less stringent cutoff values. The rejection 

rate trends across loading difference magnitude, factor loading pattern, factor variance ratio and 

sample size ratio conditions when the true latent mean difference was equal to 0.5 were all 
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consistent with trends found in corresponding conditions where the true latent mean difference 

was equal to zero. Using the more stringent cutoff value also led to higher model rejection rates 

associated with the RMSEA and SRMR, which was consistent with the trend observed in 

conditions where the true latent mean difference was equal to zero.  

In sum, the results of the current study indicated that when the RI strategy was 

implemented, factor loading magnitude, factor loading pattern and sample size ratio affected 

model rejection rates of the 𝜒2 test of model fit, CFI, TLI, RMSEA and SRMR. When using the 

factor-variance scaling method, factor loading magnitude, factor loading pattern, sample size 

ratio and factor variance ratio influenced model rejection rates of the same model fit indices 

mentioned above. Results also demonstrated that using the more stringent cutoff values led to 

higher model rejection rates than did using the less stringent cutoff values. Further, when using 

the more stringent cutoff value, the SRMR performed better than the CFI, TLI and RMSEA with 

respect to correctly rejecting the null hypothesis of model fit. However, when using the less 

stringent cutoff value, the SRMR performed much worse as compared to the remaining three 

model fit indices in identifying model mis-specifications.  

Implications and Recommendations 

Based on the results of the current study, violating the assumption underlying the RI 

strategy (i.e., using a RI with non-invariant factor loadings across groups) did not affect the Type 

I error rates of the LRT𝜅 . However, violating the assumption associated with the factor-variance 

scaling method (i.e., constraining unequal factor variances to a value of one across groups) 

influenced the Type I error rates of the LRT𝜅 , particularly when sample sizes and factor loadings 

were unequal across groups. In addition, the power of the LRT𝜅  was not affected by violating the 
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assumptions underlying the RI strategy and/or the factor variance scaling method. Instead, 

sample size ratio and loading difference magnitude influenced the power of the LRT𝜅 . Regarding 

parameter bias and relative parameter bias of the 𝛿 𝜅 , results indicated that only relative 

parameter bias of the 𝛿 𝜅  varied as a function of the loading difference magnitude, factor loading 

pattern and sample size ratio. Neither parameter bias nor relative parameter bias was affected by 

violating the assumptions underlying the RI strategy and/or the factor-variance scaling method. 

Results also demonstrated that the performance of model fit indices, including the 𝜒2 test of 

model fit, CFI, TLI, RMSEA and SRMR with respect to correct model rejection rates was 

influenced by loading difference magnitude, factor loading pattern, sample size ratio and factor 

variance ratio.  However, violating the assumptions underlying the two factor scaling methods 

did not have any systematic impact on model rejection rates associated with the five model fit 

indices examined.  

According to Johnson et al. (2009), violating the assumption underlying the RI strategy 

does not affect the accuracy of the full metric invariance test but has an impact on the accuracy 

of a specific loading’s invariance test. The present study provides further information regarding 

the impact of violating the assumptions underlying the RI strategy and/or the factor variance 

scaling method on the latent mean difference test and effect size measure of the latent mean 

difference across groups. Specifically, researchers do not necessarily need to be concerned about 

violating the assumption underlying the RI strategy given that it does not affect the performance 

of  the LRT𝜅 . This finding is valuable because the assumption underlying the RI strategy may be 

frequently violated since it is difficult to identify an item with truly invariant factor loadings to 

serve as a RI in practice. In contrast, researchers should be aware of the assumption underlying 

the factor-variance scaling method. In particular, when the sample sizes for the two groups being 
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compared are unequal, constraining unequal factor variances to a value of one across groups is 

likely to produce overly conservative or overly liberal Type I error rates associated with the 

LRT𝜅 . When using the 𝛿 𝜅  in order to describe the latent mean difference across groups, 

researchers do not necessarily need to be concerned about violating the assumptions underlying 

the two factor scaling method given that parameter bias and relative parameter bias estimates of 

the 𝛿 𝜅  were not adversely affected. 

When using the 𝜒2 test, CFI, TLI, RMSEA and SRMR to evaluate model fit, more 

stringent cutoff values (e.g., 0.95 for the CFI and TLI and 0.05 for the RMSEA and SRMR) are 

recommended because they lead to more correct identification of model mis-specification. 

Another important finding is that model rejection rates associated with the 𝜒2 test, CFI, TLI, 

RMSEA and SRMR are not affected by violating the assumptions underlying the RI strategy 

and/or factor variance scaling method. However, they are influenced by the loading difference 

magnitude, sample size ratio, factor variance ratio and factor loading pattern. Thus, researchers 

should avoid using a single index to evaluate model fit because of the possible impact of these 

factors.  

Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research 

The assumptions underlying the RI strategy and the factor-variance scaling method have 

not been widely investigated in previous simulation studies. Thus, as a starting point for this line 

of research, the current study included a relatively simple model and investigated more ideal 

conditions. Due to the preliminary nature of the research, there are several limitations inherent in 

the present study. First, only a large latent mean difference was included when investigating the 

power of the LRT𝜅 . As a result, power associated with the LRT𝜅  was high in these conditions and 
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did not differ systematically as a function of the factor loading pattern or factor variance ratio. It 

was found that violating the assumptions underlying the two factor-scaling methods did not 

influence the power of the LRT𝜅 . However, it is not clear whether the same findings would be 

obtained with smaller latent mean differences (e.g., 0.1 and 0.3). In future simulation studies, 

researchers could include smaller latent mean differences and examine whether violating the 

assumptions underlying the two factor-scaling method would affect the power of the LRT𝜅 . 

Second, only two moderately unequal factor variance conditions were included in the 

present study. In the equal factor loading conditions, it was found that correct model rejection 

rates associated with the 𝜒2 test, CFI, TLI, RMSEA and SRMR were low, regardless of the 

cutoff value used and latent mean difference magnitude. It was not clear whether the low correct 

model rejection rates were caused by incorrectly constraining unequal factor variances to a value 

of one across groups or were due to the nature of the model fit indices. Future studies could 

include more extreme factor variance ratio conditions to further investigate whether violating the 

equal factor-variance assumption would affect the model rejection rates of those indices. Also, 

when violating the assumption underlying the factor-variance scaling method with a factor 

variance ratio of 0.8:1.2 in the unequal factor loading conditions, the correct model rejection 

rates associated with the 𝜒2 test, CFI, TLI, RMSEA and SRMR were not adversely affected. 

Instead, correct model rejection rates were higher under the 0.8:1.2 factor variance ratio 

conditions than under the 1:1 and 1.2:0.8 factor variance ratio conditions. It is not clear why this 

result was observed given these limited conditions of factor variance ratio discrepancies. Thus, 

future studies could include more factor variance ratio conditions to explore the possible reasons 

for this finding.   
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Third, model size and model complexity were not varied in the current study. To simplify 

the design of this simulation study, a two-group, one-factor, six-indicator CFA model was used 

throughout. Future researchers could consider more complex models (e.g., more observed 

indicators, additional latent variables and three or more groups) to investigate whether varying 

the model size and/or model complexity would affect the testing and description of the latent 

mean difference across groups. In addition, researchers who include models with more observed 

indicators could likewise investigate more severe loading non-invariance conditions.  

Finally, the generalized variance (as measured by the determinants of the covariance 

matrix) was not manipulated. Previous research has indicated that the generalized variance 

affects the power of the latent mean difference test. For example, Kaplan and George (1995) 

found that when a group with the larger generalized variance was associated with the larger 

sample size, the power of the latent mean difference test was higher than in conditions in which 

the group with the smaller generalized variance was paired with the larger sample size. Future 

researchers could manipulate factor loadings, factor variances and error variances for groups to 

create conditions in which the larger generalized variance is paired with the larger or smaller 

sample size.  

General Conclusion 

The RI strategy and factor-variance scaling method are two approaches that are 

commonly used to set the scale of the latent variable before comparing latent means across 

groups. This study indicates that violating the assumption underlying the RI strategy does not 

adversely affect the testing and description of the latent mean difference across groups. 

However, violating the assumption associated with the factor-variance scaling method influences 
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the Type I error rate of the likelihood ratio test. This study also demonstrates that model rejection 

rates of model fit indices, including the 𝜒2 test of model fit, CFI, TLI, RMSEA and SRMR, vary 

as a function of the factor loading magnitude, factor loading pattern, sample size ratio and factor 

variance ratio. In addition, when using the more stringent cutoff values, these model fit indices 

perform better in correctly identifying model misspecification. It is hoped that this study 

provides researchers with useful information concerning the performance of the LRT𝜅 , the 𝛿 𝜅  and 

model fit indices under factor scaling method assumption violations.  
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